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ABSTRACT 

This thesis covers an area of sport in ancient Greece 

which has largely been neglected in recent scholarship, 

namely the single-horse race with hockey, or the Keles 

event. 

The work, which comprises five chapters, avails 

itself extensively of- ancient literary, epigraphical 

and lexicographical sources, and attempts to place its 

main arguments both in the context of horsemanship and 

sport in ancient Greece, and also of the social, 

political and economic background of the periods in 

question: In addition there are frequent parallels 

drawn with contemporary horse racing. 

The first chapter of the thesis deals with the 

history of the Keles event in ancient Greece from the 

Archaic period to the end of the first century B. C.. It 

traces the development of horse racing from its prob- 

able origin as a pastime of the mounted warriors of the 

Geometric period to its zenith in the Hellenistic 

period when it became the most popular equestrian event 

at the Panathena-: games. 

The second chapter deals with the structure and 

organisation of horse racing in ancient Greece, and is 

divided into three sections. The first discusses the 

social position of owners and jockeys and the Impor- 

tance attached to a Panhellenic victory in the Keles 

event. The second deals with the different formats of 

the Ke1es event at different festivals and tackles the 
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difficult problem of the length of this race at the an- 

cient Olympic games. The third examines the age 

categories set for the horse racing events at sports 

festivals in ancient Greece, and compares the handicap- 

ping system employed in modern racing with the dis- 

regard by the ancient Greek authorities for the effect 

of the weight carried by a horse in a race. 

The third chapter concentrates on the hippodrome 

in ancient Greece. The racecourses described in Homer 

Iliad Book 23 and Sophocles Electra are ana- 

lysed, along with those at_ Olympia, Mount Lycaeon, 

Isthmia, Athens and Delos. The chapter ends with a dis- 

cussion on the alternative uses of the hippodrome, such 

as for agriculture, cavalry training, and recreatyon. 

Chapter Four deals with the starting mechanism on 

the Olympic hippodrome. The hysplex type of starting 

apparatus is discussed first, with an attempt to ex- 

plain further its working. It is suggested that such a 

device antedated the prow-shaped starting mechanism on 

the Olympic hippodrome described by Pausan±as. The 

functioning of this latter device is then studied with 

reference to the two most recent comprehensive treat- 

men L_s of this subject, namely those of H. A. Harris and 

H. Wiegartz, and the apparent shortcomings of both are 

revealed. 

In the final chapter, several terms connected with 

horse racing ir. ancient Greece which have caused both 

ancient and modern scholars the greatest problems as 

regards interpretation are analysed in an attempt to 
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clarify their various meanings in different contexts. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Horse racing was the glamour sport of ancient 

Greece, patronized almost exclusively by royalty and 

aristocracy, for whom it provided a means of parading 

wealth and splendour before an eager public. From the 

time of Homer to the end of the Hellenistic period, 

equestrian events were regarded as the most prestigious 

contests at the games, a victory in which would confer 

undying fame upon the successful racehorse owner. 

Chariot racing, due to the extra expense involved and 

the more exciting spectacle it provided, was generally 

accorded greater status than single horse racing, with 

a victory in the four-horse chariot race at the Olym- 

pic games being the most coveted prize in ancient Greek 

sport. The KEX'flS event, however, from its origins 

as a form of military training for mounted warriors of 

the Geometric period to its zenith in the Hellenistic 

period when it had become the major equestrian event at 

the Panathenaic games, was regarded as one of the most 

important sporting contests in ancient Greece. 

Read then through a modern bibliography of sport 

in ancient Greece and, contrary to expectation-, you 

will find countless works on athletics, but not a 

single study of horse racing writ ten this century. From 

such a bibliograph y, selecting a boob, on ancient Greek 

sport in general and opening i at t the index will 

reveal a similar picture, with by far the larger part 
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of the work invariably being devoted to athletics. Turn 

then to the chapter, or section, on horse racing and 

you will find not more than a single paragraph on the 

KE, \, qS event. Such is my apology for writing this 

thesis. 

How is it then that a sport which was of such con- 

sequence in ancient Greece has come to be almost to- 

tally disregarded in modern scholarship? The answer 

must lie in the influence exercised by the founding of 

the modern Olympic games in 1896 on the attitude to an- 

cient Greek sport. In the nineteenth century the German 

scholars, G. Lehndorff and E. Pollack, wrote two com- 

prehensive works on horse racing and the hippodrome in 

ancient Greece. However, with the founding of the 

modern Olympic games at the turn of the century, atten- 

tion was focussed exclusively on athletic events and 

amateurism. Proponents of the amateur idea, held up the 

ancient Greek attitude to sport as a role-model for the 

athletes of their day and idolize.:? the golden, age of 

Greek athletics in the Classical period. Scholars such 

as E. N. Gardiner, and J. Juthn r trod . -d wor. -ýs 

sport in ancient Greece, but with only a pa-7-sinme, -. - #D 

of the r. e, \, rlS event. And suc a has been the 

situation ever since, albeit perhaps rýi th different 

motivation on the part of the au-t-. _ rs. 7l e aim of t yý 

thesis is, in a small way, to redress the ba ance. 

In respect of the content of th-s wor'., have se 

out to discover, the or ig-, ns of the .: ". ^ýý ei: t and 1 

to trace its development ur e. --, -' ± he fi , 
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century B. C., and I have attempted to throw light on 

fundamental questions such as the length of races, the 

age classes and sex of the horses competing in these 

races, and the social position of the owners and jock- 

eys involved. Since a study of the hippodrome and its 

layout is an integral part of any work on horse racing 

in ancient Greece, whether it concerns chariot racing, 

the K¬XT event or both, I have devoted a con- 

siderable portion of this thesis to this subject, and 

in particular to the tantalizing question of the start- 

ing mechanism on the Olympic hippodrome. And finally, I 

have taken several of the ancient Greek terms connected 

with horse racing which have caused modern translators 

and commentators the greatest problems as regards in- 

terpretation, and attempted to clarify their various 

meanings in different contexts. 

I have tried to derive my conclusions from an 

evaluation of the available ancient evidence and have 

consciously side-stepped the many unsubstantiated 

modern theories on horse racing to be found in the more 

popular works on ancient Greek sport. Throughout, I 

have endeavoured to set my arguments in the context 

both of horsemanship and sport in ancient Greece yn 

general, and also of the social, political and economic 

bacRground of the period in question, and where per- 

tinent I have drawn comparisons with contemporary horse 

racing. 

Certain subjects connected with horses and horse- 

manship have however been omitted. I have not dealt -n 



detail with the question of breeds of horses, as such a 

study requires the attention of a zoologist, not a 

classicistl. And I have not touched the many subjects 

which belong under the broad heading of horsemanship, 

such as equitation, riding tack and stabling, since 

this constitutes a complete work in itself, and several 

such works already ex i st2. 

The principal ancient sources upon which I have 

drawn to formulate my theories span a period of nearly 

2000 years and fall into three categories. The first 

are the works of ancient Greek authors which refer to 

horse racing. Homer, in Book 23 of his I1iad, 

devotes over 250 lines to the chariot race at the 

funeral games in honour of Patroclus, and Sophocles 

(Electra lines 698-760) provides a lengthy account 

of a fictitious chariot race at Delphi, based un- 

doubtedly on the Pythian games of the Classical period 

with which he was personally familiar. The post- 

Hellenistic authors Nonnus and Quintus Smyrnaeus also 

contain descriptions of chariot and horse racing, but 

these are based substantially on the passage of Homer 

ment coned above and are influenced by the authors' ex- 

perlence of the Roman Circus. The epinician --, des of 

Endar and Bacchyl_, des constitute a very valuable 

source of information on horse racing at the Panhel- 

genic games in the fifth century B. C., particularly in 

respect of the royal owners who commissioned these 

p gets. Xenophon's ýC avalry Commander and On th 

Art of Hors. eman-Fhlp offer very informative glimpses 
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of the Athenian cavalry and in particular the displays 

which they performed, but suprisingly there is an al- 

most total silence on competitive horse racing, On the 

Olympic hippodrome, Pausanias provides us with a 

detailed account, but typically, one from which many 

important facts have been omitted. The chronological 

listing of Olympic victors initiated by Hippias of Ely. - 

in the fifth century B. C., revised by Ar-istot1e and 

preserved by later Greek scholars, has been enlarged 

and set out -f or us -1 n L. Moretti's invaluable 

OI ynpionlXal, and I refer frequently to this worK 

,n 
dating victories -n the r, 

EXnc, 
event at the Olym- 

r 1C games. Scholia, "+Sý lexicographers and later 

writers, such as TEEustath-us and Johannes Tzetzes, of-er 

a very use. u-' source of -, l formation as they try to e.. _ 

plain some of the more obscure aspects of horse : acs b 

ancient Greece, though much of what they gay . seeds 

+ here "_ ýf 
_o 

be _i-Bated with circumspect-, on. And 

course, a wealth of information to be b? e red from the 

many passing reference-s to horse rac:. ng, me tat ý, ory_ai 

or actual, scattered throughout the rest o 

G: 
' ee 

Wit: 

1ite 

a1 

aV "ar1 e 

the 2:, la, ndance `p, er ah '_a e _den1- 

Greece pr vyde ', e -., --- --- 1 r 1ý- : 
y.. l.. 

e: Z L ii. 

C- 7 

CataIo `- 

±c ß: V3 tors, eýi ecýýýyy ýýýý e from the ý ýr ýýýý: c -- 

-C V -Eý eC tcen 

wi . --ý n e,. - 

ýý ý the ty o±' even _ý _;. wh ýh they Cam:. 
_ 

Z: J : 
_.. _.: - 
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scriptions on the bases of statues erected by victors 

at the games often contain illuminating information 

about the owner or the track record of his horse. 

The third source of evidence for my study consists 

of those archaeological finds connected with horse 

racing and sport in general in ancient Greece. The 

scant remains of the hippodrome on Mt. Lycaeon in Ar- 

cadia provide a useful insight into the size and layout 

of a racecourse for a major festival. And the supposed 

locations of the ancient hippodromes of Olympia, Delos 

and Isthmia each contribute, albeit in a small way, to 

our overall understanding of the ancient Greek 

racecourse. Finally, vase paintings provide a still 

frame of horse racing scenes, which can be examined and 

analysed in detail, contributing to our overall picture 

of the KEX'1'}S event in ancient Greece. 

1. On horse breeds in ancient Greece, see Grattius 

Cynegetlca 1.497-540. Oppian Cynegetica 1.158- 

367. J. K. Anderson, Ancient Greek Horsemanship, 

Berkeley 1961, pages 15-39. 

2. cf. Xenophon On the Art of Horsemanship. J. K. 

Anderson, op. cit.. P. Vigneron, Le Cheval dans 

1'Ant. iquite Greco-Romaine, Nancy 1968. 
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A HISTORY OF THE KEAHE EVENT IN ANCIENT GREECE 

THE PRE-CLASSICAL PERIOD 

The destruction around 1200 B. C. of the Mycenean 

civilization, which had predominated for four centuries 

in Greece and which had been marked by its vast wealth 

and splendour, precipitated Greece into the so-called 

Dark Ages. The ensuing period of about 400 years, 

during which no traces of writing can be found, remains 

very obscure for the modern historian. What is certain, 

however, is that the type of society which emerged at 

the end of this time of chaos was much more simple in 

terms of structure and organization than that of the 

earlier Mycenean period. 

The populace was split up into small independent 

communities in which power belonged to the aristoci'at 

by virtue of land ownership. In the absence of a 

developed system of trade, the rest of the population 

depended for its livelihood on farming this land and 

looking to the landowner for protection. With the bur- 

den of agriculture resting on the peasant, the nobility 

was free to spend its time both dealing with matters 

concerning the military stability of the community, and 

also indulging in such leisure pursuits as hunting and 

athletics. Practically all the wealth in this social 

structure belonged to these aristocrats, and therefore 

they alone could afford to arm themselves for the even- 
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tuality of war. Consequently, military exchanges in the 

Geometric period must have been, tactically speaking, 

relatively simple affairs. 

It is very probable that the horse played a lead- 

ing role in battles during this period. Since war and 

the aywv vrTrLKos or indeed war and sport in 

general were closely related throughout Greek history, 

it is important for our study of the KeXnS event 

that we identify this role and analyse what influence 

the military use of the horse may have exerted on the 

inception and development of horse racing in ancient 

Greece. 

There hay been much debatel recently on the 

horse's role in war in this early society, much of it 

based on varying interpretations of the value of the 

evidence found in the poems of Homer and its ap- 

plicability to the Geometric period of Greek history. 

J. K. Anderson2 sees the two-horse chariot as having 

"dominated the battlefield", as was the case in the 

Homeric epics. 

"The chariot carries two men - an armed warrior, 
who springs down to fight with sword and spear, 
and a charioteer, less honoured, though still of 
noble rank, who carries his superior about the 
battlefield and keeps close to him after he has 
dismounted in order to bring him safely out of the 
fight if need be [... ]. Such tactics are il- 
lustrated on Attic vases of the eighth century 
E. C. and in my opinion persisted in Greece until 
then. " 

He finds little evidence of riding in literature 

and art before 700 B. C. and concludes that "in the 

prehistoric period of Greece, cavalry were generally 
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unimportant or indeed non-existent. " From this it is 

clear that Anderson views the battle-scenes in the 

Iliad as characteristic of the methods of warfare 

prevalent in ancient Greece at the time Homer was 

alive. 

P. A. L. Greenhalgh3, however, proposes that the 

mounted horse and not the chariot played the most im- 

portant military role in the Geometric period. He uses 

as his starting-point the statement of Aristotle 

(Politics 1297b 16-19) that, in the Archaic period, 

knights constituted the earliest form of government 

after kingship and that the strength of the early Greek 

cities lay in their cavalry, since the tactics required 

for the effective formation of heavily-armed troops did 

not yet exist. Greenhalgh tries to prove that Homer and 

other poets of the Dark Ages 

"heroized and archaized warfare of their own ex- 
perience by transferring to the heroic chariot the 
military and social functions of the mounted 
horse. " 

He achieves this quite convincingly in two ways. 

Firstly, he parallels this apparent substitution of the 

chariot for the horse with a similar substitution 

throughout the Iliad of bronze armour, belonging 

obviously to the earlier Mycenean period, for the nor- 

mal iron weapons of the contemporary Iron Age. 

Secondly, he highlights the lack not only of special 

vocabulary in Homer concerning chariot combat, but also 

of the conception of the proper tactical role of massed 

chariotry. If the chariot was extensively employed in 
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battle in the time of Homer as Anderson suggests, why 

then, asks Greenhalgh, does Homer seem to have only a 

passing acquaintance with the technicalities of its 

usage? He concludes from this that 

"the usage of the Homeric chariot, and the social 
and political dominance of the chariot-borne war- 
rior, reflect exactly the roles of the mounted 
war-horse and its rider in the Geometric period. " 

Thus in the same way as we read in Homer's 

Iliad that heroes travelled to the battlefield in 

chariots and then dismounted to fight as heavily-armed 

foot soldiers, so, suggests Greenhalgh, did the war- 

riors of the Geometric period in Greece, except that 

they used horses and not chariots for this purpose. 

Technically speaking, however, it might be misleading 

to call these mounted warriors "cavalry" since they do 

not seem to have fought on horseback in ordered groups. 

This theory that there* was widespread use of the 

mounted horse in the Geometric period is supported also 

by the work of M. Hood4, who states that there was a 

shift in emphasis from chariotry to cavalry in civi- 

lized countries during the first half of the first mil- 

lennium B. C. and that the cavalry was beginning to play 

an important role alongside chariots in the Assyrian 

and other Near Eastern armies at this time. Unlike An- 

derson, both Hood and Greenhalgh have found con- 

siderable archaeological evidence from the Geometric 

period in the form of vases, craters and figurines to 

satisfy themselves that this transition was also taking 

place in Greece. Hood lists several factors as having 
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had considerable influence on this change: improvements 

in the art of breeding and horsemanship coupled with 

the invention of better bits; the much greater expense 

of keeping chariots as compared with single horses; and 

the general unsuitability of the Greek terrain for ef- 

Fective military manoeuvres with the chariot. 

If then, contrary to Anderson's conclusion, a form 

of cavalry was known in ancient Greece in the Geometric 

period, this would have interesting implications for 

our study of the Kea'qg event. But in order to un- 

derstand this connection satisfactorily, we must first 

briefly examine the beginnings of sport in ancient 

Greece and the close relationship which existed between 

sport and war at this period. 

Sports historians today generally agree that the 

origins of ancient Greek sports fes Livals can be traced 

back to the F-lTL rä(pLoL äywve'& or "funeral games 

of dead warriors in a misty period of the second mil- 

lennium B. C. 5. The ancients themselves certainly 

believed this to be the case, with the foundation myths 

of the four main Panhellenic festivals centred on such 

funeral games. These early funeral games, according to 

J. Ebert6, were at first probably influenced strongly 

by cultic traditions, and took the form of single com- 

bat between two warriors in which blood had to be shed 

to satisfy the gods. This grim custom, however, evolved 

with time into the more civilized form of elTL ra(ptos 

ccywv, consisting of mere sporting contests such as 

that for Patroclus which Homer describes in Iliad 
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Book 23. With this development of a more attractive 

series of athletics contests came the possibility of 

staging such sporting events on occasions other than 

just funeral ceremonies. Thus we read in Homer's 

Odyssey Book 8 that the Phaeacian King Alcinous 

held games as an after-dinner entertainment for his 

foreign guest Odysseus. As ancient Greek civilization 

progressed out of the Dark Ages, the popularity of such 

sporting events grew correspondingly. The inauguration 

of the great Panhellenic festivals in pre-Classical 

Greece was almos-t certainly the inevitable consequence 

of this increasing interest in sporting competitio. L-z. 

And although the Greeks held these games at such cultic 

centres as Olympia and Delphi, where religious ceremony 

played an important part in their organization, it is 

unlikely that one could trace their institution back to 

the actual 6TrLTa(PLO S äywv of any historical 

figure, despite the traditional foundation myths. 

Throughout this development however, the sporting 

disciplines themselves never lost the close connection 

with war which they had from the beginning. The theory 

that organized sport can trace its roots back to primi- 

tive funeral games in honour of a dead hero includes 

the proposition that the earliest type of athletic con- 

test was itself actually a form of war, i. e. a bloody 

single combat. However, this remains in many respects 

only a theory. A more reliable picture of the early 

relationship of sport to war can be found in the epics 

of Homer, if these can be assumed to be a relatively 
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factual representation of the aristocratic way of life 

in the pre-Archaic period of Greek history, allowing of 

course for a certain amount of exaggeration and rieroiz- 

ing on the part of the poet. 

The heroes whom we meet in the Iliad and 

Odyssey are portrayed not just as warriors but also 

as athletes. In the funeral games for Patroclus in Book 

23 of the Iliad, all the well-known Greek cham- 

pions take part, competing intensely to gain honour 

through a sporting victory. Many of the heroes such as 

Odysseus7, Diomedes and Ajax participate in more than 

one event, contributing to the image of the typical 

aristocrat of this period as having time to devote to 

athletic training and competition, when not engaged in 

8. war The sporting events themselves in which these 

heroes competed had their origin in the many martial 

disciplines performed on the battlefield. The complete 

programme which Achilles drew up for the funeral games 

of Patroclus is based on a variety of military or com- 
e 

bat sports such as chariot-racing, boxing, wrestling, 

archery and spear-throwing. The Homeric hero competed 

against his comrades in the games using such skills and 

techniques as he would employ against the enemy on the 

battlefield. Thus, preparing for and competing in the 

3. 
athletic aywv served as a form of military train- 

ing and vice versag. 

The introduction of the horse into the military 

tactics of the Greeks and their neighbours some time in 

the Geometric period would certainly have led almost 

2. i 



simultaneously to the inception of competitive horse 

racing. The leisurely aristocratic world of the ninth 

and eighth centuries B. C. allowed the frequent par- 

ticipation in and development of sport. One can there- 

fore conclude that ridden horse race events gradually 

began to be staged throughout Greece, especially in 

those regions in which the cavalry played a leading 

military role, such as Eretria, Chalchis or Thessaly10. 

An increasing enthusiasm for this sport would in- 

variably have been developed by its adherents as they 

not only experienced the thrill of participating in and 

watching such contests, but also as they appreciated 

the financial advantages of this equestrian event over 

its older and more expensive counterpart, chariot- 

racing, involving two- and four-horse teams. 

This evolution of the horse race from a form of 

training or pastime for the aristocratic knights of the 

Geometric period, to becoming a standard competitive 

event at local festivals, reached its first high point 

in 648 B. C. when the KeXTIS event was included in 

the programme of the Olympic games for the first 

I'll timen. However, at the same time as the KEan 1 

event was gaining acceptance and credibility as a 

sporting discipline, Greece itself was undergoing major 

economic, social and political change which would 

directly affect the complete spectrum of sport and 

therefore also horse racing. 

As the Greek world gradually began to stabilize 

following the upheaval of the Dorian invasions and the 
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Dark Ages, its population increased correspondingly un- 

der the more settled conditions which ensued. To accom- 

modate this expansion, many Greeks took to the seas and 

founded colonies on the coasts of Asia Minor and North 

Africa, and in Italy and Sicily. The new settlements 

which sprang up retained strong cultural and political 

links with the Greek mainland, preserving the Greek 

language and modelling their political system on that 

of their mother city. By far the most significant con- 

sequence of this period of colonization was its revolu- 

tionary effect on the development of trade. In the 

ninth and eighth centuries B. C., wealth had rested al- 

most exclusively in the hands of aristocratic land- 

owners with the remainder of the population depending 

largely for its existence on farming. Emigration of 

surplus population, however, opened up the possibility 

of trade between mother city and colony. Excess corn 

from Asia Minor could be exchanged on the Greek main- 

land for wine, oil or manufactured products, encourag- 

ing peasants to leave the land and come to the rapidly 

growing urban centres to set up in business as potters, 

carpenters or the like. Such a development in trade, 

and the accompanying movement away from basic farming 

into various forms of merchandizing, had the effect not 

only of expanding a hitherto very simple economy, 

thereby creating considerably more wealth, but also of 

weakening significantly the economic power exercised by 

the aristocracy over the ordinary peasant. 

This power of the nobility was steadily eroded 
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and finally broken down in the seventh century B. C. by 

the transformation of military tactics throughout 

Greece which followed the increase in wealth enjoyed by 

much of the population. Many more citizens could now 

afford to arm themselves for battle, causing a shift of 

emphasis from the mounted aristocrat to the heavily- 

armed foot soldier (0' LT'1'1 C 
.. 

). Farmers and trades- 

men fought side by side in organized fashion in the so- 

called hoplite phalanx, which displaced the cavalry 

as the mainstay of the typical Greek army. 

This combination of socio-economic and military 

change not only had the effect of stripping the anis- 

tocratic class of much of its power, but also produced 

in the average citizen a psychological and political 

awareness which he had previously not felt. The politi- 

cal status quo of a city-state in which such transf or- 

mations were being experienced became suddenly very 

vulnerable to revolution. 

The three cities of Corinth, Sicyon and Megara in 

central Greece were the first to undergo such a revolu- 

tion in the middle of the seventh century B. C.. In each 

case power was seized from the aristocracy by one man 

and his followers and a tyranny established. Although 

the security of his position was often unpredictable 

due to his dependence on miltary strength, the tyrant 

frequently improved the prosperity of his state by the 

promotion of trade and manufacturing, and arts and 

crafts. This form of government, however, rarely lasted 

longer than two generations and often ended as suddenly 
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as it had begun. 

What effect then did this decline of the aris- 

tocracy throughout Greece have on sport? The rise of 

the hoplite phalanx as the main military arm of the 

state led to military and sporting training being ex- 

tended to a much wider section of the population. Sport 

began to lose its aristocratic image and exclusivity 

due to the increasing demands of the city-state for the 

services of all its citizens. To accommodate the neces- 

sity of preparing a large section of the male popula- 

tion for service in the army, gymnasia and 

palaestrae were built in the sixth century B. C. as 

military and sports training centres, and these 

facilities were open to all. 

The formation of city-states throughout Greece as 

a result of this economic revolution also played a 

central role in the development and popularization of 

sport. Within their framework, religion became more or- 

ganized, and festivals and holy days were celebrated 

regularly with sports competitions as part of the 

programme. The rivalry which inevitably sprang up be- 

tween city-states both on the mainland and in the 

colonies found its natural expression at such fes- 

tivals. Thus the Panhellenic games were born, first at 

Olympia in the eighth century B. C. and then at the 

beginning of the sixth century B. C. at Delphi, the 

Isthmus and Nemea. 

Such was the general picture when Crauxidas of 

Crannon in Thessaly won the first running of the 
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KEXTIc, event at Olympia in 648 B. C.. It is in many 

respects fitting that the first winner of this contest 

should have come from Thessaly, an area of northern 

Greece especially renowned for horse breeding12. Al- 

though we have no other biographical details about 

Crauxidas, we can however make several relatively safe 

assumptions about what type of person he may have been. 

To enter and win the horse race at the Olympic 

games, one had to belong to the wealthiest class in 

Greek society. Ownership of a horse in the Archaic 

period of Greek history, as at all other times, was a 

luxury which could be enjoyed only by the aristocracy. 

Crauxidas must therefore have belonged to this social 

class. As a racehorse owner, it is very likely that he 

was obliged to serve in the cavalry of his city. Al- 

though the hoplite phalanx had become the dominant 

force in the military tactics of the seventh century 

B. C., the flatness of the Thessalian terrain ensured 

that the cavalry remained a particularly effective in- 

strument of war in this area13, 

The lists of victors at the Olympic gamesi4 which 

have survived until today are silent on the winner of 

the KEA'TIS event for the next 84 years until we are 

told that Callias, son of Phaenippus of Athens, won the 

horse race in 564 B. C. i5. Victories in both the 

Q-rc 6Lov race and the four-horse chariot race are 

better catalogued. This lack of literary information on 

the horse race from its institution at Olympia to the 

first half of the sixth century B. C. is not par- 
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ticularly surprising, since little has been recorded of 

sport in general before the institution of the three 

other main Panhellenic festivals at the beginning of 

the sixth century B. C., apart from the listing of some 

Olympic victors. As in many other areas of ancient 

Greek research, the early Archaic period in Greece of- 

fers the sports historian little by way of documentary 

evidence. 

The sixth century B. C. has been widely labelled 

the "century of athletic organization" and justly so. 

Sports festivals were springing up all over Greece as a 

result not only of the popularization of sport, but 

also of the increasing political and social sig- 

nificance attached to an Olympic victory. Since the in- 

troduction to the Olympic 

chariot race and the KeXTIS 

games of the four-horse 

event in 680 B. C. and 

648 B. C. respectively, two contests in which only the 

most wealthy could compete, the festival had grown in 

splendour and importance. Ambitious statesmen and 

would-be tyrants saw a victory at the games as an op- 

portunity of gaining fame and recognition, thereby fur- 

thering their political careers. Cylon, an Athenian 

aristocrat, having won the 6tavAo-S foot race at 

Olympia in 640 B. C. i6, tried unsuccessfully to seize 

power at Athens eight years later on the strength of 

the fame which this victory had brought him. We read 

also of Cleisthenes, the tyrant of Sicyon, winning the 

first running of the four-horse chariot race at Delphi 

in 582 B. C. 17, and the same race at Olympia in 572 
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B. C. i8. 

City-states too realized the potential benefits of 

a victory at Olympia. Success at the games brought 

glory not only to the victor but also to the community 

from which he came19. Thus victorious athletes were 

rewarded generously and shown preferential treatment by 

their home towns. Plutarch (Solon 23.3) records 

that Solon instituted a law by which Olympic victors 

received 500 drachmas and Isthmian victors 100 drachmas 

from the city of Athens. Diogenes Laertius (1.55) 

states that this law was in fact passed to restrict the 

amount of money bestowed by the state on victorious 

sportsmen, suggesting that before Solon such rewards 

were even higher. 

As a consequence of this interest shown by city- 

states and their rulers in sporting competition and its 

potential political value, three local festivals, the 

Pythian, Isthmian, and Nemean, were reorganized within 

the space of about 15 years, modelled to some extent on 

the Olympic games and accorded Panhellenic status. The 

Pythian games, which had formerly been celebrated every 

eight years and which had comprised solely an aywv 

LO uC iKOS, were restructured in 586 B. C. 20 (some say 

under the direction of the tyrant Cleisthenes21), 

adopting the equestrian and athletic programme of Olym- 

pia, with the exception of the four-horse chariot race 

which was introduced to the festival for the first time 

in 582 B. C.. This festival was thenceforth held every 

four years in the third year of each olympiad. 
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The Isthmian games, which had been held annually 

as funeral games in honour of the hero Melicertes- 

Palaimon and dedicated to Poseidon, were celebrated 

every two years from 580 B. C. onwards. The games ini- 

tially comprised equestrian and athletics events, with 

the introduction of musical competitions in the Hel- 

lenistic period. The fact that this festival was sacred 

to Poseidon Hippios suggests that considerable emphasis 

was placed upon horse racing22. 

The third local festival to attain Panhellenic 

rank at the beginning of the sixth century B. C. was the 

Nemean. This festival was reorganized in 573 B. C. to be 

held every second year on the model of the neighbouring 

Isthmian. According to I. Weiler23, the main focus of 

the games was the athletics contests, although 

equestrian events were also part of the programme. 

Musical competitions, as at the Isthmian games, were 

added in the Hellenistic period. As regards the 

KExTIS event, there is some confusion as to whether 

it was included in the equestrian programme of this 

festival. A note in the scholia to Pindar's Hemean 

Odes - 'n v dE yuµviKOs Ka'. apµa, ouxi. d. pppo -a 

ovd¬ KEX9C - states that, alongside the athletics 

events, there was a four-horse chariot race but neither 

a two-horse chariot race nor a single-horse race. 

However, this may be a mistake on the part of the 

scholiast, since an agonistic inscription from the 

beginning of the third century B. C., records the vic- 

tories of a certain Nicagoras of Lindos, who numbers 
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among his achievements successes at Nemea with the 

äpµa TeAet OV, the CF uvwpL 1 Teaeta, and the 

or 24 KeAInc TeA¬LOC, These were the main equestrian 

contests staged at both Olympia and Delphi and are 

therefore those which we would expect to find at this 

Panhellenic festival. 

Seven years later in 566 B. C., Peisistratus, the 

future tyrant of Athens, is said to have instituted the 

Panathenaic games25 during the archonship of 

Hippocleides26. As will be seen later from an examina- 

tion of several important agonistic inscriptions from 

the fourth and second centuries B. C., horse racing 

played a very significant role at this festival. 

The mythical origin of the Panathenaic festival is 

-1 

well attested by ancient literary sources. Apollodorus 

(3.14.6) tells us that Erichthonius, a son of Athena 

and Hephaestus, became king of Athens, set up a wooden 

image of Athena in the Acropolis and instituted the 

festival of the Panathenaia. According to the Parian 

Marble27, Erichthonius is reputed to have invented the 

chariot in connection with this festival. 

tptx8ovLo1 IT avae ivatoiS Toil TrpWTOI1 
>0 I" 

yevoµev0 L ap4a eýevýe KaL TOV aywva 

6deLKvvE 

(When the first Panathenaic games were held, 
Erichthonius yoked a chariot and staged the 

contest). 

And a work attributed to Eratosthenes 

(KaYaQYEpLa4ot 13) records that Erichthonius him- 

self took part in the chariot race which seems to 

have been a forerunner of the airobaTqS 
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(dismounting) event. This festival instituted by Erich- 

thonius was called originally the Athenaia28 until the 

time of Theseus, when legend has it that all the in- 

habitants of Attica were brought together into the city 

of Athens. To mark this gathering of the people into a 

single city, the Athenaia became known as the 

Panathenaia. However, Plutarch (Theseus 24.1) men- 

tions neither Erichthonius nor a previous festival 

called the Athenaia, and suggests that Theseus alone 

was responsible for the institution of the Panathenaic 

games. This version, of course, does not agree with 

Apollodorus and Pausanias, and indeed according to Har- 

pocration (s. v. Tlavae'nvata) both Hellanicus and 

Androtion, authoritative historians of the fifth and 

fourth centuries B. C. respectively, support the Erich- 

thonius myth in their works on Attica. A scholiast on 

Plato (Parmenides 127a) combines both myths, offer- 

ing the version which was probably accepted by the an- 

cient Athenians. 

1 -rwv IIavae71 vaLwv eopT71 Kai. 0 äywv 
eTeer µev ýtpw'rov v'rro ýpi. x8ovtov Tov 

1-6 I (p atýC T0U Kai T ý1 Ae v71 s, v6'-rep0v ae vTr0 
e gaew 1 auvayayovro, 3 -roes arjµous CCC äaTV. 

(The Panathenaic festival and its contest were in- 

stituted first of all by Erichthonius, the son of 
Hephaestus and Athena, and later by Theseus, when 
he had brought the people into the city). 

Almost nothing concrete is known of the historical 

beginnings of the Athenaia, which was later to develop 

into the Great Panathenaic festival. Its institution, 

it seems, took place at a very early date. As regards 

its position in order of inauguration of the famous 
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Greek festivals, Aristotle places it second in 

chronological sequence only to that of the ancient 

Eleusinian mysteries29, Helladius puts it even earlier 

- in fact naming it as the oldest of the major Greek 

festivals30 

But which competitive events did this festival 

comprise in its earliest form? Most modern commentators 

propose that, alongside a sacrifice and a procession, 

the original contests at the Athenaia were equestrian 

events, mainly on the strength of the Erichthonius 

myth. 

"Le concours hippique (L1TITLK0S aywv) est 
le plus ancien dans les fetes 

\ 
panathenaques. I1 

remonte, d'apres la tradition, a Erichthonius lui- 
meme., f31 

A. Martin32 agrees with this theory and believes 

that the reason why the Athenaia initially had only an 

V 
aywv MTT1TLKO1 in its programme might be found in 

an examination of the origins of the Athenian people. 

He suggests that while the Olympic and Pythian fes- 

tivals had a Dorian origin, the Athenaia was instituted 

by a rich and powerful Ionian aristocracy which enjoyed 

parading its wealth through the medium of equestrian 

events. The staging of equestrian contests in early 

Athens, perhaps as a part of funeral games, is attested 

by the depiction of chariot racing on vases from the 

late Geometric period found in Athenian graves33. 

This apparent monopolization of the games of the 

Athenaia by the äywv i1rTr1KOs ended in the sixth 

century B. C. with the reforms of Peisistratus. From 566 
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B. C. the annual festival was supplemented every fourth 

year by a much larger festival, the programme of which 

included musical and athletics events in addition to 

horse racing. There is little doubt that this reor- 

ganization by Peisistratus was greatly influenced by 

the institution of the three Panhellenic festivals ear- 

Tier that century. It has also been suggested that 

Peisistratus, an opponent of the nobility, introduced 

musical and athletic events to the festival in order to 

popularize the games and eradicate their purely aris- 

tocratic exclusivity34. 

In the Olympic victory lists, which serve as our 

principal source of information for horse racing in the 

sixth century B. C., there is no record of the winner of 

the KE 71S event during the 50 years after Callias' 

victory in 564 B. C.. This half-century, however, brings 

to an end a long period of obscurity for the historian 

concerning the KEAS event which exists from its 

inclusion for the first time in the Olympic games of 

648 B. C. to the end of the sixth century B. C.. The fol- 

lowing two hundred years, which fall into the Classical 

period in Greece, have, by contrast, provided us with 

much more evidence on horse racing, not only increasing 

our Knowledge of the victors in the Keas event at 

Olympia and at many other Greek agonistic festivals, 

but also giving us valuable insights into the organiza- 

tion and development of this sporting discipline. 

e The list of KEX nS victories at Olympia resumes 

again at the end of the sixth century B. C. with two 
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victories won by members of the family of a Corinthian 

called Pheidolas. Details of both these victories have 

been recorded by Pausanias (6.13.9-10). The first, 

which Pausanlas does not date, but which L. Moretti35 

suggests occurred in 512 B. C., was won by Pheidolas 

with his mare Aura in rather extraordinary cir- 

cumstances. According to Pausanias, the horse threw her 

jockey at the start of the race, but nevertheless con- 

tinued running, crossed the finishing line first and 

was awarded the race by the judges. Were such an inci- 

dent to happen at a race meeting today, the horse in 

question would be disqualified immediately due to its 

unfair weight advantage over its rivals36. Such con- 

siderations were obviously mere trivialities to the 

Greeks, who would have regarded such a freak success as 

a blessing from the gods. 

If indeed Pheidolas did feel so divinely favoured 

after his fortuitous victory with Aura at Olympia in 

5i2 B. C., he must have felt equally blest when, accord- 

ing to Pausanias, his sons won not only the very next 

running of the KEA'YlS event at Olympia in 508 B. C., 

but also a victory in the horse race at the Isthmian 

games, and both with the same horse, Lycus. Pausanias 

mentions that the inscription which he read at Olympia 

recording these victories stated that Lycus had won 

also a second Olympic victory. 

wrcvdpöµa1 ' AvKoS fU04L, a1Taý, övo a' 
Eveaae VLKat. s 
4 et6wXa iraC6wv eGTegpavwae doµous. 

(Swift-running Lycus was victorious once at the 
Isthmus and twice here, crowning the house of the 
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sons of Pheidolas. ) 

But since he was unable to locate this second 

success of Pheidolas' sons in the Elean records of 

Olympic victors, he dismisses the inscription as inac- 

curate on this point. However, it is difficult to 

believe that such a mistake could have been made, and 

Moretti37 offers the simple solution that one of the 

victories was in fact that of Pheidolas himself. 

"Percio la seconda vittoria (prima pero in ordine 
di tempo) cui allude l'epigramma e senza dubbio 
quella stessa conseguita dal padre Pheidolas". 

The epigram itself is of considerable interest for 

sports historians since it is one of a particular genre 

in which victorious athletes or horse owners listed the 

victories which they had achieved at the major fes- 

tivals. From the first half of the sixth century B. C. 

onwards, after the Pythian, Isthmian and Nemean games 

had achieved Panhellenic status alongside those at 

Olympia, these four festivals together formed a circuit 

(-rrepiodoC, ) with athletes competing at each in turn. 

If an athlete managed to win in the same discipline at 

all four festivals, he received the right to call him- 

self 1cep10 a0 vtK11 , and this title became the most 

coveted in sport in ancient Greece. 

The nep 
o6oS took two full years to complete. 

The first year began at Olympia in August: the athletes 

then proceeded the following July to the Nemean games, 

after which they competed in the spring of the next 

year at the Isthmus, and finally in August of the same 

year at Delphi. An athlete who succeeded in winning at 
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these four festivals one after the other and in the 

correct sequence enjoyed the extra distinction of being 
i 

called a TrEptodovLKTIS Ev TTJ nEptodY. However, one 
1. 

received the title rrepLoaovLKeS as long as one won 

at all four festivals, no matter how long it took, or 

in which order the victories were achieved. 

Success at all four festivals of the Tr ep'o<5 o 

was likewise the aim of racehorse owners. Pausanias 

(6.1.7., 6.2.1-2) records having seen inscriptions on 

two statues of equestrian victors at Olympia which 

stated that their respective owners had won also at 

Delphi, the Isthmus and Nemea. The first statue was 

dedicated by Polycles of Sparta for his Olympic victory 

in the four-horse chariot race dated by Moretti38 to 

440 B. C.. His other three Panhellenic victories were 

also with the chariot. The second statue was erected by 

Xenarces, a Spartan horse-breeder. However, we are not 

told whether Xenarces won with the chariot or with the 

KEX'n1. Moretti39 assumes it was with the chariot 
I 

and dates his Olympic victory to 388 B. C.. 

Three Hellenistic epigrams40 suggest further that 

the title lrePLO äovLKTIS was also sought after by 

racehorse owners. In each, an old racehorse, which in 

its retirement is chained to a millstone for grinding 

corn, looks back to when it won victories at the four 

Panhellenic festivals, and bemoans its undeserved fate. 

Whether these epigrams have any basis in historical 

fact is impossible to say, but the very mention of 

racehorses winning at all four Panhellenic games indi- 
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cates that such a feat may not have been unusual in an- 

cient Greece. Returning then to our original inscrip- 

tion in Pausanias celebrating the victories of 

Pheidolas' sons, we see that they were successful at 

only two of the festivals of the TrepLoaos - Olympia 

and the Isthmus, which for them as Corinthians would 

have been their local festival. It is likely that they 

also competed at Delphi and Nemea, but since they were 

unsuccessful, their efforts went unmentioned on this 

dedication. What is however of considerable importance 

for our study is the fact that they won their victories 

with the same racehorse. Was it a greater distinction 

to gain the title ire p iodovLK IIS with the same 

racehorse or chariot team at all four festivals? Or was 
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it indeed a sine qua non of ancient Greek horse 

racing that one had to win at all four Panhellenic 

games with the same horse or chariot team before even 

being entitled to the epithet nepLoöovIKTj 5? In the 

three epigrams from the Hellenistic period mentioned 

above, we read of the same racehorse winning at all 

four Panhellenic festivals, but the nature of this 

evidence makes it difficult to draw any reliable 

conclusions41. 

The closest parallel in modern Britain to an an- 

cient Greek TrepLoaovLK'TjS in horse racing would per- 

haps be the winner of the so-called "Triple Crown", To 

receive this title, which can be contested only by 

three-year-old racehorses, a colt must win the 2000 

Guineas over one mile (1600m) at Newmarket in the 

spring, the Derby over one mile and a half (2400m) at 

Epsom in the summer, and the St. Leger over one mile 

and three quarters (2800m) at Doncaster in the autumn. 

There have been only four winners of the English Triple 

Crown this century, the last being Mr. Charles 

Englehardt's brilliant Hijinsky in 1970. 

From the introduction of the four-horse chariot 

race and the KEXgS event in 680 B. C. and 648 B. C. 

respectively, the aywv i1rnLKOS, of the Olympic 

games remained for about 150 years a two-event 

programme. Its counterpart, the aywv yvµvtKOL, on 

the other hand had been steadily expanding since the 

institution in 
, 

776 B. C. of the a-ra&ov race and, by 

520 B. C. when the oTrXvr'n1 (foot-race in armour) 
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was included for the first time, its programme had in- 

creased to comprise twelve events and was as such vir- 

tually complete. Influenced perhaps by this imbalance, 

the Olympic authorities added two new disciplines to 

the equestrian programme at the beginning of the fifth 

century B. C., thus at a stroke doubling the size of the 

C aywv vTrirucog. The first of these new events, 

the azrjvn (mule-chariot race), was introduced, 

according to Pausanias (5.9.1), in the 70th Olympiad 

(500 B. C. ) and. the second, and more interesting for 

this study, the KUX1rrl (dismounting race), four 

years later in 496 B. C.. To appreciate how such a 

situation could have arisen whereby at the end of the 

sixth century B. C. the athletics events at Olympia out- 

numbered the equestrian events by a factor of six to 

one, one must look at the development of the ä'wv 

C. i-rrirtrco1& at the Olympic festival and see how it 

fitted into the games programme as a whole. 

Before tackling such a problem, one must take into 

consideration the fact that the early chronology of the 

Olympic games is by no means certain. Towards the end 

of the fifth century B. C., the philosopher and orator 

Hippias of Elis compiled a catalogue of Olympic victors 

which Aristotle revised and improved a century later. 

Unfortunately neither of these lists has survived, but 

both were known to later Greek writers who based their 

own catalogues on them. And it is from the works of 

these later Greek authors that modern sports historians 

have been able to draw up a reasonably comprehensive 
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Olympic victory list. However, the most obscure period 

of this Olympic chronology remains today, as it un- 

doubtedly was in the time of Hippias, the first two 

hundred years. For it is highly unlikely that the or- 

ganizers of this festival kept any form of systematic 

records at this early stage, and therefore the validity 

of our victory lists at this point must be called into 

question. Thus one should not simply assume that for 

the first 52 years the Olympic games consisted solely 

of the a-radiov race merely since for the initial 13 

Olympiads Hippias listed the victors in only this 

event. It is quite possible that from the beginning the 

games included additional events, but that the victors 

in these other disciplines were not recorded. Until 

more conclusive evidence appears, which is itself un- 

likely, there will always be some justifiable doubt as 

to the reliability of the traditionally accepted Olym- 

pic programme and its catalogue of victors. 

11 %C 
Concerning the aywv LlT1TIKOS itself, sports 

historians have for a long time regarded the placing of 

the equestrian events within this Olympic programme as 

something of an enigma. Whys asks I. Weiler42. 
) 

did the 

Olympic authorities wait nearly 100 years after the in- 

stitution of the festival in 776 B. C. before introduc- 

ing chariot racing, the most important sporting event 

in Homer's epics? J. Ebert43, who opens his discussion 

on horse racing at Olympia with this very problem, 

believes that the answer is to be found primarily in 

cultic tradition. He also considers it possible that 
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the newly-instituted festival needed time not only to 

ensure that the Olympic truce was being widely ob- 

served, thus guaranteeing the safe transport of expen- 

sive racehorses from distant areas of Greece, but also 

to erect appropriate buildings for the stabling of 

these horses. Other scholars, notably E. H. Gardiner 44, 

have suggested that equestrian events must have been 

part of the Olympic festival much earlier than 680 

B. C.. 

"There can be no doubt that in the first Olympiad 
the programme included at least [... ] the foot- 
race, the diskos, the spear, boxing, wrestling and 
the chariot race. If the Olympic games did develop 
from a single event, it was probably not from the 
foot-race, but rather from the armed fight or the 
chariot race. " 

There is much to be said for such a theory. 

Pelops, the mythical figure who competed against 

Oenomaus for the hand of his daughter Hippodameia in 

the chariot-race described by Pindar in his first 

Olympian ode, was, according to Pa usanias (5.13.1), 

the most honoured hero at Olympia. At one of the turn- 

ing posts on the Olympic hippodrome, there was a statue 

of Hippodameia about to crown the victorious Pelops 

with a ribbon45, and during each Olympic festival a 

black ram was sacrificed in his honour46. Thus the 

mythical tradition of Olympia was closely bound up 

with chariot racing. This connection is further 

strengthened by a reference in Homer (Iliad Book 11 

lines 698-700) to four-horse chariot racing at what 

could have been an early form of the Olympic games. 

Nestor, the horseman (LIT ITOTa), mentions that his 
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father Neleus sent a four-horse team to compete for a 

tripod at Elis. However, perhaps the most compelling 

reason for questioning the relatively late introduction 

of chariot racing into the Olympic games is the fact 

that in the funeral games for Patroclus, the main 

description of sporting events in Homer, the chariot 

race is the first and unquestionably the most important 

contest. 

Another ground offered by some for doubting the 

accuracy of the first two centuries of the Olympic 

programme with particular regard to the äywv 

C LlT r. KOS is the fact that the first equestrian event 

to be introduced was for the four-horse chariot and not 

for the more common two-horse team. The warriors in 

Homer's Iliad both drove to battle and competed in 

the games in the two-horse . chariot. Why then, was the 

four-horse chariot race instituted first at Olympia and 

the two-horse chariot race some two and a half cen- 

t cries later? Some sports historians have concluded 

that the race for the two-horse chariot must have been 

the earliest equestrian event at Olympia and that it 

was later replaced by the four-horse chariot race. 

However, the diminishing role of the two-horse chariot 

in the military tactics of the Greeks in the Geometric 

period and the subsequent rise of the cavalry may well 

provide the main reason why in 680 B. C. the Olympic 

authorities introduced the purely sporting four-horse 

chariot race as the first equestrian event in the games 

programme. 
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The whole question of the validity of the early 

part of the Olympic programme, especially where it con- 

cerns the late introduction of 
. 

equestrian events, 

arises for many sports historians from the assumption 

that the Olympic games were an important sports fes- 

tival right from their supposed institution in 776 

B. C.. They find it inconceivable that for the first 52 

years this festival could have comprised only one 

event, the G-r 6t. ov race, and that the exciting and 

brilliant chariot race had to wait almost a century 

before being included in the programme. Thus they 

deduce that our sources are unreliable and that the 

dating of the introduction of particular events to the 

Olympic programme is inaccurate. If one assumes however 

that the great Olympic games of later centuries had 

their origin simply in the aywv 
. yuµvtKO1 of a lo- 

cal religious festival in the Geometric period, which, 

as it added more sporting disciplines to its programme, 

gradually grew in importance, then the late introduc- 

tion of the prestigious equestrian events can be logi- 

cally explained as being a significant step in the 

evolution of a purely local event into a festival of 

Panhellenic status. So much then for the arguments con- 

cerning the introduction of the aywv I. nzrLKOS at 

Olympia. 

Shortly after the institution of the KEAI1S 

event in 648 B. C., the Olympic authorities, prompted by 

the changing social and military situation in Greece, 

added four athletics contests for boys to the games 
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programme. These events - the oTad&ov race, wres- 

tling, boxing, and the pentathlon - provide a clear in- 

dication of the important role which athletics exer- 

cises were beginning to play in the education and 

development of the Greek youth. At a time when the em- 

phasic in military tactics had shifted from the aris- 

tocratic knight to the armed foot-soldier, and when the 

security of individual city-states depended on their 

ability to prepare an effective armed force from their 

adult male population, it is only natural to find boys 

being trained as the future defenders of their com- 

munity. 

In the following century, city-states began to 

build gymnasia and palaestrae as military 

education centres for the whole male population, in 

which both the young were prepared for future service 

in the army, and adult soldiers themselves could train 

for battle. The Olympic games programme again reflected 

this development by the institution in 520 B. C. of the 

foot-race in armour for hoplites. 

The äywv LItnLKOE at Olympia was regarded 

not so much as providing an opportunity for testing 

military training in public competition (the four-horse 

chariot was almost never used in battle47) as was the 

1% e 
case with the äywv yvµv! Kos, but rather as at- 

tracting aristocratic horse owners to the games. This 

accorded the Olympic festival a degree of splendour 

which it otherwise would not have enjoyed, and also 

provided breath-taking sporting spectacle in the long, 
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hazardous chariot race and, to a lesser extent, the 

short but dynamic KeaT)S event. 

The doubling of the äywv LTrTrLKOS to four 

contests at the beginning of the fifth century B. C. 

with the introduction of the mule-chariot race and the 

KaX-ren event was brought about probably by the in- 

equality in number between athletic and equestrian 

events. The Olympic authorities, confronted with this 

unevenness, were perhaps pressurized not only by horse 

owners who demanded a greater number of events in which 

they could win an Olympic crown of olive leaves, but 

also by spectators who would have sooner considered 

travelling to Olympia from all over Greece if they were 

to be offered a longer, more attractive horse racing 

programme. 

The most difficult decision faced by the Olympic 

authorities was probably that of determining which new 

events should be introduced. The mule-chariot race was 

instituted in 500 B. C. but, according to Pausanias 

(5.9.2), it was neither a traditional event nor a dig- 

nified spectacle, and it was dropped from the programme 

in 444 B. C.. The same fate befell the other new addi- 

tion to the equestrian programme, the KaXlrrl, intro- 

duced in 496 B. C.. This discipline was closely related 

to the KEXTgS event in that it was a race for horse 

and jockey, the difference being that the jockey dis- 

mounted at the last part of the course, probably at the 

entrance to the final straight, and ran alongside his 

mount to the finishing-line48. 
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This event had distinct military associations. 

During the Geometric period, warriors rode to the 

battle-field and dismounted to fight on foot, and it is 

this practice which is reflected in the Ka" X rn. A 

similar dismounting event involving the chariot 

(a1robaT'5) seems to have been traditionally the 

most important contest in the c ywv vrrrrtKos of 

the Panathenaic games, tracing its origin back to the 

foundation myth of the festival. A work attributed to 

Demosthenes (61.24) praises the a. rotaTMS as the 

noblest and finest of contests - -ro Qeµvo-ra-rov Kai 

... 
KaAAIaTOV TWV aywvLQµaTwv. 

The Olympic authorities, however, obviously did 

i 
not hold the KaX*rr7j in quite such high regard as did 

Demosthenes the a1roba-rTjS, for in 444 B. C. it was 

dropped from the games programme along with the mule- 

chariot race, reducing the aywv L1T1rtKos to its 

former state of two events. A number of factors may 

have contributed to this decision, such as a lack of 

interest on the part of the spectators, an insufficient 

number of participants, or perhaps the fact that the 

last stage of the race may have been an anti-climax 

being slower than the earlier part. It is worth noting 

here that the KaAlrf does not appear to have been 

part of the aywv inntKOS of the three other 

main Panhellenic festivals. 

In 496 B. C., the same year as the KC(X rT) was 

introduced to Olympia, the K¬XYIg event at this fes- 

tival was won by Empedocles from Acragas in Sicily, the 
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grandfather of Empedocles the famous philosopher from 

the same city49. His victory is made more significant 

by the fact that it marks the beginning of a remarkable 

period of success by Sicilian racehorse owners in the 

C 1r1TLK0L of the four main Panhellenic aywve1 L 

festivals in the fifth century B. C.. From our 

reconstructed list of Olympic victors and from the 

epinician odes of Pindar and Bacchylides, we have 

evidence of at least 15 Panhellenic equestrian vic- 

tories won by Sicilians over a period of 50 years. If 

our records were complete, this figure would without 

doubt be considerably higher. 

This period of success for Sicily in the 

äywvE 1 L1T1rlKOL of the Panhellenic games coin- 

cides with and finds its explanation in the rule of a 

family of Sicilian tyrants. In 491 B. C., Gelon, son of 

Deinomenes and a former cavalry commander, became 

tyrant of Gela in Sicily. Six years later, he 

proclaimed himself ruler of neighbouring Syracuse and 

handed the control of Gela over to his younger brother 

Hieron. Meanwhile his father-in-law Theron had estab- 

lished a tyranny at Acragas in 488 B. C.. Under the 

government of these three tyrants, Sicily became one of 

the richest and most powerful areas of the Greek- 

speaking world. Having achieved supremacy at home, 

Theron, Gelon and Hieron desired, as did the rulers of 

all Greek colonies, to win fame and recognition for 

themselves and for their cities on the Greek mainland. 

They realized that victories in the Panhellenic games 
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would guarantee the renown they sought -a renown which 

was frequently attended by substantial political and 

economic benefits. 

Several factors contributed to focusing the atten- 

tion of these Sicilian tyrants on the equestrian events 

at the Panhellenic festivals. Firstly, the chariot and 

horse races had always been the most prestigious events 

at the games due to their associations with the aris- 

tocracy and the expense involved in competing in such 

contests. Sending chariot teams or racehorses to Olym- 

pia and Delphi placed no appreciable financial burden 

on these rulers, whose coffers had been swollen by 

revenues from trade and also the spoils of war, such as 

those taken from the Carthaginians at Himera in 480 

B. C.. Rather such displays of extravagance served as an 

effective advertisement for the wealth of Sicilian 

cities. 

Secondly, Sicily was renowned in the ancient world 

for its horse breeding and cavalry50. In the few work- 

which have survived from antiquity in which horse 

breeding is mentioned, Sicily is ranked frequently be- 

side Thessaly for its famous horses5l. Like the Thes- 

salian, the Sicilian cavalry was particularly strong. 

At the battle of Himera in 480 B. C. in which the 

Sicilians defeated the invading Carthaginians, the 

5000-strong Sicilian cavalry played a decisive role. 

And in his history of the Peloponnesian war, Thucydides 

describes the effectiveness of the Sicilian cavalry in 

harassing the Athenian enemy. 
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The Sicilian tyrants themselves had direct links 

with horses. As already mentioned, Gelon was the com- 

mander of the cavalry at Gela before he became tyrant 

in 491 B. C.. With such a high military rank, he would 

have spent considerable time on horseback, either in 

combat, training or taking part in horse racing. His 

brother Hieron was called by Bacchylides (5.2) 

EupaKoa . 
wv Lýrr -rrodi. vrq r wv a rpaTrye (general of the 

horse-driving Syracusans52), and it could be inferred 

from Pindar's second Pythian Ode (lines 5-12) that 

he personally drove his own team to victory in the 

four-horse chariot race at the Theban Iolaia in 475 

B. C. 53 

Of the fifteen recorded Panhellenic victories in 

equestrian events won by Sicilians in the first half of 

the fifth century B. C., five were achieved in the 

KeX event. The first, as already stated, was re- 

corded by Empedocles in 496 B. C. at Olympia. The 

remaining four were all won by Hieron, by far the most 

successful Sicilian racehorse owner of this period, 

with six Panhellenic victories in all. Hieron' s desire 

to win further renown for himself and his city by com- 

missioning the most gifted poets of his time, such as 

Simonides, Pindar and Bacchylides to commemorate these 

victories in song has had the fortunate result of sub- 

stantial literary evidence of his successes s urviving 

from antiquity54. However, there still remains a degree 

of uncertainty as to some important details of his vic- 

tories. 
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In his third Pythian Ode, Pindar celebrates 

Hieron's success at Delphi with his racehorse 

Pherenicus. The scholiast states that Hieron won the 

horse race at the Pythian games in 482 and 478 B. C. - 

evL, rqße de 0f epwv T 
S. 
11 v µev K9 TIvALada K aL TTIv 

e1ý 'n S KeA r TL. The plural c -re paVOLc (crowns) in 

line 73 of this ode suggests that both victories are 

being celebrated here, and that both were therefore won 

by the same horse, - Pherenicus 

., %i 
r4) µev 

ý&dvµaC 
xapLTaý, 

J* eL KCl Tet av vyLeiav aywv xpu eav Kwµov 
T'a¬e\wv 

3/ IIv8Lwv aLyXav QT¬(QaVOL C,, 

ToüS äptGTEVwv 4epevLK0S Ea' ev Kt. ppa TroTe 
(... 1. ` 

(If I had disembarked with a double favour for 
him, bringing with me golden health and a shining 
victory-song celebrating the Pythian crowns which 
the all-conquering Pherenicus won once at Cirrha 
[... D. 

We know from the Oxyrhynchus Papyrus victory 

list that Hieron also won two Olympic victories in the 

KEX'nCu event in 476 and 472 B. C.. Both Pindar 

(Olympian 1) and Bacchylides (Ode 5) celebrate 

the first of these victories, and both mention that 

Pherenicus was Hieron's racehorse on that occasion. It 

would thus appear that Pherenicus won one Olympic and 

two Pythian KeX'qS events over a period of six 

years. If we assume that he did not begin his racing 

career before the age of three, then he must have been 

at least nine years old when he won his Olympic victory 

in 476 B. C.. Some commentators have rightly questioned 

the likelihood of such a feat. 
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H. Maehler55 suggests that Pherenicus may not have 

won at Delphi in 482 B. C., and that the plural 

QTEIQavoLS in Pindar Pythian 3.73 could be a 

poetic plural. He also considers that Bacchylides 

(5.41) seems to refer to only one previous Pythian vic- 

tory. If Pherenicus had won twice at Delphi, argues 

Maehler, why does Bacchylides not mention it? This ar- 

gument however, as Maehler freely admits, is by no 

means conclusive. 

Having examined the literary evidence which sup- 

ports this standpoint, let us now regard such an 

achievement from a sporting point of view. To make an 

adequate assessment of the feasibility of this perfor- 

mance of Pherenicus, we need to consider such factors 

as the distance of the race, the age of the horses in- 

volved, the weight of the jockeys and the standard of 

the competition. Unfortunately, as regards ancient 

Greek horse racing, most of these points remain un- 

clear. However, a brief examination of the available 

evidence may prove useful. 

One of the most important factors to be considered 

is the distance over which Pherenicus would have had to 

compete to win these victories. It is argued elsewhere 

, event at Olympia may in this work that the KEA'nc 

have comprised only one circuit of the track, a dis- 

tance of probably four furlongs (800m), and as such was 

purely a sprint race. Whether the Pythian KEAIOS 

event was also four furlongs long can only be conjec- 

tured. One would have to suppose not only that the hip- 
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podrome at Delphi was the same length as that at Olym- 

pia, but also that the K¬XT S event at Delphi 

likewise comprised only one circuit of the track. Such 

a viewpoint assumes a certain amount of cooperation be- 

tween the organizers of these festivals and standard- 

ization on the part of the ancient Greeks. We know from 

excavations that the QTaa&ov races at all four main 

Panhellenic festivals were roughly the same length, 

i. e. 180-200m. But this, rather than directly suggest- 

ing liaison between authorities responsible for or- 

ganizing the games, was more due to the fact that a 

a-raaiov was a standard measurement of 600 feet in 

i 
ancient Greece. Consequently, a-ra6iov races, as for 

example mile races today, had to be the same length56. 

Whether the four main Panhellenic hippodromes also had 

a standard length of perhaps two stades between the 

turning posts is impossible to say. 

The distance of the K¬Afc, event at Delphi and 

Olympia is particularly significant in the case of 

Pherenicus since the ability of a horse to compete 

successfully over certain distances can be influenced 

by its age. As a racehorse grows older, it gradually 

loses its speed and becomes more effective over longer 

distances where stamina is important. Thus the long and 

gruelling Grand National at Aintree over four and a 

half miles (7200m) has often been won by horses of ten 

years of age or more. The mighty Red Rum, who won this 

famous race three times and was runner-up twice in the 

1970s, and who recorded his final victory at the age of 
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twelve, started his racing career as a two-year-old 

sprinter. If we assume that Pherenicus won two Pythian 

victories and one Olympic victory, and our calculation 

as to the length of the Olympic KexiIS event is cor- 

rect, then Pherenicus must have won a four-furlong 

sprint race at Olympia as at least a nine- or ten-year- 

old against what was probably a strong field of younger 

horses. It would be very difficult indeed under today's 

conditions for a racehorse to emulate this performance. 

Conditions however were very different in ancient 

Greece. We have already seen from the episode with 

Pheidolas and his mare Aura that the weight factor, 

which is so important in modern horse racing, appears 

to have been disregarded by the ancient Greek 

authorities57. Thus if Hieron employed a particularly 

lightweight jockey, Pherenicus would have enjoyed a 

considerable advantage over another horse of similar 

merit with a heavier rider. Pausanias (6.12.1) tells us 

that he saw a monument at Olympia commemorating 

Hieron's two victories in the KEA'fS event and his 

victory with a four-horse team. The statue in question 

DP / 
consisted of a bronze chariot with a man (av71 p) 

mounted on it, and a racehorse on either side, on which 

were seated boys (zräLaeg). One of these two horses 

must have represented Pherenicus, and, as both riders 

were boys, it would seem that it was indeed Hieron's 

practice to give his horses as little weight to carry 

as possible. 

Concerning the standard or numerical strength of 
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the opposition Pherenicus had to face at either Olympia 

or Delphi, we know nothing. Neither Pindar nor Bac- 

chylides mentions the number of runners he competed 

against. From Pausanias' description of the prow-shaped 

starting mechanism at Olympia, which had stalls built 

into its sides which were each 400 feet long58, we can 

conjecture that large fields were normative for 

equestrian events at this festival, otherwise such a 

large starting device would have been superfluous. We 

know also from Pindar's fifth Pythian Ode (lines 

49-51) that over 40 chariots took part in the chariot 

race at Delphi in 462 B. C.. However, neither of these 

two instances speaks directly for the KEX q(l event, 

and it may have been the case that horse breeders con- 

centrated their efforts on the more prestigious chariot 

i 
race and neglected the KEXTIS event, although it 

would have been much less expensive to train a single 

racehorse than a four-horse team. 

Both Pindar and Bacchylides mention that in win- 

ning the Olympic KEXTIS event in 476 B. C., 

Pherenicus did not need to be whipped during the race, 

implying that he won very easily. Bacchylides (5.43-5) 

goes even further and states that Pherenicus had never 

been defea 

'1 ouTru 
LrrTrwv 

irpo 

ted in his whole racing career. 

C% If v. v Ii IT O IrpoT¬pwv , >> 0% Op 6v caywvL ' KaTEXpav6v Kov! 1 
TE: X0S opvvf¬vov 

(He has never run on to the finish showered by the 
dust of horses in front). 

It is possible that Hieron with his passionate in- 
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terest in horse racing and his access to great wealth 

may have bred in Pherenicus a freak racehorse which 

over a period of six years or more competed in the most 

prestigious events and remained unbeaten. And under the 

ancient Greek racing system, it is conceivable that 

such an outstanding racehorse never faced a serious 

challenge. 
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THE CLASSICAL PERIOD 

The Classical period was an epoch in which not 

only architecture, literature and culture flourished in 

the main Greek cities, but also in which sports fes- 

tivals and the Panhellenic games reached new heights in 

popularity and splendour. The defeat of the Persians at 

the beginning of the fifth century B. C. inspired in the 

Greeks a feeling of self-confidence and pride, espe- 

cially in their military prowess. Sparta, wiose 

soldier-athletes were used to training in the city's 

gymnasia and palaestrae, had been the leading 

land force against the less heavily-armed Persians, and 

consequently considered herself the most powerful state 

in- Greece. The Athenians, by virtue of their invincible 

navy and their decisive success against the Persians at 

Salamis, were likewise in triumphant mood. 

The sports contests at the Panhellenic festivals 

provided the citizens of these states with a fitting 

outlet for their feeling of athletic and military supe- 

riority over the barbarians. The victory list for the 

first Olympic festival after the Persian wars, 476 

B. C., contains names of sportsmen from all over the 

Greek-speaking world, whose number includes such 

celebrated figures as Hieron of Syracuse and Theron of 

Acragas in the equestrian events, and Euthymus of 

Locris and Theagenes of Thasos in the boxing and 

pancration events respectively. New festivals were 

instituted, such as the four-yearly Eleutheria at 
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Plata ea to commemorate the victory of the Greeks over 

Mardonius in 479 B. C., and it is likely that many local 

festivals sprang up due to this upsurge in interest in 

sport during the Classical period. 

Horse racing continued to be regarded as the most 

prestigious sport at the games and received patronage 

from some of the richest citizens in the Greek world. 

%ý 
ý° ý 

0 
, ý\I, v 
s7v 

I 

Sicilian tyrants, such as Hieron and later Dionysf us59, 

paraded their vast wealth before the crowds at Olympia 

and Delphi. Alcibiades, the flamboyant Athenian 

general, in order to show the Spartans during the 

Peloponnesian war that Athens was still a force to be 

reckoned with, sent a record seven four-horse chariots 
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to the Olympic games of 416 B. C. and came back with 

first, second and fourth places60. And Philip the king 

of Macedonia won the K¬XrqS event at Olympia in 356 

B. C., the four-horse chariot race in 352 B. C. and the 

two-horse chariot race in 348 B. C. 61. 

During the Classical period, the äywv 

t1rTrLKOS of the Olympic games and other Greek fes- 

tivals began to expand. In 408 B. C. the ouvwpL. S 

(two-horse chariot race) was officially included -, n th e 

Olympic games for the first time62, and ten years later' 

the same event was added to the equestrian programme at 

Delp-1-1 , 63 
. Some twenty years later, he ar 

TrWXLK0V- (four-horse chariot race for young horses) 

was instituted at both the Olympic and Pythyan games, 

enlarging the number of events in t' e ay: ýý 

L;; ýrLKo2 of these festivals to four. A. 

lnscr2. ption64 dating to the first half of the 

century B. C., listing various athletic, equestrian a: 

musical competitions and their prizes at t, _J 

Panath ena-c games, shows that the ay +7 Lß: 

at- this festival was also flourishing and that 

p, ogramme was much more comprehensive than those o- 

o ur main Panhellenic games. 

The , nscr-ption, al though incomplete, 

evidence of the importance of horse racyn s at 

y ana± h enaic games -n particular, and to tale e:. y. _n 

:n general. It has been suggested earlier teat ý_ýý 

-rerunner of the Pana± hena--c Festival, r'ca 

A --r may initially ha re contained only -1 e tLL _ý_, 
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events in its programme. Its foundation myth centred on 

Erichthonius who invented the chariot, and his institu- 

tion of horse racing at the festival. Thus when the 

Great Panathenaic festival was instituted early in the 

sixth century B. C., equestrian events, as can be 

presumed from this inscription, played a. major role in 

the overall games programme. And the Athenians did not 

confine their love of horse racing to festivals in 

their home city. A glance through the lists of 

equestrian victors at Olympia reveals many Athenian 

triumphs achieved by such household names as Alcmaeon, 

Miltiades, Cimon, Callias and Alcibiades. 

The popularity of horse racing was greatly in- 

fluenced by the existence in Athens of a class of weal- 

thy citizens known as LzrTr et1 (cavalrymen)65. This 

was the second census class introduced by Solon in 594 

B. C., comprising Athenians whose income was between 300 

and 500 medimnoi of corn and who therefore had suf- 

ýcient means to keep a horse and equip themselves for 

cavalry service. An examination of the following in- 

scription from the Panathenaic games will show the 

degree of power exercised by the LT-eT1 over t1-he 

organization of the aYwv LIT nrLKol at this fes- 

tival. 
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[rraLSý ara]SLov VLXWVTL 
[ý] [ýXa](o äcµpop c 
D SSutýpWL 

, natal 1r9vraUAov vLxwvTl 
ODD nµcpopýS &Aa(o 

PI Seutepwt 

ýacSi zraýalatEi vlxwvtl 
AAA a cpopý-; &Xa(o 
PI SEUTEpwl 

7[atoac ? CUXTSL VL)twVti 

AAA äµcpop &Aaio 
ri Seurepwl 

TZat6i 7ra7XpartoV vlxü, výL 
ODO &i popýS ixaio 

SEUTEpwt 

&1Eve(wl aiä8lo') VLXWVtL 

(1 äµcpopýc &Xa(o 
All SEUtipwL 

ayeveiwL 7rEVrä$lwL vlxwvrl 
AAAL a pop1, - &Aaio 
PIII SEUTEpwL 

Q1Evelwl 7raXatarst ` c-ACov L 

[00]66 äµToPýS &Aaio 
[rill] [S]-TurCpwl 

[a1Evzi]wl -, r üxrrjl vlxwvrL 

[DADA] I' wl op'1ý 'X]' (o 
[aTSVE(wl -. a'xpätlov vl]xwvTL 

L(7 
uTt. 7rirwv TcwAcxwt . e, -c 

OL1ý0 äµpo[p]%q &Xaio 
Pill öwurepwc 

t7r7Lwv `EÜ1Et aSrj,? ay(bc 

HAAAA äµcpopýc xa(o 
AAAA SEUTepwc 

itoXEµcat-I p (occ 
LTCTLwL xEX rl vtxwvrt 

&p. popr`jq ixa(o 
IIII SEUTEpw 

tItiiwv 
`EÜ1EL vtxülYTt 

AAA & popýS &Xaio 
(i I öeutýp(l)t 

ýEÜ7EC ? t0 (lILLXcI 'SIX VTC 

IIII äµýpopýý Aaio 

OF-UTZPWL 
&(p, 77CTL0 axOYTl(Ovrt 

äcµcpop' xa(o 
öcuTE p(O L 

vcxrjT*jpL[a] 
H racoiµ zru[ppl]; ýtatai(ý) ßoüS 

H aleve(otq Tr u[p]pc; (tctraic poüc 
H ävSpäat tuppLXcatal; c3o3S 
H Eüavaptat Tuarjc vcxwaet ßoüq 

H puArt vcxd. ci t Poüc 
AAA Xaµoraarjy6pwt vtxrovtt UZ[pia] 

v. xyTýpta vewv ap. W-14 

HHH r9L cpuAýc Tit vcx(L)aE[L] 

This inscription lists six eque-trian events. The 

first two " are chariot races - one for young horses 

(LITTTWV 1T WALK0V evyo1) and one for fully-grown 

horses (LTrTrWV vY 01 a6 payov). Whether the se 

diffic, ýyt contests were for two- or four-horse teams _, z 

to say. The term used here for chariot, ý¬uyo1, had 

the basic meaning of "yoke" in anti uyty, and, since 1-1 

most animals were yoked ii: pars, it often, came to 

denote a two-horse team. However, it- had also the mea:: - 

yng of four-horse chariot, as in the phrase ; cv', 'ý 
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01 'rE6pLTrnov66, or when being contrasted with a two- 
A 

horse team - 
Ij Qvvwpi6L evyeL vevtKIJKev67. 

One is tempted to translate gevyos here as four- 

horse chariot since both these events would therefore 

correspond to the Cl pµa -reXeiov a nd the äpµa 

i 
T WXLKOV of the contemporary Olympic and Pythian 

I 
games. The race for the QvvwptS (two-horse chariot) 

had just been introduced at Olympia and Delphi, but the 

equivalent event for young horses was not included at 

either festival until a much later date. It is possible 

however that the Panathenaic festival contained 

equestrian events which were later adopted into the 

1. C Olympic o. ywv LIT 1TtKOS rather than vice versa. 

The next four events in this inscription are all 

connected with the cavalry. The first two -ai ffvos 

KeAn S and a výrrzrwv ;e 
yos 

event - come under the 

rubric 1T oXE4 lQY11 ptotS (for war[horses]). These two 

contests were meant obviously to reflect the tradi- 

C tional roles of the vIrirei1 in battle, i. e. riding 

a cavalry horse and driving a war chariot. The term 

gevyoS must here be translated as "two-horse team" 

since the four-horse chariot was rarely used in war. 

The third discipline was for the ýevyos TroµlrtKov 

(parade chariot) and could perhaps be compared to a 

modern dressage event. Xenophon (Cavalry Commander 

1.26) mentions that the LIT IT eL 1 at Athens took 

part in processions at festivals and put on public dis- 

plays, and he suggests that a good cavalry commander 

should offer prizes to those regiments which performed 
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best at these spect 

this Panathenaic 

aKOVTLýWv (throwing 

was one of the most 

had to learn68, and 

acles. The final equestrian event in 

inscription was the ä(p' i rrrrov 

the spear from horseback). This 

important skills an Athenian knight 

was included in the games programme 

of the Panathenaic festival probably to give cavalrymen 

I 

the opportunity of exhibiting in public competition 

what they had learned in training and also to encourage 

others to master this art. 

Horse racing at Athens had always had close con- 

nections with the military. According to Athenian 

mythology69, it was not the simple chariot race which 

Erichthonius instituted for the first celebration of 

the Athenara, but rather a so-called älrobaT ns 
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event. In such a contest the charioteer drove the team 

while his companion, the aiTot rT11, dismounted and 

ran alongside the chariot for a distance before 

remounting. This discipline was intended to reflect the 

traditional method of warfare in the pre-Geometric 

period of Greek history. There are excellent descrip- 

tions of this in Homer's Iliad, whereby the hero or 

leader was driven in his chariot to the battlefield 

where he dismounted to fight on foot and remounted to 

return to camp. 

This contest, whether or not it was the original 

sporting event at the Athenaia festival, was certainly 

popular in Athens in the Classical period. In a work 

attributed to Demosthenes (61.23-25), the author 

praises an acquaintance for devoting himself to train- 

ing for the arrobcTM1 event, which he calls the 

most noble and grand of competitive exercises (To 

01 0% 
QeµvOTaTOV Kät KaAALGTOV TWV äywvt(T. aTwv) and the 

one which provides the most enjoyable spectacle 

C Of k 4f (T6LoT'v µev eeav eý xov). And according to 

Plutarch (Phocson 20) this event was actually part 

of the Panathenaic festival in the fourth century D. C.. 

We know from a group of second century B. L. inscrip- 

tions from the Panathenaic games70 that the 

ä1TO'bQT, nS event, or an equivalent, was always men- 

tioned first in the programme of the aywv 

CnnýKoS. This would explain its omission from our 

fourth century B. C. inscription, the first part of 

which has been lost. A further indication of the 
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popularity of this equestrian event at Athens is the 

fact that it is represented several times in the 

cavalry procession on the famous Parthenon frieze. 

These equestrian events at the Panathenaic games 

which seem to have been framed especially (or perhaps 

even exclusively) for the cavalry never became part of 

i 
the aywve1 vrtýLKoL of the four main Panhellenic 

festivals. They featured in the Panathenaic games since 

this festival was organized to suit the requirements of 

the people of Athens, who had a strong interest in 

their cavalry71. The equestrian events at Olympia, Del- 

phi, the Isthmus and Nemea, although they had their 

origins in the use of the chariot team and the horse in 

war, were never so directly influenced by the cavalry 

as those of more local festivals. 

Instead, the main Panhellenic festivals developed 

over a period of about 400 years a common aywv 

i I. TrIT LKos comprising six standard events (two four- 

horse chariot races, two two-horse chariot races, and 

two horse races). Apart from the brief inclusion of the 

KaX-rrT and the mule-chariot race at Olympia for the 

first half of the fifth century B. C., all our evidence 
i 

suggests that the aywve1 tTr IT LKOL of the four 

major Greek sports festivals adhered rigidly to this 

six-event programme. 

The picture however was different at many smaller 

or less prestigious events. It seems that, at such fes- 

tivals, the organizers would adopt the current aywv 

i vrrTnKOS from one of the four main Panhellenic games 
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and then add further contests to the programme either 

by popular demand or perhaps to suit training require- 

ments for their cavalry. The airobaTTI1 event for 

example was one of the equestrian contests at the fes- 

tival in honour of Amphiaraus at Oropus in the fourth 

century B. C. 72, and at Aphrodlsias in Carla 73. And at 

Larisa in Thessaly, which was famous throughout Greece 

for its cavalry, a set of agonistic inscriptions74 from 

the second century A. D includes victors in three dif- 

i 
Irl ferent dismounting contests - 

a1robaTtKoS, 

QvVWPL5 TOU a1robavTO1, ap. irnoapoµa (from the 

four-horse chariot, the two-horse chariot, and the 

horse), a(ptnlroXa4TraS (a torch race on horseback), 

QKOT O . irirewv (shooting an arrow at a target from 

horseback), and what seem to have been mock cavalry 

charges, both on horseback and with the two-horse 

chariot (Trpoaapoµen vTrTrewv, Trpoaapoµ, n QvvwpLat) 

which were perhaps aKin to the avev rr rraaLa per- 

formed by the Athenian cavalry75. One of these inscrlp- 

tions contains also all six standard events of the Pan- 

hellen1c aywv LTr1TLKOS. 

Epigraphical evidence from the Classical period 

> --t < 
reveals not only that the aywve1 L-rrlrtKoL of 

many Greek festivals were expanding, but also that the 

number of festivals themselves where horse racing was 

held was very substantial. A Laconian inscription76 

from the middle of the fifth century B. C., listing the 

victories of a certain Damonon and his son 

Enymacratldas in various equestrian and athletics 
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events, shows that 

being held in close 

other. 

many local sports festivals were 

geographical proximity to each 
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are mentioned and, 

are all situated 

inscription, nine different festivals 

where they can 

in the southern 

be identifled, they 

Peloponnese near 
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Sparta. At eight of these nine festivals, Damonon or 

his son won equestrian events and at six of these they 

won with the racehorse. 

Pausanias (6.2.1) states that after the Persian 

invasions the Spartans became the most enthusiastic 

breeders of horses in Greece, and this distribution of 

festivals throughout the Peloponnese seems to confirm 

the popularity which horse racing enjoyed in this area. 

The emphasis which the Spartans placed on horse breed- 

ing and the concentration of local festivals in the 

>^C J* southern Peloponnese at which aywvE1 LlTIT LKOL 

were held were two major factors which contributed to 

the great success the Spartans achieved in the 

equestrian events at Olympia. Although there is no 

record of a Spartan having won the KeX qS event at 

this festival, in the 100 years after the Persian wars 

no less than ten four-horse chariot race victories were 

won by horse breeders from this city. 
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THE HELLENISTIC PERIOD 

The Hellenistic period was one of development and 

enlargement for many aspects of horse racing in ancient 

Greece. The aywv LC Trirucos of the four main Pan- 

hellenic festivals was increased to six standard 

events; horse racing at the Panathenaic games likewise 

flourished, with racecards of up to 25 different con- 

tests recorded in the second century B. C.. Hippodromes, 

as was the case with stadia and gymnasia, were upgraded 

with the construction of complex starting devices and 

grandstands for spectators; and the expansion of the 

Greek-speaking world as a result of the conquests of 

Alexander the Great brought in from the great eastern 

dynasties royal competitors such as the Ptolemies of 

Egypt and the Attalids of Pergamum to contest the pres- 

tigious equestrian events. 

The enlargement of the Olympic aywv LTrTrLKO1 

in the Hellenistic period to six events was a logical 

consequence of its previous development. By the time of 

Alexander's death in 323 B. C., the racecard at the 

Olympic games consisted of four events - the four-horse 

chariot race, the two-horse chariot race, the single 

horse race, all for fully-grown horses, and the four- 

horse chariot race for young horses. The organizers of 

the Pythian games had already progressed one stage fur- 

ther, having introduced the two-horse chariot race for 

young horses in 338 B. C.. It was therefore simply a 

matter of time before the four Panhellenic festivals of 
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the 1repLodoS held an aywv i-rTr. KO1 compris- 

ing a four-horse chariot race, a two-horse chariot race 

and a single horse race for fully-grown horses and the 

same three events for young horses. The Pythian fes- 

tival seems to have been the first to stage all six 

equestrian events with the inclusion in 314 B. C. of the 

KEX Tj I TrWXLKÖ1 in its äywv Ln1rL KÖ1. Over 50 

years later, the Olympic games followed suit with the 

introduction of the remaining two disciplines, the 

QvvWPLS nWALKTj in 264 B. C. and the K¬X 71 S, 

Tf WXLKOS in 256 B. C.. Of the other two Panhellenic 

festivals, the Isthmian and the Kemean, exact details 

are not known as regards the introduction of equestrian 

events. A third-century B. C. inscription cataloguing 

the equestrian victories of a certain Nicagoras of 

Lindos77 records that he had won at the Isthmus with 

the Cl pµa " T¬Ae. ov, the KEX nS T6AeLOS and the 

Qvvwpis -rrWA1K11. This suggests that the Panhellenic 

festivals were concurrently developing a standard 

C aywv vrrITLKos and that the Isthmian Games were 

being modelled on the Pythian (or possibly vice-versa), 

, irw. iKj by that time had not been since the QvvwpiC 

introduced at Olympia. 

It is interesting to note that catalogues of vic- 

tors in the equestrian events at the Lycaeon games 

covering a period from 320 - 303 B. C. have been found, 

in which all four of the equestrian events listed 

are those of the contemporary Olympic aYwv 

% 8 
L IT TT LK0S 
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The inclusion of events for young horses in the 

3 ý. < aywve1 LTT Ir IKOL probably served a double pur- 

pose. Firstly, with races framed exclusively for young 

horses, owners and trainers would have had an oppor- 

tunity of introducing their horses to competitive 

racing at an early age, thus preparing them for future 

contests in the TEXEtoS category. And secondly, 

holding apu. a, QuvwpLs and Kea111 races for 

young horses was an obvious way of expanding the Pan- 

hellenic aywv v1r-rLKos, making it more attrac- 

tive for the spectator. It would be interesting to dis- 

cover whether horses winning the KEarqS rrwXIKOS at 

Olympia returned four years later as six-year-olds, 

capable of winning the KeXT -rEAEioS event against 

younger and therefore probably faster horses. It is 

very possible that the Olympic KEarqS lTwAtKOS was 

seen by racehorse owners as a good preparation for the 

Pythian KEX71C -rEXEtoS event two years later, by 

which time a two-year-old racehorse would have reached 

its prime. It is equally conceivable that an owner 

with aspirations to the Olympic Kea'qg 7eXeLOS crown 

would plan his breeding such that his racehorse would 

be foaled in an Olympic year, raced as a two-year-old 

in the Pythian KeAT5 TrWALKÖS two years later, and 

trained to compete in the KEX71S TEAEto5 at Olympia 

as a four-year-old when it arguably would have been at 

its physical peak79. 

The Hellenistic period saw the expansion of horse 

racing not only at the main Panhellenic games but also 
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at other major Greek festivals, notably the 

Panathenaia. In the same way as this Athenian festival 

boasted a more comprehensive equestrian programme in 

the Classical period than those of the Panhellenic 

games, so did it surpass the four main Greek festivals 

in terms of the number of horse races in the Hellenis- 

tic period. What the Panathenaia could not achieve in 

status compared to the great Panhellenic festivals of 

Olympia, Delphi, the Isthmus and Nemea, it made up for 

in sheer pageantry and impact with racecards of up to 

25 events in the second century B. C.. 

Four inscriptions cataloguing the aywv 

LIrTrLKÖSj of the Panathenaic games in the Hellenistic 

period have survived. Unfortunately most are mutilated 

to some degree and are therefore of little use. Of the 

four inscriptions (IG 2.2.966-9) all from the second 

century B. C., the most complete is IG 2.2.968. This in- 

scription has been dated by Koehler80 to about 165 

B. C., and, from the great number of equestrian events 

listed, one would assume that this signifies a period 

of some importance for the Panathenaic festival. 

The victors in the aywv LTrnLKÖa are listed 

after those of the äywv yvµvtKo ,a practice 

which seems to have been standard not only as regards 

the Panathenalc festival, but also the victory lists of 

Delphi, Mt. Lycaeon, the Theseia, Boeotia and many 

more. The reason for this is unclear. At the 

Panathenaic festival, it is unlikely that the athletic 

events were of more importance than the equestrian 
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events, and it is indeed doubtful whether they were so 

regarded at any Greek festival, considering the univer- 

sal significance attached to horse racing. It is more 

likely an indication that the aywv yvµv1. K0S was 

held earlier in the proceedings than the äywv 

L1rITAs, and thus was recorded first on the list of 

victors. However, we know the contrary was true of 

Olympia, which was the model for many Greek festivals 

and which probably influenced the Panathenaic games 

from the time of Peisistratus onwards. 

The äywv tC -rrlriK0 itself of this inscrip- 

tion was divided into two sections, each with a dif- 

ferent location and a different sequence of events. The 

location of the first section is unknown as the stone 

has been damaged at this point. All that remains are 

the words ev TY [... ] for which various supple- 

ments have been suggested. A. Mommsen81 proposes ev 

Ty 1r66 
4 (on the plain), though which plain he does 

not say. Boeckh82 offers ev T4. QTa6L (in the 

stadium), but the Athenian stadium was surely too small 

for horse racing. And Koehler suggests ev T() 

3i 
EAevoLvL4 (in the Eleusinium) on the basis of IG 

2.2.969 frag. B line 1, which is perhaps the most con- 

vincing contribution since the cavalry, which features 

predominantly in this section of the inscription, 

frequently held displays there83. 

The events of this first section were divided into 

three categories, the prizes of which were all won by 

Athenian citizens. The first category comprised four 
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chariot races, a 'TJ vioxoC' eybLtagwv and an 

aIT tOtTnS. However, unlike all the other 

categories in the aywv Lzr1riKÖS, this one does 

not indicate which competitors were eligible. A. 

Martin84 suggests that, since all the victors were 

Athenian, this category, like the last one in the in- 

scription, should be designated eK Twv TroAtTtKwv 

(for Athenian citizens), and this seems the most likely 

solution. 

The second and third categories of the first sec- 

tion were reserved for the cavalry. It is difficult to 

judge exactly what part the Athenian cavalry played in 

the äywv L1TTrLKOS of the Panathenaic games from 

the Classical period onwards. Xenophon, in his 

treatises the Cavalry Commander and the Art of 

Horsemanship (circa 365 B. C. ), alludes frequently to 

the cavalry and their activities. He mentions their 

staging of public displays and even suggests that 

prizes be awarded to regiments for the skill they ex- 

hibit in these spectacles85, but he never once mentions 

their participation in the aywv L1T1TLKÖS of a 

festival. It would seem then that the type of racing 

programme recorded here in IG 2.2.968 of the second 

century B. C., with categories of contests reserved 

specifically for the cavalry, was unknown in Xenophon's 

time. This is not to say, however, that individual 

cavalrymen did not compete in the eK TWV 

'ITOAITLKWV or eK 1ravTwv events of that period. 

Indeed, this was quite likely the case, since the 
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cavalry in Athens, who had to provide their own horses, 

were largely drawn from the upper classes who regularly 

patronized the games. 

However, IG 2.2.965 poses a slight problem in this 

respect. This inscription, recording a catalogue of 

prizes for the events in the Panathenaic games some 

time between 400 and 350 B. C., lists a series of events 
i for 'rr0XeµLQTnpLoLS ( ýtiro. S). Since the L1T1Tos 

-rtoXEµio -rTJ S was generally associated with the 

cavalry86, perhaps this section of the equestrian 

events should be regarded as being closely connected 

with the cavalry, if not reserved exclusively for them. 

Xenophon's silence on the subject however is confusing. 

Apart from the äv8LTrnaaLa and perhaps other 

collective contests, there does not seem to have been a 

set of events exclusively for the Athenian cavalry at 

the Panathenaic games until the second century B. C.. In 

this respect, our four inscriptions from this period 

prove very informative. IG 2.2.966 and 967, dating to 

around 190 B. C., both record the aywv LIT LKOCL 

of -rä µeyc Aa IIavaOilvaia, but they contain no men- 

tion of events for the cavalry. However, IG 2.2.968 and 

969, dating to between 168-2 B. C., both have two 

categories of contests exclusively for the cavalry - 

6K TWV '4 UAäpxwv and eK -rwv LTrIrewv. And 

our inscriptions from 160 B. C. onwards from the Theseia 

(IG 2.1.444-6) and the Pythiad (SIG 697) also have 

these new categories in their programmme. 

It would thus appear that at some time between 190 
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and 168 B. C. the Panathenaic games took a further step 

forward in development with the institution of events 

reserved solely for the cavalry, Indeed, it is quite 

possible that IG 2.2.968 (circa 168 B. C. ) records the 

first instance of this. 

Returning to IG 2.2.968 and the cavalry events of 

the first section of the äywv iIr-rr(. Kos, these 

were divided into two categories. The first consisted 

of three races reserved for the cavalry officers 

(ot pvXapxot). As these races for the cavalry 

(and some of . those in other categories) probably 

originated from some practical discipline performed on 

the battlefield (e. g. a(p' i- rrTrov a KOVTL; WV), 

it is not surprising that they were all run on the 

single horse, and not with the chariot, since the ter- 

rain in Greece was particularly rough and unsuitable 

for chariots. Two of the three events for the 

y)vAapxoi were run on the vrr'rro1 Tr oaeµL 0 T1111 

which again points to the practical nature of the con- 

tests. 

w 

The third category of the first section of the 

äywv t1TITLK0 was solely for the inneLS or 

ordinary cavalrymen. As with the officers, the eK 

-rwv vir-rrewv section was made up of three events all 

for the single horse. However, unlike the tK TWV 

ppuXapxwv section, only one of these events was to be 

performed on the i-rriros1 iroae4LO rCjS. These events 

for the iTrITE: LS were the last scheduled to be held 

c/ 
in the first location of the aywv LzrITLK0S. 
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The contests of the second section of the äywv 

C 

LIT 1rLKOS took place in the hippodrome (line 41) 

just outside the city of Athens. These events may have 

been held on the day following those of the first sec- 

tion, but there is no conclusive evidence of this. The 

contests of this section were split into two 

categories, one open to everyone (6K TravTwv), and 

one reserved solely for Athenian citizens (6K Twv 

1T 0Xl7lKWV 

The EK 1T VTwv events, in which all nation- 

alities were permitted to compete, dated back to 

Peisistratos in the sixth century B. C.. It had been his 

aim to place the Panathenaic festival on a par with the 

four main Panhellenic festivals, and this could only be 

achieved by opening up some events (of what had been an 

exclusively Athenian festival) to non-Athenians. He and 

the subsequent organizers of the Panathenaic games ob- 

viously regarded this eK TravTwv category as the 

one most likely to elevate the status and renown of the 

festival, and thus by the second century B. C. its 

programme of six races had become an exact replica of 

C 01 the contemporary äywv LIT1r(. KÖS of Olympia. And 

it would appear that, to some extent, they succeeded in 

their aim, for in the list of victors in IG 2.2.968, 

M1 ' ß. t`#,;. *" Thing Ptolemy,, ' Philometor bf !Z gypt i's recorded "as Navin(' « 
. 

r'"` ý =: 't= . :r wo i `the Ke ? twJýi öS, 
and Nastanabal "- son of King 

, , 
Lot ;. - . ý ý"ý. N Masinissa of Numidia the " avvwpaS } rrw tk11 . , ý, . . , . , 

The second category of events, which took place in 

the hippodrome, was for Athenian citizens only. This 
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set of contests consisted of five chariot races and a 

ridden horse, race for the i1T 1ros 1roxvdpo4o . 87. 

There seem to be two main reasons for the existence of 

this EK TWV Ir OALTIKWV category. Firstly, since 

the Panathenaic festival was originally an all-Athenian 

event, it was important for the sake of tradition and 

Athenian pride to retain an element of its former ex- 

clusiveness. Secondly, and perhaps more importantly, 

this closed category offered the average Athenian 

racehorse owner a much better opportunity of par- 

ticipating and winning at the games, by avoiding com- 

peting against the powerful stables of Egypt and 

Sicily. 

The popularity of horse racing among the 

Athenians, and particularly among their cavalry, can be 

gauged from further epigraphical evidence from the 

Hellenistic period. Three inscriptions (IG 2.1.444-6) 

listing the victors and events in the äywv 

irr rrLKOS of the festival of the Theseia in the 

second century B. C. show the predominance of the 

KEa, qS event as a sporting contest in this city. 

These games, which were probably part of a much 

larger Athenian festival in honour of Theseus, were in 

many ways similar to the Panathenaia as regards their 

äywv L1r'rrtKÖ1. Like the Panathenaia, much of the 

equestrian programme was reserved for the cavalry. In 

the two most complete inscriptions (444,445), both of 

which date to about the same period as the main in- 

scription from the Panathenaic games - IG 2.2.968 (166 
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B. C. ), -a category of contests was set aside both for 

the puAapxoL and for the . irirei1, and a third 

was open to everyone (eK Trävrwv). This format 

closely resembles the first half of the contemporary 

Panathenaic aywv V1rTrLKOS, which had three 

categories - 
EK 'rwv IrOXLTwv, eK Twv ppuXapxwv 

and eK Twv vC ýrrirewv. The events in the cavalry 

categories of both festivals are almost identical, with 

one aKäµnLo A and two 6. auAo1 races forming 

the basis of each. At the Theseian festival celebrated 

during the archonship of Anthesterios (IG 2,1.445), 

(car460 hB. C. ),. - there were ,.. two of each of these evepts, 

: for the ' cavalry and a4ditional .: ey_Pnts in the -: 
ex 

navTwv-, category. Tl- is ,. double racecard was probably, 
4. :4i. ý" f. 

intended by, the 
. 
organisers' " to achieve extra impact. 

In addition to the contests of the eK TWV 

apxwv, eK TWV iTr IT ewv and 6K Tr CXVTLO v 

categories, the äywv I1T1TIK0S of the Theseian 

games included two further events (for the nTro1 

" 
Xaµ1rpo and ä(p' virnov aKOVTL wv) both of 

which were probably directly connected with the 

cavalry88. Neither of these two events seems to have 

been part of the second century B. C. Panathenaic games. 

One of the most significant aspects of this 

epigraphical evidence from the Theseian festival is the 

predominance of events for the KeA'OS, as opposed to 

the chariot. Of the 30 events identifiable from the 

three inscriptions, only two are definitely chariot 

races. The other 28, and probably a large proportion of 
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those which have been partially obliterated from the 

stone, are a variety of disciplines for horse and 

jockey. Such a disparity indicates clearly the distinc- 

tive nature of the äywv L1T1TLKÖ1 at the Theseian 

games. 

The equestrian events of this festival were 

designed solely with the horse-owning Athenian citizen 

in mind, and were closed to non-Athenians. The eK 

-rcävTwv categories were the equivalent of the eK 

Ywv Tr oav-rLKWV categories of the Panathenaic games. 

The aywv VýT T LKOS of the Theseia reflected the 

fact that the majority of horse-owning Athenians were 

cavalrymen who rode their horse both into battle and at 

the games. Thus, over two thirds of the events were 

reserved for officers and ordinary cavalrymen and were 

framed to test particular skills, such as dressage 

(L1T r0S AaµIrpöS), spear-throwing from horseback 

(ä(p' L1rIT ov &Kov -r( w v) and riding in armour 

(Ev 0ITX0LS). The Athenian cavalry did not use 

the chariot in the Hellenistic period, and for this 

reason chariot races did not figure predominantly at 

the games of the Theseia. In the festival during the 

"M G 

a:, rch©nship-, - of ýAristola, s 'ý'(1G 2. t. 444), 
_ 
jca 167. BC), "'.: a11" 

IF ? 
%ßt4. 

"' 
ý; -/ý' tJ'Y r ýý'ý 

ýýýM r-'`n, 1iP Y"i'. ýJref 'io+ ý. ~ 
, 

'iý 
ý. 

} LfY"" ýy A". ' 
ý. f 

". }',, 

ten =events of th. e ... 0('/ WV LlrttLw, o1ýy ten . -', races +" or 
,,, } . .. ' 

,T L4 ý, 
. wý,.. 

ý. ' .' 
ýf . '# i ,'s: 

0 yr, w JIB 1. yr 
'"r, yl .{i: 

ý . ýý x4r. .. 
R 

ü.. Vr.. . iEýlr. t. /. ýr: 'tý "i: fJ= .. 'ýi. iý ki. w ý1 y'r' 

"tdrse aflc . ýYjockey .ý". ,. ." 

The third major source of epigraphical evidence 

for horse racing among the Athenians in the Hellenistic 

period can be found on stone fragments from the 

Athenian treasury at Delphi. On these have been 
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preserved names of the victors in the equestrian events 

of the so-called Pythaid. This festival was celebrated 

by the Athenians as a part of a magnificently-equipped 

religious procession to Delphi to bring back sacred 

fire to purify their city. As was the custom with most 

religious ceremonies in ancient Greece, the Pythaid in- 

cluded sporting events in its programme, and since it 

was an Athenian festival it boasted a very comprehen- 

>c Oe 
sive aYWV LIrTtl. K0C, 

The inscriptional evidence from the Athenian 

treasury concerning the equestrian events of the 

Pythaid appears to relate to three separate celebra- 

tions of this festival towards the end of the second 

century B. C. and at the beginning of the first. Dating 

has been facilitated by the survival of the names of 

the Athenian archons in office at the time of each fes- 

tival. However, the structure of the aywv 

i vrIrtKos, and the events it comprised, as far as 

these can be ascertained from our fragmentary evidence, 

are so similar to those of both the Panathenaic and 

Theselan games of the second century B. C. that it would 

have been possible to date the festivals of the Pythaid 

with some confidence on the strength of this similarity 

alone. 

As in both the Panathenaic and Theseian games, a 

large part of the aywv L r1rLKo of the Pythaid 

was set aside for the cavalry. However, instead of 

having simply a category for officers (pvXapxoL) 

and a category for ordinary cavalrymen ('L nntL; ), 

w 



this festival had a further section reserved for spear- 

carrying cavalry (TapavTLvoL). A fourth category 
r 

was open to everyone (ex TravTwv), but since all 

the victors from this category whose names have sur- 

vived were Athenian, it is possible that the games were 

solely for Athenians. 

The events which made up the aywv VTr-rrLKQS 

of the Pythaid were the standard equestrian disciplines 

of the Panathenaic and Theseian games. From our 

epigraphical evidence seven different contests can be 

distinguished - 
äKaµ1rL0Sj 

16 La1XoS, L Ir1r 
041. A- 

1rOX EµLCF TrO, inne 1TOX EµtCF T11 <5 LaUAo1, LT Mr c) Tr 0Ae4Lo-rn 

<LavXoý ev öýn? ýoýý, 
äKOV-rý2; wv, äpµaTL 

eybLbagwv. As was the case with the Panathenaic and 

Theseian games, it is clear that not only the structure 

>\C 
of the aywv tniruKOs of the Pythaid but also the 

events themselves were greatly influenced by the 

cavalry. All of the disciplines listed above, with the 

exception of the simple aKa41rto1 and &aWo1 

races, are directly connected with the cavalry. And it 

is again interesting to note the almost total lack of 

chariot races in this aywv LIrirtKOs. Of the 26 

contests which are recorded in our inscription from the 

Athenian treasury, the only chariot race was the tradi- 

C, 

tional Athenian dismounting event of apµaTt 

EytLba9wv, dating bacK to the founding of the 

Panathenaic games in the pre-Classical period. The 

I 
other 25 were all variations of the KeATS event. 

This disparity, as we have already seen, was also true 
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of the Panathenaic and Theseian games, and it is an in- 

dication of the utilitarian nature of the Athenian 

aywv L1TTrtKOS of the Hellenistic period. 

i Such was the development of the KEAgS event in 

ancient Greece over a period of some 700 years. Having 

originated almost certainly as a form of training or 

leisure for mounted soldiers of the Geometric period, 
i by the Hellenistic period the KeXqs event had be- 

come a standard contest at practically all major Greek 

sports festivals. In this short history, we have iden- 

tified the two main facets of the KearqS event: its 

appeal for the nobility and its close connection with 

the cavalry. From the outset, equestrian contests were 

the domain of the rich, due to the great expense in- 

volved in keeping racehorses. They attracted the 

patronage of aristocracy and royalty, who saw a victory 

in the aywv I. n1rLK0 of the Panhellenic games as 

a means of displaying their wealth and winning renown 

throughout the Greek-speaking world. And the KeXgS 

event itself, as we have seen, was no exception, with 

such illustrious figures as Hieron of Syracuse and 

Philip of Macedon winning at Olympia. However, 

throughout the Classical and Hellenistic periods, the 

i 
KEX'qS event never lost the close relationship with 

the cavalry which it had had from the beginning. Thus 

we find at Athens, a city in which the cavalry enjoyed 

considerable influence, sports festivals whose aywv 

L Tr n(. r. O L is dominated by the KEaTI 1 event and 

other related contests for horse and jockey. An in- 
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scription from the Panathenaic games (IG 2.2.968) aptly 
i 

highlights these two facets of the KeXTS event: 

those sections of the programme set aside for the 

cavalry are made up exclusively of events for horse and 

jocRey, while in the "open" category of the aywv 

. ir1rLico1& the Ke)1S TrwxLKOS event was won by King 

Ptolemy P4ilo to. 
r, 
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THE STRUCTURE OF HORSE RACING IN ANCIENT GREECE 

OWNERS AND JOCKEYS 

To be a racehorse owner in ancient Greece, one had 

to be rich. This, of course, is true of any period in 

history. Horses are expensive to own, especially in 

winter when they have to be kept and yed indoors. And 

if the owner is serious about racing, he will not put 

his horse to any other use. Between competitions, the 

horse will not contribute to its upkeep by pulling a 

plough. Instead, since it was probably bred for the 

purpose, it will be trained to win races, perhaps under 

the supervision of a professional trainer. success in 

horse racing, however, can bring substantial financial 

rewards, with a fortunate few owners collecting con- 

siderab e prize money, and later, income from a 

successful stallion or mare retired to stud. But in an- 

cient Greece, as in Britain today, horse racing waS 

considered primarily as a pastime, and not as a via. ble 

business proposition . 

So what type of wealthy people owned racehorses in 

ancient Greece and what was their motivation for this 

leisure pursuit? 

Those individuals most conspicuous by their 

patronage of horse racing in the various periods of 

c3reer; nlstýry were the >ýngs, princes and rulers of the 
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many Greek-speaking kingdoms in the Mediterranean area. 

Hieron of Syracuse, Philip of Macedon, Attalus of Per- 

gamum and Ptolemy Soter of Egypt2 all won victories 

with the chariot. or racehorse at festivals on the Greek 

mainland. Aristocrats from the most famous houses, such 

as Callias son of Hipponicus of Athens, and Empedocles 

of Acragas3, owned and raced horses at the games. And 

politicians, such as Cimon and Alcibiades of Athens`s, 

jndulged in this expensive sport. Such was the allure- 

ment of owning a horse that the city of Argos itsely 

bought and raced one at the Olympic games, recording a 

victory in 480 B. C. 5 

It seems that the horses which competed in the 

Olympic games were often bred by their owners. It was 

fashionable not only to own a racehorse, but also to 

Keep a stud of mares and stallions, and the epithet 

L rr'rr0Tpöppo1 became synonymous with wealth and 

fortune6. Alcmaeon and Miltiades, winners of the pres- 

tigious four-horse chariot race at Olympia, both bred 

their own horses', and Dionysius, tyrant of Sicily, 

built up a stud of racehorses from the Heneti, who were 

famous for their breeds8. 

The greatest motivating factor behind the 

patronage of horse racing in ancient Greece by the up- 

per classes was the pursuit of glory, which accompanied 

victory in equestrian events. Achieving success in any 

of the contes? s at the Panhellenic festivals brought 

the victor, undying fame9, but none more so t11an in 

horse racing, wmch was considered by the Greeks to be 
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the noblest of leisure activlties10, 

Horse racing had achieved this position through 

its exclusiveness. Aristocrats saw equestrian events as 

an ideal medium for displaying their wealth, and being 

able to afford to compete in the äywv LIT IT tKOS 

at the Panhellenic games became an aspiration of 

"social climbers" in ancient Greece11. At a time when 

communication between cities was at a very primitive 

stage, and when there was no equivalent of our contem- 

porary mass media capable of elevating a personality 

into a "household name" in a matter of days, festivals 

such as the Olympic games with their vast crowds 

provided perhaps the best opportunity for royalty, 

aristocrats and politicians to parade before the 

public. An extract from Diodorus Siculus (14.109.1) 

shows that Dionysius I of Syracuse certainly recognized 

the potential of winning renown offered by the Olympic 

games. 

Twv d 6av41TLwV Eyyii 1 OV wv älttGT¬LAev 
% 

¬L T /v a ywva Tcept. ir1Ta TrX `LW, <5Lappep ovTa TCGIýv 

TWV aAawv r0L1 TaXE , KaL 6KTIVa j ßi j Tn V 
IT aV7)yvpLV <Laxpuo0V KQL IT OAUT¬A¬GL Tr 0LKLAoL1 
< 

LµaTL0L 
. 

KEK0(Jµ714evaC 
>1 

eTT t4VE 6E KaL 
c% 
parc. dovl 

I.. cl Tov1 KpaTLQTOU L, o1rw j ev Tm 
zrav, yvpýL, 

% 

Ta zr0Ln µaTa -. i 
a u-r0V Tr poppepoµtv0 

IT OL'fGWQLV EVdOýOV TOV LOVIJOLOV. 

(The Olympic festival wa. = approaching and 
Dionysius sent to the games many four-horse teams, 
which were far superior to the others in terms of 
speed, and tents for the celebrations, interwoven 
with gold and adorned with expensive and multi- 
coloured cloth. He sent also the finest poets to 
recite his poetry to those assembled there and to 
bring glory to the name of Dionysius. ) 

Alcibiades, the IL ainous Athenian general and 

statesman, expiolted the medium of horse racing for his 
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own political advantage. Renowned for his extravagance 

and ambition, he delighted in surpassing the feats of 

others, especially on the racecourse. 

11 AL 6' inTroTpogqLaL TrEpLbogT0L µEV eyeVOVTo 
KaL 

\ if 
T4) 'Tfx'1'ýGEL TWV äp LcTWV. ETTT0( yap a)AO; 

OUaEL KK U 1 ý1.1TLaQLV L<5 LWT91S OUdE i b0\6LAEUI, 
.0{., 

LOVO1 6E EKELVOS. KQL TO VLKn 0aL dE 
KaL deUTEp0V yeVeoecL KaL TETapTOV, WS 

eovKU6La111 grqa. ,öC OF a1 EuPL1TLa11 1 TpLTOV, 
UTr EplaXAEL XaµnpOTIjTL KaL 50 11 1Taaav TTV ev 
TOUTOLS PPLAOT L4La V. 

(Alcibiades' horse breeding and the number of 
chariots he owned became legendary. No one else, 
either private citizen or king, ever entered seven 
teams in the Olympic games, except for him. And 
gaining first, second and fourth places, according 
to Thucydides, (Euripides says thlyd12) surpassed 
in brilliance and glory all ambition in this 
field. 13) 

Equestrian events were even more attractive to 

royalty and the nobility as a means of gaining an Olym- 

pic crown since it was the owner of the winning horse 

and not the jockey who was proclaimed the victor. Thus, 

while athletes had to prepare themselves physically 

% i 
months in advance to win in the äywv yvµ1LKOS at 

the Panhellenic games, individuals, not necessarily 

themselves physically fit, could carry of the highest 

honours in horse racing, the only prerequisite being 

that they had sufficient wealth to own a racehorse o-r 

qualityl4. In fact, an owner did not even have to be 

present at the games to win the crown. Philip, King of 

Macedon, was conquering Potidaea when his racehorse 

won the KeA'q1 event at Olympia in 356 B, C. 15, and 

Hieron of Sy racuse was almost certainly not present at 

his Olympic victory in 468 B. C. with the tour-horse 
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chariot, as he was suffering from a mortal illness from 

which he died a year later. 

In cities such as Athens where the cavalry was a 

traditional military force, events or whole sections of 

the äywv LTririKos of local festivals were 

reserved solely for the cavalry. Since individual 

cavalrymen had to provide their own horses for military 

service, it is most likely that they competed with 

these same mounts in the games. However it is doubtful 

whether a rant-and-file cavalryman who owned a single 

horse could compete successfully against the specially- 

bred racehorses from the great royal stables which were 

frequently represented at the Panhellenic games16. 

The infrequent mention of jockeys in ancient Greek 

literature might suggest that their profession was not 

regarded very highly in society. They are never named 

in victory epigrams and songs celebrating success at a 

major festival, nor in victory catalogues. Where they 

are mentioned, it would seem that jockeys were 

generally boys or slaves. Pausanias (6.12.1) records 

that, in the statue group of a chariot team and two 

racehorses dedicated by Hieron of Syracuse to celebrate 

his Olympic victories, the chariot driver was a man, 

but the jocKeys were boys17. This was probably typical 

o± the sport. The most logical reasons for this di--; - 

ference are firstly that a racehorse stands a bet±ter 

chance of winning the lighter the jockey on its back. 

And secondly, the fact that a chariot was pulled by 

either two or four horses suggests that a grown man 
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would be needed to restrain such a team, whereas it is 

conceivable that a boy could control a single 

racehorse18. 

Charioteers, on the other hand, may have enjoyed a 

more elevated image. Arcesilaos' driver Carrhotus was 

in fact his brother-in-law and is mentioned by name in 

Plndar (Pythlan 5.26). Here the king is exhorted to 

love Carrhotus above all his eTc4 pOL (comrades). 

And Nlcomachus, the charioteer of Xenocrates, is praised 

for his skill in winning a chariot race at the 
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Isthmus, Olympia and Athens19. 

There were also instances, other than in the case 

of the cavalry, when racehorses were ridden or driven 

in competition by their aristocratic owners. Herodotus 

of Thebes, winner of the four-horse chariot race at the 

Isthmian games of 458 B. C., is praised by Pindar 

(Isthmian 1.15) for having driven his team himself. 

And it would appear, again from a reference in Pindar 

(Pythlan 2.8), that Hieron of Syracuse, who had 

been a cavalry leader, drove his team to victory in the 

four-horse chariot race in the Theban Iolaia in 475 

B. C.. 
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TYPES OF KEAHE EVENT 

In much the same way as there were several varia- 

tions of the foot race in ancient Greece, such as the 

oY -raat. ov (200 metres), the aoX. xoC, (long race), 

C and oir. WT 7IS (race in armour), so there was more 

than just one type of KexrS event. Similarly, many 

factors such as different types of festival, local cus- 

toms, and the size of the racecourse, were responsible 

for this diversity. 

i 
Perhaps the simplest form of Keaq3 event was 

f 
an aKaµnL0S. This was literally a race "without a 

turn", comprising one length of the track. Such an 

event seems never to have been included in the aywv 

LIT IT LKOS of the Panhellenic games, but was par- 

ticularly popular at festivals organized by the 

Athenians. In the victory lists from the festivals of 

the Panathenaea, the Theseia and the Pythaid of the 

i 
second and first centuries B. C., aKCX4TtLo , races 

constituted, on average, one third of the events on the 

racecards20. 

Apart from the fact that the equestrian programme 

at the Olympic games followed a relatively inflexible 

format which rarely permitted the inclusion of com- 

pletely new events, an cxKaµrrLo1 would have been a 

inappropriate contest to stage at Olympia due to the 

limited size of the hippodrome. The racecourse at 

Athens by contrast appears to have been eight staci. es 

long (possibly tour times the length of the Olympic 
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hippodrome) and therefore ideal for holding straight 

races21. And the same appears to have been true of th'e 

hippodrome at Delphi, which was situated on a plain 

outside the city22. 

It is usually taken for granted that 

aKaµ. nLoS horse races, like QTaaLov foot 

races, finished at the same end of the racecourse as 

all other events. Excavations at the stadia of Delphi, 

Olympia, Epidauros and Delos show that there was a 

second starting line at the end of the track, where the 

far turning post was situated, to accommodate this type 

of race. Thus, if a starting mechanism was used in a 

particular stadium, straight races would have required 

either its removal to the far end of the track, or the 

construction of a second permanent one. 

much a situation, however, would have been more 

problematic in the hippodrome. A starting mechanism 

designed to restrain excited racehorses would have 

been, by virtue of its purpose, a much sturdier and 

more complicated device than that for athletes. The 

starting apparatus on the hippodrome at Olympia 

described by l-ausanias (6.20.10-14) is a perfect ex- 

ample of this. Constructed in the shape of a ship's 

prow with sides over 400 feet in length, in which were 

built starting stalls for the horses, it would have 

been impossible to move such a device to the far end of 

the track for an äKäµzrLo1 race and impractical to 

build a replica. We know of course that the Olympic 

authorities did not face such a problem, since 
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aKQ vrrLOS races were not part of the Olympic 

aywv LlT1rLKos. However, there were surely other 

hippodromes with starting devices on which 

aKa. LTrLoc, races were run. In such cases we have to 

assume either that these straight races, like 

/ 
o-ra6Lov foot races, started at the far end of the 

track, but without a starting mechanism, or that the 

starting mechanism was used and that the race finished 

at the far turning post? -3. From the point of view of 

accommodating spectators and judges24, the latter al- 

ternative may not have posed a problem, since a large 

proportion of the crowd probably tended to assemble 

near the far turning post in any case to view accidents 

in the longer races25. 

The most common type of KeX nS event, however, 

was a aLauXoS. A description in Etymologlcum 

Magnnum26 explains the origin of the term, 

ETadLOV. KaTa` TOi apxaLOV ¬KaXELTO avX 0S. 
oeev 

<5LavA0 j Ta <5 110 6Ta6La. 

(Stade. In ancient times it was called an aulos 
[pipe] and from this two stades are called a 
diaulos [double pipe]. ) 

and a reference in the scholia to Aristophanes' 

Birds (line 293) describes the format of the race. 

//C% )I 
AL aU X01 XE YET aL 0 <LTTOV ¬XW` TO V dp04 O` 

eV TT Tr OP eLa, TO IT) pWQQL TO aTa6 OV KOL 

c/ 
vTr ooTpe*aL 

(The race which comprises a double straight - com- 

pleting a length of the stadium and then returning 

- is called a diaulos. ) 

The term c tavAoS, It seems, originally Sig- 

nified a race once up and down the stadium, and there- 
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fore would have measured two stades. It later came 

however to denote simply a complete circuit of the 

racecourse, irrespective of distance. This was the for- 

mat chosen by Achilles for the chariot race at the 

funeral games of Patroclus in Homer Iliad Book 23. 

i 
A 3. auXoS enjoyed a major advantage over an 

aKaµTrLo1 not only because it lasted longer but 

also, more importantly, because it required the horses 

to perform the exciting and dangerous manoeuvre of 

rounding a turning post27. As evidence of this 

i 
popularity, the 6tauXoc, appears very frequently on 

the racecards of the Panathenaic, Theseian and Pythaid 

festivals of the second and first centuries B. C.. 

As regards the Panhellenic games, it is more dif- 

ficult to tell the exact type of KEA'q -a event held 

there, because epigrams recording a Panhellenic vic- 

tory in this contest merely state the age class of the 

horse and give no indication of the format of event. 

Fortunately, Pausanlas (6.13.9) has provided us with a 

description of what was probably one of the more spec- 

I 
tacular KEXTI events in the history of the Olympic 

games, and from this evidence we may be able to dis- 

cover the format of the KEA'n1 event at Olympia and 

therefore also at the other three Panhellenic festivals 

i 
of the Tr EpLodoC. 

I '66 LTr Tr o1 rr} Tov KopLveLov ID ELJWXa ovoµa 
C µev, w1 0i. KopLve'oL µvT J. ov¬. vovGLV, exeL 

Avila, TOV /ö avabaT nV ¬Tt apxoµevov 
DoT 

Ov 

apoµ_ov auveireaev airobaaeLv ayTrq v. Kau ovöcv 
TL IjGßov @eovßa 6v K0O L lrepL -re rmqv vvQyav 
e-rreoTpe(Pe, KaL Chet `n1 6cxXTTLyyo '0 Kovßty, 
e-rre-raxvvev e C. 1rX6ov Toy <5po4ov, p eccv6 L Te ar 

e1rL Tov1 ýaaaV0dLKa1 apLKoµev11 w: aL vtKWGa 
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EYVW KaL TraveTaL T0IJ dpoµov. AXELOL ae 
avrqyopevßav enL TTj VLK11 ToV 14) ci6 Aav ß; äL 
ava6EL VaL 0L -rIv L IT rov TauT71 v e(pLaoLv. 

(The mare of Pheidolas the Corinthian was called 
Aura according to the Corinthians, and at the 
beginning of the race she managed to up-seat her 
jocl. ey. Nevertheless she ran on properly and 
rounded the turning post. And when she heard the 
trumpet, she quickened her pace, reached the 
judges first and, realizing that she had won, she 
stopped running. The Eleans proclaimed Pheidolas 
the victor and allowed him to dedicate a statue of 
his mare). 

At first sight it would appear that this race com- 

prised a single circuit of the hippodrome. Pausanias 

states that Aura, having thrown her rider, continued 

running in an orderly way, rounded the turning post and 

on hearing the trumpet, quickened and won the race. He 

does not allude to any additional laps, and he mentions 

the horse rounding only one turning post. Such an in- 

terpretation of this passage has received support from 

L. Drees28 and H. Wiegartz29. Both back up their case 

by referring to the so-called iýrrirt. o1 apöµo1, a 

foot race at Nemea of four stades mentioned by 

Pausanias (6. i6.4). They conclude that this race got 

its name of "horse race" from the KEA nS event, 

since it would have been exactly the same distance as 

i 
the KEXT S event at Olympia, if one assumes, as they 

do, that the Olympic hippodrome was two stades in 

i 
length, and that the KEX qj S event consisted of one 

circuit of the track. 

A textually corrupt manuscr, pt30 from the eleventh 

century A. D., containing details of the dimensions of 

the Olympic hippodrome and the distances of certain 
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equestrian events, seems to support the hypothesis that 

the KEXT S event was a short race. 

Tpexotj 
ý0L 

µev 71 XLKLwTaL <KEX TE1> 1TQVTE1 
ßTadLov1 t aL [-reAE1. aL3 QuvwpL<5 Eý \ at 4Ev 

LKL I WTaýý 1rWXLKaI Nk. KvKA; v1 TpEL 
`, 

aLý ae TEýAELaL 
OKTW, 

\ apµaTa (T a . EVA nwAIKa KUKAOIL) j OKTW, 41 7a aE TEAEIa K'UKXOU5 6W6EKa. 

(Racehorses of all ages run six stades, in the 
two-horse chariot event young horses run three 
circuits and fully-grown horses eight circuits, in 
the four-horse chariot event young horses run 
eight circuits and fully-grown horses twelve). 

The figure of six stades for the KEX IOS event 

does not agree exactly with the calculations of Drees 

and Wiegartz who conjecture four stades for this race, 

but it does support their theory that the KEAS 

event comprised a single circuit of the track. A fur- 

they point in favour of such an interpretation can be 

inferred from the statement in this manuscript that 

horses of 
-all 

ages ran six stades. In the other two 

disciplines - the two- and four-horse chariot races - 

the young horses had to run a distance shorter than 

that of their older counterparts. Since the events for 

young horses had always been instituted at a later date 

than those for the fully-grown horses, it seems sen- 

sible to assume that the authorities took the original 

number of circuits to be completed by the older horses 

In both events and reduced it accordingly in order to 

frame a less exacting race for the younger horses. Thus 

the four-horse chariot race was reduced from twelve 

circuits to eight, and the two-horse chariot race from 

eight to three. However, If we assume that the 
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i 
KEX'IS event consisted from the outset of only one 

circuit of the hippodrome, then it would have been im- 

practical to shorten its distance to accommodate the 

younger horses. The two possible solutions open to the 

authorities would have been either to lengthen the 

i 
KeXT S event for fully-grown horses, or simply to 

run the race for young horses over one circuit as well. 

The evidence of our manuscript seems to suggest that 

the latter course was adopted. 

An obvious question now arises, namely why the 

KEX, OS event was only one twelfth of the distance of 

the tour-horse chariot race for fully-grown horses. If 

we translate their respective distances into measure- 

ments used in horse racing today, taking a circuit of 

the Olympic hippodrome as four stades, we arrive at a 

distance of three and a half furlongs (770 metres) for 

the KEX nS event, and over five miles (nine 

kilometres +) for the four-horse chariot race. A race 

of three and a half furlongs is shorter than any horse 

race in Britain today and would have taken less than 

one minute to complete. It may be that the authorities 

at Olympia wanted a short explosive sprint race in the 

equestrian programme in contrast to the long-drawn-out 

four-horse chariot race, and thus decreed that the 

KEa'lc, event from its institution in b48 B. C. was to 

be run over a single circuit of the track. 

Several notable scholars31 have considered this 

distance too short, and instead of the six stades men- 

tioned in the Old Seraglio manuscript, they propose six 
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circuits, Schöne32 suggests that the manuscript be 

emended at this point. 

"Der Fehler 
schreibt man, .C 

TgexovGLV OL 
K'K%ov1 `eg, SO 

steckt vermutlich in GTa6LOVs; 
wie Otto Schroeder vorschlägt: 

II, EV TALKLWTaL <KEXIITE1) 1TCQVTECL 
werden alle Bedenken gehoben. " 

Can any indication be found then in Pausanias' 

description of Aura's victory to support the hypothesis 

i that the KeXgS event consisted of six laps? First 

of all, the use of the imperfect ei irecTpeppe may 

suggest repeated rounding of the turning post, and 

therefore point to a race of more than one lap. 

Secondly there may be an clue in Pausanias' mention of 

a trumpet being blown as Aura rounded the turning post. 

This blast must have served as a signal to inform the 

jockeys that they were entering the final straight, so 

as to avoid any confusion arising from the possibility 

of miscounting the number of circuits already com- 

pleted. It is common practice today at athletic meet- 

ings to ring a bell at the beginning of the final cir- 

cuit of a race for this very reason33. However, if the 

i 
KEXTjS event comprised only one lap, there would 

have been no need for such a signal. We are thus 

required to read into GeouGa Ev Koo 44J that Aura 

completed the appropriate number of laps safely and 

that the vuaoa mentioned by Pausanias was the final 

turning post. This results in a picture of a riderless 

mare racing round the hippodrome, and on hearing the 

trumpet, which she Knows from past experience signifies 

the beginning of the final straight, she quickens her 
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pace and wins the race. 

This theory has two main drawbacks. First of all, 

it is possible that the blowing of a trumpet to indi- 

cate the beginning of the final straight was borrowed 

by the KeXTIS event from the older four-horse 

chariot race merely for the sake of tradition, and not 

to serve any practical purpose, other than perhaps to 

heighten the tension. This happens in modern athletics 

competitions, where a bell is rung to signify the 

beginning of the second circuit of the two-lap 800 

metres race. 

The second and more serious shortcoming of this 

hypothesis concerns the evidence of the Old Seraglio 

manuscript. This source shows that races for young 

horses at Olympia were framed by taking the number of 

laps run by the fully-grown horses in the same dis- 

cipline and reducing it accordingly. We are led to 

i 
believe also that the KeX IS event for both age 

classes was only six stades long, i. e. one circuit of 

the track. It would have been pointless to make such a 

reduction for young horses in this event, since any 

such reduction would have resulted in a race consisting 

of less than one circuit of the track. However, if one 

proposes that the manuscript should be emended to read 

that the KeXnc, event comprised six circuits instead 

of six Stades, the question immediately arises as to 

why the younger horses as well as the fully-grown 

horses had to compete over this distance. It would have 

been simple in this case to have made an appropriate 
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reduction for the younger horses to three or four cir- 

cuits, in line with the practice' in chariot racing. 

Schöne, who favours this supplement, avoids this 

problem by translating Tpexovßty 0L µev IKLOW TaL 

ýKeX71 TeS> -rraVTt1 aTad. ov1 eF, 
as "die gleichal- 

terigen Reitpferde laufen sämtlich 6 Stadien". 

However, If regarding rrav-rES as adverbial rather than 

as an adjective agreeing with <KEXM-rES> is stretch- 

ing the Greek a little too far here34. For this reason, 

C TIXLKI. w-rat cannot be rendered sensibly as "of the 

same age", since that would result in the superfluous 

"all horses of the same age". A more likely translation 

of this line is provided by L. Drees - "Es laufen alle 

Altersklassen [von Reitpferden] 6 Stadien". 

i In addition to the straightforward aKaµ'rrLo1 

i 
and 6iauXos KeXTIS events, there were other 

equestrian contests in ancient Greece closely related 

i 
to the KEAS event but involving some added dlmen- 

sion, such as racing in armour or throwing a javelin 

from horseback. These disciplines, with the exception 

of the KaXnrq, never featured on the racecards of 

the Panhellenic games, but rather were often a hallmark 

of festivals in which the cavalry played a significant 

part, such as the Panathenalc games. 

Of these contests, some of the most common were 

those for the LIT rroC rroaeµLaTIn 1 (war horse). 

Photlus (2.96), the ninth century A. D. Byzantine lexi- 

cographer, provides the following definition. 
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C/ >< >/ 
'TroXeµlaTYl 1 11TTCO1.0UX wC, av Tl olil 

o eil Tots noXeµov1 eTrLTdeio1, aXX' 0 
)C 

ev Tot. / aywa. ßxTJ µa ppepwv w1 et -roXeµov 
evTpCIT LQµevo1. Tv yap T0LoUT0V aYWVIQµca. 

(War horse. This is not, as you might think, a 
horse used for war, but rather one which carries 
equipment in the games as if it were prepared for 
battle, for there was such a contest. ) 

In the festivals of the Panathenaia, Theseia and 

Pythaid of the second and first centuries B. C., races 

i 
for the tIT Tr oS 1ro)e4LaTnS were held frequently 

i 
with two variations - either a simple äiavaoS on 

the war horse, or a atauXoS on the war horse with 

the rider wearing armour (Ev 01TXot j). At the 

Panathenaic and Theselan games, these events were open 

only to the cavalry and their officers, but at the 

Pythaid they could be entered by any Athenian citizen. 

i 
A further variation on the Keins event closely 

connected with the cavalry and common to the three 

Athenian festivals mentioned above was the ä1P' 

iýzr -trov 
aKOVTigwv (throwing the javelin from 

horseback). Whether this discipline was set out in such 

a way that each horse and jockey in turn rode round a 

prescribed course and threw a spear at a target or that 

several horses raced simultaneously is not certain. 

However, it would seem from a Panathenaic amphora 

depicting this event dating to the fifth century B. C., 

at which time we know that this event was part of the 

C aYWV LT«LKo5 of the Panathenaic games-5, that 

the latter was the case36. A similar event, oKorco5 

ir-rrEwv, appears on the victory lists of a Thes- 
Li 

sallan festival at Larissa in the second century A. D. 37 
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Two further events at Athenian festivals, which 

appear to be variations of the K(Arn; event, are the 

I. 1T TQ ý 38S Aa4npo and the L1riros 1roAvdpoµo1. 

Xenophon (Art of Horsemanship 11.1) lists the 

I (. "T"IT OS Aa4TrpoS in a group along with the LITTros 

1T oµTr LKoa (procession horse) and the LIT*ro1 

4ETEwpo1& (high-stepping horse), and Lysias (19.63) 

I 
makes a clear distinction between a vrr-rro1 Aaµitpo1 

I 
and a irrIro1 a8XnTn1 (racehorse). This 

I 
evidence suggests that the Lýrr-rr0S Aaµzrpo1 contest 

had more in common with a modern-day dressage event 

than with an actual horse race39. There is no evidence 

however to help us understand what type of race the 

vTriros noAvdpoJ. o1 contest may have been. The term 

rroXu6poµos suggests a race of considerable dis- 

tance, perhaps comprising many laps. This then would 

have been an interesting variation on the typical 

i 
KEAfc, event, which appeared only to consist either 

of one circuit or of one length of the track40. 

As regards the Panhellenic games, no records have 

survived to show that, except for a fifty-year period 

at Olympia in the fifth century B. C., there were ever 

more than two types of ridden horse race at these fes- 

tivals, the KEX'fS TEXeL0S and the K¬X'fS 

i 
-rrWXIKOS. The additional event for horse and jockey 

introduced at Olympia in 496 B. C. and withdrawn in 444 

B. C. was the KaXTr'O . Pausanias (5.9.2) has provided 

us with the following details of this event. 
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v de 11 µEV eýa LýrrTroS Kai i auTwv a1ro'r näwvTeS ein. TY ecxaT(4) dpoµy 
ßvv; Aeov 

ý-raTs LITTr0L5 ¬LXTµµEVOL -rwv xaai. vwv, 
Kaea K aL e1 eµe cri of avaüäTaL 
KaXotiµevoL. <5Läppop(x de 

/ ToL5 a vabaTaLa el TT1 
Käxlr, q c4 TOV dpöµov)I Ta Te Qßµ¬La ¬GTL ß; 

äL 
äpoeve1 Qy't6Lv 0 vTe1 0L L -rrTtoL. 

(The kalpe was for mares, and in the final 
straight the jockeys dismounted and ran alongside 
their mounts holding the reins, like the so-called 
"mounters" still do today. The difference between 
the mounters and those in the kalpe are the 
lnsignia4l and the fact that the mounters ride 
stallions. ) 

Pausanias has typically omitted to tell us the 

distance of the race, but it is possible that this con- 

test, like the KEa., IS event, was in the form of a 

i atauaoS with the jockeys dismounting when they had 

rounded the far turning post. The fact that the race 

was confined solely to mares is difficult to under- 

stand. In modern horse racing, many races are set aside 

purely for one sex, the main reason being that male 

horses tend to be slightly stronger physically than 

their female counterparts. Thus, a series of races open 

only to mares or fillies avoids any unfair advantage. 

In races which are open to both sexes, stallions are 

of ten made to carry three to five pounds of extra lead 

in their saddle to compensate for their physical supe- 

riority. However, the ancient Greens did not recognize 

this imbalance. In fact, the converse appears to have 

been true, with female horses even considered superior. 

Pindar (Pythlan 2.8) celebrates Hieron of 

Syracuse's victory with his mares in the four-horse 

chariot race at the Theban Iolaia, Orestes in Sophocles 

Electra (lines 703-704) is said to have driven a 
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team of Thessalian mares at the Pythian games, and 

Cimon won three Olympic festivals in succession with 

the same team of mares42. 

The dismounting element of the KaXTrn was ob- 

viously meant to mirror the dismounting of an armed in- 

fantryman riding to batt1e43. Such dismounting events, 

however, seem to have been performed more frequently 

from chariots, and, according to Theophrastus, par- 

ticularly at Athens and Boeotia44. 
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AGE CLASSES AND THE WEIGHT FACTOR 

In Britain today, horses for flat-racing are 

divided into three age groups - two-year-olds, three- 

year-olds, and four-year-olds and upwards. Such dis- 

tinctions are necessary since a horse is not fully ma- 

ture until it has reached the age of four. To ensure 

competitive racing in the foremost events, a horse will 

compete generally against others of the same age class, 

and, when horses from different age groups do meet in 

these races, the older horses are penalized for their 

physical maturity by having to carry an extra amount of 

lead in their saddle. 

In ancient Greece during the pre-Classical and 

Classical periods, there were no age categories 

specified for the KeX115 event at the major fes- 

tivals. Epigrams or victory lists simply record suc- 

cesses as having been achieved with the LIT Tr oCL 

Kea, qS and give no further qualification. By the Hel- 

lenistic period, however, the KeXTIS event had been 

split into two age groups - TWXLK0S (young) and 

TeXCLOS (fully-grown)`l5. 

Aristotle (Historla Animal-Zum 576b 13, & 576a 

shows us that, much the same as today, a horse was 

considered mature at the age of four and a half, and it 

is lithely that this was the age adopted for sports fes- 

tivals. 

ýKµaýeL ce KaL L1TIT O-L Ka'. 'ºýµLOVO µtTa TOld 

t oXouj. L... 7 TETTäPWV 3' ETWV TrapeA8oVTWV KCXI 

E µýVWV 0UKeTI bC(XXEL ovdeva. 
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(Horses and mules have reached maturity when they 
have shed their teeth. [... ] A horse no longer 
sheds teeth after the age of four and a half 
years. ) 

Age classes had been introduced to sports fes- 

tivals in ancient Greece as far back as 632 B. C., when 

the QTa1&ov race for boys was instituted at the 

Olympic games46. Chariot races for young horses were 

included in the aywv tTr IT ucOS of the Panhellenic 

games from the fourth century B. C. onwards. There are 

several possible reasons why these age distinctions 

were made in athletics and equestrian events. 

Firstly, contests set aside for a younger age 

group would serve as an ideal form of preparation for 

future service to the state. Athletic training was an 

integral part of the education of the ancient Greek 

youth, and competing against one's peers at the games 

provided a useful outlet for putting this training into 

practice. To a lesser degree, this was true of horses. 

i 
A KeXTIS event for young horses was not introduced 

to the äywv L1r-crtKOs of the Panhellenic games 

before the Hellenistic period since there was not so 

great a demand by city-states for a cavalry as there 

was for a well-trained infantry. The only advantage ac- 

cruing to horses from early competitive experience 

i 
would be as preparation for future TCXeLoS events. 

i 
A more likely explanation as to why IT WALKOS 

events were introduced to the Panhellenic games is that 

they increased the size of the aywv L1TTCLK0 and 

therefore made it more attractive both to spectators, 



who saw more contests, and to owners, who had a greater 

chance of winning a victory crown. Before the addition 

of the K¬X1 S Tr WALKOS to the Panhellenic aywv 

C L1T-rrtKos, an owner would have had to wait until his 

racehorse was four years old and mature before he could 

enter it in the K') s event with a realistic chance 

of winning47. 

If the introduction of nwALKÖS events to the 

Panhellenic games is an indication that the Greek 

authorities realised the importance of age in horse 

racing, there is, by contrast, no evidence that they 

understood, or at least paid any attention to, the 

similar effect on a horse's performance of how much 

weight it is carrying. By examining the relatively com- 

plicated handicapping and weight-for-age regulations 

enforced by the Jockey Club in Britain today, one can 

see just what an influence weight can exert on horse 

racing, and therefore how the method of organization in 

ancient Greece, which did not take this factor into 

consideration, could not have consistently produced 

competitive racing. 

To begin with, let us look at the so-called Clas- 

sic races, the 1000 and 2000 Guineas, the Derby, the 

Oaks and the St. Leger. These are among the most 

sought-after and valuable races in the racing calendar. 

In such events, which are open only to three-year-old 

entire colts or fillies, each horse must carry, includ- 

ing the weight of its jockey and saddle, no less than 

nine stones (ca. 57 kilos) during the race. This en- 
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sures that no horse has an unfair weight advantage 

(i. e. is carrying a lighter burden than its rivals) and 

that it is purely the merit of horse and jockey which 

will decide the outcome of the race. Since most flat- 

race jockeys weigh between eight and eight and a half 

stones (ca. 51 and 54 kilos), the remaining weight 

needed to make up the nine stones is deposited in the 

form of bars of lead in the jockey's saddle cloth48. 

During the early part of the season, horses of the 

"classic" generation, i. e. three-year-olds, compete 

mainly among themselves for such races as the Derby and 

the Oaks. However, as the season progresses, they race 

more often against older horses in so-called Group 

races. In such events, three-year-olds always carry 

less weight than their older rivals. This weight advan- 

tage in favour of the younger generation diminishes 

gradually throughout the season as the three-year-olds 

reach maturity. 

Classic and Group events, however, are contested 

by only the very best horses and as such account for 

merely a fraction of the total number of races in 

Britain in any year. The vast majority of other races 

are so-called handicap events, the aim of which is to 

give every horse in the race an equal chance of winning 

irrespective of ability. This is achieved by penalizing 

better horses by setting them greater amounts of weight 

to carry and by allocating smaller amounts to the 'Less 

capable horses. The handicapper calculates the. e 

weights by examining the previous record or "form" of 
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all the horses in the race. His task is made easier if, 

as is often the case, some of the horses have already 

raced against each other. Should, for example, horse A 

have beaten horse B by three lengths in a sprint race 

of five furlongs last time out, then horse A will be 

set to carry nine pounds (ca. 4 kilos) more in this 

race to give horse B an equal chance of winning. The 

longer the race, the less weight the handicapper needs 

to allocate to achieve a balance, since the length of 

time a horse has to carry a heavy burden is a vital 

factor. When all the various weights have been deter- 

mined, it is normal in a medium-sized race for the 

horse at the top of the handicap to be carrying two 

stones (ca. 13 Kilos) more than the horse at the bot- 

tom. With the help of such calculations, the handicap- 

per aims theoretically to have every horse cross the 

finishing line simultaneously, but in practice, as 

horse racing is an inexact science, this never happens. 

From this it is clear that, since the ancient 

Greek authorities did not take this weight factor into 

consideration, many horse races would have turned out 

quite one-sided affairs49. If we taxe a hypotlbeticai 

KEAf S TWALK OS event in the Athenian hippodrome, 

which was supposedly eight stades long (ca. 1500m), be- 

tween a two-year-old horse with a jockey weighing nine 

stones, and a horse approaching the age of four wltn a 

much lighter rider, the spectators would have witnessed 

the older horse winning by about a furlong50. This dis- 

tance would have been much greater it the oider horse 
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had thrown its jockey at the start of the contest and 

continued to race in earnest, as Pausanias (6.13.9) 

tells us allegedly happened once at Olympia, without 

the horse being disqualified. 
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FOOTNOTES 

i. Xenophon Hiero 9.11. 

2. cf. Pindar Olympian i, Plutarch Alexander 
3.8, Frankel Die Inschriften von Pergamon (I) no. 
10, SIG 314. 

3. cf. Herodotus 6.122, Diogenes Laertius 8.51. 

4. cf. Herodotus 6.103, Thucydides 6.16.2. 

5. Oxyrhynchus Papyrus 
Alcibiades 12.2. 

6. Pindar Isthmian 4.14, 
Isocrates 16.33, Demosthenes 

222 2. (1899), Plutarch 

Xenophon Hiero ii. 5, 
18.320. 

7. Herodotus 6.35,6.125. 

8. Alcman 1.50-51, Strabo 5.1.4. 

4. Aeschines 3.180, Plato Republic 5.465d. 

10. Xenophon Hiero 11.5 

ii. Herodotus 6.125 

12. For this extant fragment of Euripides, which 
Plutarch goes on to quote, see D. Page, Poetae HeLlci 
Graeci 755. 

13. Plutarch Alcibiades 11.1. 

14. Pheidippides' horse (Ar-istophanes Clouds line 
22) cost twelve minae or twelve hundred drachmae. It is 

generally agreed that one drachma was the normal daily 

wage for a working man in Classical Athens. 

15. Plutarch Alexander 3.8. 

16. On the difference in cost between a cavalry horse 

and a racehorse, see Wyse, Isaeus, Cambridge 1904, 

pages 471-475. 

17. cf. also Anthologia Palatina 13.18. where a 
rider, thrown from his horse during a race, is 
described as a -rratg (boy). 

M This, however, would have been no mean feat without 
a saddle or stirrups, especially if the horse were a 
mature stallion. 

M Pindar Isthmian 2 lines 12-24. 
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20. cf. IG 2.1.444-446,2.2.968, SIG 697H. 

21. cf. Et ymologicum Magnum 340. On a racecourse of 
eight stades, &K6µ7rtoo, races of about seven and a 
half furlongs (ca. 1500 metres) could be run (not six 
furlongs as H. A. Harris suggests in Sport in Greece 
and Rome page 163). 

22. Pausanias 10.37.4. 

23. cf. Aristotle Nicomachean Ethics 1095bß where 
there. is a reference to starting a race at either end 
of the stadium. 

24. Whether umpires were placed at the far turning post 
on hippodromes to ensure fair play is difficult to say. 
Cf. Homer Iliad Book 23 lines 359-361. 

25. On crashes in horse races providing an exciting 
spectacle, cf. Ps. Demosthenes 61.29. Crowds at Na- 
tional Hunt meetings today often position themselves 
close to those fences which most often cause horses to 
fall, such as &echer's Brook in the Grand National. 

26. s. v. aIa6LOV, page 743, 

27. Horace (Odes i lines 3-5) 
experienced by those who have 
the turning post on the Olympic 

ed. Gaisford. 

mentions the delight 
successfully nQ5otiated 
hippodrome. 

28. Olympia, Stuttgart 1967 page 97. 

29. Zur Startanlage Im Hippodrom von Olympia, 
Boreal, Münstersche Beiträge zur Archäologie, 
volume 7 (1984) page 77. 

30. For the text of this manuscript see H. Schöne, 
Neue Angaben über den Hippodrom zu Olympia, JDAI 
volume 12 (1897) pages 152-153. 

31. e. g. I. Weiler, Der Sport bei den VölRern der 
alten Welt, Darmstadt 1981, page 204. K. Palaeologus, 
Athletics in Ancient Greece, Athens 1976, page 241. 

32. op. cit. page i59. 

33. At Ascot today, a bell is rung in all races just as 
the horses sweep into the final straight. 

34. One must surely view iT v'r¬g here as explaining 
c #I% 'nXLKUwTat - "horses of all ages" = as does 

irwALKaL in the following line - "horses of 
younger age". 

35.. cf. IG 2.2.965 

36. See illustration, page 62. 
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37. IG 9.2.527,531. 

38. IG 2.1.444-446,2.2.968-969. For an occurrence of 
the Lirirog Xaµirpo event on an Egyptian racecard 
of the Hellenistic period, see SEG 27.! 1! 4. 

39. Xap rpög in this context has been variously 
translated as "showy" (E. C. Marchant, Xenophon, 
Scripta Hinora, Loeb, 1925, page 353), "handsome" 
(W. R. M. Lamb, Lysias, Loeb, 1930, page 451), 
"brilliant" (J. K. Anderson, Ancient Greek 
Horsemanship, Berkeley, 1961, page 122) and 
"prachtvoll" (J. Ebert, Stadion, volume 5. i, 1979, 
page 13). 

40. See Chapter 5, APOMOE section f. For the two 
other instances of iroaüapoµog which have survived, 
see Aeschylus Suppliants line 737, and IG 12(9). 
95. 

41. It is difficult to say what these "insignia" were. 
Perhaps they were colours worn by the riders, equiv- 
alent to those worn by the different factions in the 
Roman Circus at the time Pausanias was writing. 

42. Herodotus 6.103. For other instances of mares per- 
forming notable feats or of being held in high esteem, 
cf. Homer Iliad Book 2 lines 763-767, IG 5.213, 
Herodotus 7.196, Anthologia Palatina 13.18, 
Pausanias 6.13.9, Pliny Natural History 10.181. 

43. For what was probably a similar event, the 
a(p«r1ro6poµä, in Thessaly, which was famous for 
its cavalry, cf. IG 9.2.527,528,531,534. 

44. apud Harpocration s. v. awoba rtng. Dismounting 
events for chariots, called either a rcobä'rrS or 
4vioxog eybtbaCwv races, featured at several 
festivals in antiquity, cf. e. g. IG 2.2.968,7.4254, 
9.2.527,9.2.6! 4, CIG 2758. See also Ps. Demosthenes 
61.23, Dionysius of Halicarnassus 7.73.3, Plutarch 
Phocion 20.1. 

45. Other terms less commonly used to describe these 
age categories were aboAog (from ä-b6XAety, 

referring to the fact that the horse had not yet shed 
its teeth i. e. young) and td r päyog ( apparently 
from ä6v-, payeiv to eat one's fill i. e. fully 
grown), cf. Plato Laws 834 B-C, SIG 1056, SEG 
27.11! 4,1305, Aristophanes Fragment 736, JG 
2.2.965. See also IG 5.213 

/ 
where evgbwaig may 

be the equivalent of nci)ALKOS. 

46. Pausanias 5.8.9. 

47. See also pages 68-70. 
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48. In the 1974 Epsom Oaks, the saddle cloth of Willie 
Carson's mount, Dibidale, slipped off in the latter 
stages of the race. Carson rode out the finish bareback 
and ended up third, having looked the likely winner 
before this incident occurred. The stewards had no al- 
ternative but to disqualify Dibidale since she had not 
carried the required nine stones for the full distance 
of the race. 

49. Apart from the fact that the idea of penalizing a 
horse for its superiority would have been a totally 
alien concept to the ancient Greeks, it is difficult to 
see how a system of weights, such as that in Britain 
today, could have been introduced, particularly since 
the jockeys appear to have ridden without saddles. 

50. Pausanias (6.2.2) tells how a certain Lycinus tried 
to enter a team of horses for a 1rWALKO chariot 
race at Olympia, but was prevented from doing so by the 
authorities as one of his horses was judged to be too 
old. This would suggest that racehorse owners realized 
the advantage of entering horses for the 'ffWXLKO-S 
events as close to maturity as possible. 
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THE HIPPODROME IN ANCIENT GREECE 

What we know of the ancient Greek hippodrome has 

been gleaned mainly from Greek authors, either in their 

accounts of horse races at particular venues, as in 

Homer, Sophocles and Nonnus, or in their descriptions 

of the venues themselves, such as those of Pausanias on 

Olympia and Mt. Lycaeon. Unfortunately, very little ar- 

chaeoiogical evidence on the ancient Ureek hippodrome 

has survived, since the majority of racecourses were 

temporary affairs and very simple in terms of layout, 

while the remains of the most -important permanent hip- 

podrome, that of Olympia, appear to have been washed 

away when the river Alpheus changed its course in the 

Middle Ages. However, we have been able to construct a 

reasonably clear picture of the hippodrome in ancient 

Greece, malniy rom the literary evidence which has 

survived. 

The Homeric Hippodrome 

It wltn tine ciiariot race -n the funeraý games 

of ia ýroclus recounted by Homer in Iliad rl'ook L3 

that most modern accounts of the hippodrome to ancient 

Greece begin. And understandably so, as in this famous 

1: 00 passage t rie word l Tr rro, po{.. Loc Jccurs for to first 

time in an ancient descryp -ý- 1o on bf a horse race1. 

However, this racecourse on wn--ch Dýomees wins a 
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famous victory was not at all sophisticated, quite un- 

like the great Olympic hippodrome of the Classical and 

Hellenistic periods. 

For these funeral games, Achilles assembled the 

GreeK warriors on the Trojan plain, where all eight 

sporting disciplines took place. For the chariot race, 

the first event, Achilles merely pointed out an old 

tree stump somewhere in the distance on the plain to 

AýIAAJ, ros 

1 

CP 

serve as a turning post, and the competitors drew lots 

for their positions on a starting line. As the course 

was left--handed (line 338), it is possible tna t there 

was a slight advantage to those drawn on ? _ze ie t, ! Dut 

considering the fact that the distance between the 

starting line and turning post was so great that for a 

time during ? -ie race the spectators could not distin- 

guish between the competitors and tailed even to wit- 

ness the accident of Eumelos (line 394), i- -, s proba ole 

trat any advantage was slgnyji c, an try reduce. 
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There is no mention of any form of starting 

mechanism, nor of any outer boundaries for the 

racecourse. Nor does there appear to have been a 

finishing line; Diomedes won simply because he was the 

first to race back to the assembly of his comrades. 

The most important question which this passage 

from the 11-Lad raises is: Were all horse races in 

the time of Homer and before run on a racecourse 

similar to the one described here? A. Martina accepts 

this type of racecourse as normative for the period, 

but this is perhaps a risky assumption on so little 

evidence. 

First of all, it is important to remember that the 

Greeks were holding funeral games in another land and 

therefore were restricted in their choice of venue. 

However, lt tie Trojans were in the habit of hold=6 

horse races in times of peace, their racecourse would 

undoubtedly have been situated on this very pain (as 

line 332 might suggest) and therefore readily available 

to their besieging enemies3. 

Secondly, any ancient Greek racecourse consisted 

basically of a flat stretch o± ground with either one 

or two turning posts an. a source of water nearby to 

re rech the horses. some nad additional features such 

as re-taming wails, startýnb stalls and terraced seat- 

ing, but none ot these were absolutely necessary. Thus 

for Achllleý it was a matter of Ju3t marr. -ing out the 

regqu-red Course on the plan In muci-i the same way a 

,c ; ooiboys Today use , Jackets anc scrnooibags to mar?, out 
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their football pitch in the park. And it is therefore a 

distinct possibility that just as the makeshift foot- 

ball pitch in the local park differs greatly in some 

respects from a proper football stadium, and yet 

adequately serves its purpose, so the racetrack marked 

out here by Achilles may only have had a passing 

resemblance to the typical hippodrome of his day. 

The main conclusion which Martin draws from this 

passage as regards the Homeric hippodrome is that it 

had only one turning post whereas the hippodrome at 

Olympia had two. This may well have been the case, but 

it is worth noting that Achilles held only one horse 

race at these games, the aLauXoS, which comprises a 

single lap and therefore required only one turning 

post4. Thus we cannot establish a hard and fast rule 

applicable to all racecourses of this period from the 

fact that there was only one turning post in this in- 

stance. 

The Hippodrome at Delphi 

Sophocles (Electra lines 698-760) provides us 

with a glimpse of what the hippodrome at Delphi was 

probably like in the Classical period in his descrip- 

tion of the fictitious chariot race in which Orestes 

allegedly was killed5. An examination of lines 709-730 

of this passage reveals some important clues as to the 

nature of this racecourse. 
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10 

QTaVTCS a' V' aUTOV1 01. TETayµevo1 bpabgS 1 

KX'qpoLS ETrTAav Kai KaTCQT CFC(V 6ippo1-) l, 
XaAKýl U 1TaL G TrLyy0 S 

7Eav. 
OL ö' aµa 

ýýrIroL 1 Ö{IOKX 'n QaVTeC, 'n viac xepoiv 
EaeLßav. ev öE 1raS e CQTW6TJ dpöµoci 
KTÜ'ITOV KPOT'11TWV äpµäTWV. KOVl1 6' ävw 

Yopeie'. öµov de nQVTe1 ävaµeµLyµevoL 
le . 41 cc 

yeL<50VT0 KeVTP V ov<EV, wý v-rrepbäXoL 
xVOas TIS a\ TW ^ Kat. cppvayµa6' LTrlrLKa. 
0µOv yap aµT L, VWTa Kat TPOX V bäaeL1 
'K(PpLg0V, 

¬1G¬baXA0V 1ITlTI. KQI TrV0aL. 
KEIVOg d' v'R' cx -r'qV E QXaT'nV a -rAqv exWV 
exp14 1rT' äeL G I-) PL yya, aeý1.0V a' aVEL2 
Q \Lpaio\ 1. ýfr0V e \pyE TOV lTp0QKeiµev0V. 
KaL 1rp1. V µev 

ýopeoL 
Ttav-re 

\ 
¬QTaQav aipppoL. 

eneLTa d' AIVLaVO1 aVapo5 äaTOµoi 

'mWaot b(a p povaLV. eK 6' uTroaTpop i5 
T EXOUVTES EKTOV EbaOµov 

T' 4'6'fl dpöµoV 
ý. IETWTTa Qvµ1raiouat BapKaL0LS OXOIC,. 

>1 c KaVTEVeeV aXAO dXAOV 
EE eV05 KaKOv 

eApaue KaVE1TLTrT6,1rav 
mod' 

ETP1µTTAaT0 

vavaytwv KptoaLov vIrirLKwv Tr eaov. 

(They stood where the judges assigned them by lot 
and drew up their chariots. At the sound of the 
bronze trumpet they raced off. They all shook 
their reins, shouting to their horses, and the 
whole racecourse was filled with the noise of rat- 
tling chariots. Dust swirled upwards. Altogether 
in a confused mass, they did not spare their 
horses the whip, as they tried to overtake the 
wheels and snorting horses of their opponents. For 
the horses foamed and snorted at their backs and 
at their whirling wheels. Orestes, as he rounded 
either turning post, always kept his axle close to 
it, giving rein to his outside trace-horse while 
checking the horse on the inside. And until this 
point, all the chariots had raced free from 
trouble. Then the Aenian's hard-mouthed horses 
bolted, and on turning between the sixth and 
seventh lap, they ran headlong into the team from 
Barca. This one accident caused other teams to 

collide and crash, so that the whole plain of 
Crisa was strewn with wrecks. ) 

As in Homer, the competitors lined up at the 

start, having been assigned their positions by lot. It 

would appear that the hippodrome at Delphi in the Clas- 

sical period had no starting mechanism. There were 

however, unlike in Homer, two turning posts since the 

race comprised several laps. The head-on collision 
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described in lines 724-727 suggests that there was no 

barrier down the centre of the track separating the two 

lanes, corresponding to the spina of the Roman Circus6. 

As far as our literary and archaeological evidence is 

concerned, this would seem to have been true of all an- 

cient Greek hippodromes. In respect of the length of 

the racecourse, there is no real indication in this 

passage of Sophocles. The fact that it was situated on 

the plain of Crisa, however, may suggest that lack of 

space was not a problem7. 

It is difficult to know how much to draw from the 

reference that the track was dusty in lines 714-715. 

Sophocles has modelled much of the opening of this 

chariot race on Homer's account in Iliad Book 23, 

in which clouds of dust whirling up into the air are 

mentioned. It is quite likely that if a racecourse were 

used often in ancient Greece, it could become quite 

bare and dusty especially if there was little rain8. In 

Britain today by contrast, no matter how hot the 

weather and how dry the ground, one never sees clouds 

of dust stirred up by the horses during a race held on 

a grass track. What is reasonably commonplace however 

is the tossing In the air of divots of earth cut up by 

the horses' hooves. Are we to assume then that this 

hippodrome at Delphi resembled more closely the dirt 

tracks of North America than the grass tracks of 

Britain"? 

Later references to the hippodrome at Delphi from 

the Hellenistic and post-Hellenistic periods help us to 
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build up a more complete picture of this racecourse. An 

inscription9 dating to around 247-6 B. C. listing public 

work to be carried out for the Pythia, mentions the up- 

keep of the hippodrome at Delphi. The specific tasks 

listed are "cleaning up the hippodrome" (-rav 

e KKäeapaLv LC Trirodpoµov), and "digging around the 

turning posts" (Tav QKCt*LV nepI TovS Kawrr111 pas). 

There is also a reference to an "arched passageway" 
i (. 'axis) just before the hippodrome is mentioned, 

which may be an indication that this passageway led to 

the racecourse. An inscription10 dating to 178 B. C. 

which details those places where sacred cattle and 

horses were allowed to graze at Delphi, refers to a 

"road leading out of the hippodrome" (ä 0a01 

)I C äyeL ä eý LTr1roapo. ov). This may well have 

been connected with the passageway mentioned above, and 

must have been the road from Delphi to Cirrha, which 

Pausanias (10.37.4) suggests led to the hippodrome. 

However, one of the most interesting references to 

the hippodrome at Delphi occurs in a damaged 

inscriptlonl1 dating to about 327 B. C.. Here, in a list 

of the final accounts of quaestors found in the temple 

at Delphi, there appears to be an allusion to the 

builder of a starting mechanism for horses - TwI 

äpxLTEKTOVt Tý1 LTr Tr [a'p¬Qewý1J. If D1ttenberger's 

supplement is correct, this inscription provides 

evidence that the Delphic hippodrome had facilities 

commensurate with the importance of the equestrian 

events staged there. The record of a starting mechanism 
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being constructed at Delphi towards the end of the 

if ü thcentury B. C. fits well with the above passage of 

Sophocles from the Classical period, in which the 

chariot race at the Pythian games was started merely by 

the sounding of a trumpet. 

This evidence suggests that, at least by the Hel- 

lenistic period, the hippodrome at Delphi occupied a 

permanent defined area, rather than any flat stretch of 

ground on the plain12. How this area was marked out or 

enclosed is difficult to say. Pausanias (10.37.4) 

states that the plain from Cirrha on which the 

racecourse was situated was bare and probably useless 

for growing trees. It is possible that the track was 

bordered, either partially or totally, by a retaining 

wall, a theory which would be supported by the fact 

that there may have been an arched entrance to the " hip- 

podrome. 

The Hippodrome at Olympia 

Pausanias (6.20.10-19), in his account of Olympia, 

gives quite a detailed description of the hippodrome 

there and its ingenious starting mechanism, and it is 

possible to picture with reasonable confidence the site 

and layout of the Olympic hippodrome in the time of 

Pausanias on this evidence. 

The racecourse lay on flat ground between the 

stadium and the river Alpheus, to the south-east of the 

A1tis. It ran from west to east in the same direction 
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as the stadium and was closed in on all sides. It was 

limited on the northern side by the southern bank of 

the stadium on which the spectators sat, and, where 

this embankment terminated (the stadium was con- 

siderably shorter than the hippodrome), the Hill of 

Demeter further east served to enclose the racecourse. 

The south side of the hippodrome, which Pausanias tells 

us was longer than the north side, was bounded by a 

bank of earth. This bank may well have served the addi- 

tional purpose of a dam against the overflow of the Al- 

pheus. Cut into this bank was a passage, presumably 

through which the horses and jockeys entered, and next 

to this passage, Pausanias, tells us stood the altar of 

the Taraxippusi3. At the western end of the hippodrome 

stood the starting mechanism and the finishing-' line. 

The starting mechanism was quite a complicated affair 

of considerable dimensions (each side was 400 feet 

long) and it may have been set back off the track it- 

self on the southern side of the hippodrome, thus eix- 

plaining why one side of the hippodrome was longer than 

the other14. Along the rear of the starting mechanism 

ran the Colonnade of Agnaptus. It was through this 

walkway that the Hellanodices and their honoured guests 

entered the hippodrome, and after racing the victors 

left to proceed to the Altis for the crowning ceremony. 

Whether this colonnade enclosed the whole western end 

the hippodrome or just the southern half behind the 

2tarting gate is uncertain; however, the northern half 

near the finishing line may have been bounded by olive 
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trees. 

According to Pindar Olympian 3, Heracles 

brought back olive trees from the land of the Hyper- 

boreans and planted them in the Olympic hippodrome. He 

did this for two reasons: 

ITa 'ppOVEWV ALOE alTEl navdOKY 
Olx QEL QKIapov TE TUTEVµa £'UVOV av@pW1TO. S 

QTEpavov T' ap6TaV. 15 

(With a faithful heart he asked for a tree for the 
welcoming grove of Zeus which would provide shade 
for men and a crown of excellence. ) 

In line with this twofold purpose highlighted by 

Pindar, the rest of the literary evidence suggests that 

the olive trees brought back by Heracles were planted 

in two different places on the site of Olympia to ful- 

fil these two different functions. 

First of all, there seems to have been a sacred 

olive set aside in a sacred precinct, the branches of 

which were to be, used to make the victors' crowns. Both 

the scholiast to Olympian 3 (line 17) and Aristotle 

(On Marvellous Things Heard 5i [834a 13-14]) state 

that this olive was planted in the IIav8etov, which 

was probably to the west of the hippodrome. And indeed 

it is most li1ely that this is the olive referred to by 

Pausanias (5.15.3) growing in the Altis. Both Pausanias 

i 
and Aristotle call the olive KaXaLQTe(QavoS 

(beautif ul-crowning). 

Secondly, it would appear that there were olive 

trees planted on the Olympic hippodrome itself. 

L; 1: 'p01 EQXEV 3W5¬KayvaµnTOV TWV VLV yXUKUC 
itepL -rEp .a 40ou 

L/Ir lrWV IPUT¬1 GC(L 16 
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(A sweet desire came to him to plant them [the 
olive trees] around the turning post which is 
rounded twelve times on the hippodrome). 

The primary purpose of these olive trees, accord- 

ing to Pindar, was to provide shade, and indeed trees 

were a regular feature on many ancient Greek 

racecourses for this very reason. However, since horse 

racing at Olympia took place early in the morning 

before the sun was at its hottest17, these trees may 

have served the more important function of providing 

some form of boundary-line or barrier to delimit the 

course. Pindar tells us that the trees planted by 

Heracles were situated 1rEpi. -reppa. In normal usage, 

-rEpµa could mean either the "end" or "boundary" of 

an area, but when used in connection with a hippodrome 

it had also the special meaning of "turning post"18. It 

is unlikely that Heracles planted the olive trees 

directly beside a turning post, but rather behind one 

as a barrier. A metaphor used by Aristophanes 

(Frogs line 995) suggests that this was the case. 

The chorus is giving a warning that one should keep a 

tight rein on one's spirit in case it carries one 

EKTO1 Twv eaawv (beyond the olives), and the 

scholiast suggests that this is a reference to the hip- 

podrome. 
/0 

E4 IP(I LVEL dE TL WpL'i Levov AEy6LV, KCt a)LQTa 

W1 Ezr' aKp0U t1TTro<5 po4oii EXaLaL cnßa \, 
Kae' cl 1ý eýE(pep0vTO 0L UTr 0Tr L; TT0VTE` Ka Ta 
TOV 6pO{.. LOV. 6EIýEýL dE E LITEtV, 

^ 
6KTOS TO? 

ITpOKEL{.. LCvOU. 
AA)\W1, 

EV T4 TEXEL TOU TOT 0U 011 
>. c 
ETEAELTO ,, o apoµo11 aLaL aTLxTIdov 
LGTaVTaL, OU6aL KaTavT7) µa TOU 5pOI1. O11, Ka! 

)1 11 i, i cj EKELVa TOUTWV EXWpEL. OQTL1 OUv oUdeL1 6 l. rr 
nEpa TOU 6¬OVTO1 CTr paTT6 TL, EAtyo1 Wo 
> #% > EKTO5 TWV EAaLWV 'PEp6TaL. 
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(He seems to mean something marked out, especially 
as there were olive trees at the end of the hip- 
podrome towards which those having an accident are 
carried during a race. He wishes to say outside 
the prescribed limits. At the end of the place 
where the race finishes, olive trees stand in 
rows, being the goal of the race, and no one goes 
beyond these. Therefore, whoever does something 
beyond what is necessary is said to have been 
carried beyond the olive trees). 

The scholiast here is referring obviously to the 

Olympic hippodrome, and he provides further proof that 

the olive trees were planted behind the turning post 

and not along the sides of the racecourse as some have 

suggestedi9. 

Pollux has an interesting entry in his lexicon un- 

.4 
der eI Kdpoµo1 ýn rtoC which surely has a connec- 

tion with this argument. 

)f U C1 eQ de 
" TI1 L. 1TITov d.. poµo1 EKdpoµo1 0Tav C" .4 

vIr ep To T6TayµevoV Tov apoµov µeTpOV ITro 
pvµ'n 1 EKqP epETaL. 

(There is a certain type of horse - the ekdromos - 
so- called whenever it is carried beyond the 
prescribed limits of the racecourse by its 
impetus). 

It is much more likely that a horse would 2 De 

carried off the course by its own momentum at either of 

the turning posts where it has to slow down rapidly and 

manoeuvre round the post, rather than along the length 

of the racecourse where it would be more the fault of 

the jockey than the horse for any deviation off a 

straight line. The fact that a row of trees along the 

sides of the Olympic hippodrome would obscure the view 

of the spectators seated on the embankments is further 

reason for supposing that the tfees were planted behind 

the turning post at the western end of the hippodrome. 
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Exactly how the Olympic hippodrome was bounded at 

its eastern extremity is uncertain, but it is likely 

that some form of barrier existed there also to prevent 

horses running off the course as they performed the 

difficult manoeuvre of rounding the far turning post. 

The turning posts themselves seem to have been 

stone columns, and Paus. nias tells us that on the inner 

of these (the one which served also as the finishing 

post) stood a bronze statue of Hippodameia carrying a 

ribbon with which she is about to crown the victorious 

Pelops. 

The whole layout of the Olympic hippodrome was 

particularly favourable to the spectators and umpires. 

The banks of earth which enclosed it on its two longest 

sides provided excellent vantage points both for those 

whose job it was to determine the victor and to adjudi- 

cate on matters of foul-play, and also for those who 

came to spectate20. The judges must have sat on the 
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northern embankment next to the finishing line, and 

since, as previously mentioned, this embankment sloped 

down to the stadium on its other side, there is a pos- 

sibility that by turning round as appropriate, the um- 

pires could judge both the stadium and hippodrome races 

from roughly the same position. 

Having a hippodrome and a stadium situated next to 

each other was not unique to Olympia but was the case 

at several sites. The most obvious reasons for this are 

that firstly it is preferable from the point of view of 

the spectators and organizers to have the venues for 

both horse racing and foot racing close together at a 

festival, and secondly, since both require to be laid 

out on flat ground, it is natural to find them situated 

in proximity to one another. Accordin. g to Pausanlas 

(9.23.1), the stadium and hippodrome at Thebes were 

laid out side by side in much the same way as at Olym- 

pia with a bank of earth separating the two; and the 

fact that the gymnasium also was situated beside these 

suggests that the Greeks realised the value of grouping 

such venues together in the form of a sports complex21 

As regards the dimensions of the Olympic hip- 

podrome, one cannot be sure due to lack of concrete 

evidence. However there is a reasonably strong case for 

suggesting that the distance between the two turning 

posts was two stades. Pausanias (6.16.4), while listing 

victors in athletics contests, mentions that the length 

C 

o-f the so-called LTr Tr to1 dpoµo1 at Nemea, a toot 

race in the stadium, was twice the length of a standard 
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athletic d. avXoS, i. e. four stades. If it was from 

i the 'distance of the equestrian diavAoS that this 

foot race of four stades took its name, this would sug- 

gest that the hippodrome at Nemea was exactly twice the 

size of the stadium, i. e. two stades. This assumption 

is supported by two facts. Firstly, in the time of 

Solon when the Nemean games were instituted as a Pan- 

hellenic festival (573 B. C. ), the term LzrTrLKov 

was being employed as an everyday measurement of four 

stades22. Secondly, when the Emperor Hadrian, who took 

considerable interest in the Nemean games23, had a hip- 

podrome built in Rome, it measured two stades in 

length, a complete circuit therefore measuring four 

stades. 

From these measurements at Nemea, it is possible 

to arrive at an estimated measurement for the Olympic 

hippodrome since the Nemean festival was modelled in 

many ways on its older Olympic counterpart. Therefore 

if the standard Olympic measurement of two stades was 

being used at Nemea for a complete athletic 

aiauXo13, it follows that the length of four stades 

i 
for a complete equestrian &avXoS at the Kemean 

festival probably had its origin also at Olympia and 

its hippodrome. 

A second set of dimensions for the Olympic hip- 

podrome is listed in a manuscript found in the Old 

Seraglio at Constantinople24, but there is a problem 

about its validity and accuracy. It reads as follows: 
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ö 6x u41TLa KO 1 ( WV> eXEL L iritOdp oý. LOV EXOV 
QTadLOUc OKTW, (Tf0da1 TETpaKLQX LXIO'U1 

If OKTaK0GLOU1). KaL C TO'ÜTOU L1a 1rAevpä 
EXeL 

UTadLovS Tp¬L KaL nXe8pov ev. TO de n XäTO1 % ýrrpos 
114 COpeaLV ßTa<LOV eV KaL TT V ITXe0pa TET- 

Tapa. C... ) 

(At the Olympic games, there is a hippodrome which 
has eight stades. One side measures three stades 
and one plethron25. The width of the start is one 
stade and four plethra [... ]). 

Schneider26 rejects this evidence on the grounds 

that the text is too corrupt to be considered reliable, 

but Drees27 manes much of it, and in a rather ingenious 

manner he manages to make all the figures in the 

manuscript not only tally credibly with each other but 

also agree with all the other available evidence on the 

dimensions of the hippodrome. However, one cannot take 

his conclusions too seriously, due to the excessive 

amount of guesswork on which his arguments depend. 

The Hippodrome on Mount Lycaeon 

The racecourse on Mount Lycaeon in Arcadia is the 

only example of an ancient Greek hippodrome which has 

survived until today. It lies in a small valley between 

two peaks 4000 feet above sea level28, and race meet- 

ings were held there in honour of Zeus Lycaeus. 

Pausanias (8.38.5) mentions it in his description of 

the area. 

ýa L aE tv T AUKat4) IIavo1 
cTe 

ICpov KG 
If % If zr¬PL aUTO äaQO1 aev<5 pwvK aL 

` 
L1*IT oupo4o lTe 

KaL Trpo 1avTOV 
QTaaL0 To ae ap, taLov TWV 

AUKaLwv ryov TOV aywva ¬VTav0a, 

(There is a sanctuary of Pan on Mount Lycaeon with 
a grove of trees around lt with a hippodrome, in 
front of which is a stadium. In ancient times they 
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held the Lycaeon festival there. ) 

The site itself, which is not frequented by 

tourists and is now used for agricultural purposes, can 

best be reached from Megalopolis by road to the small 

hamlet of Lycosura, and from there by a steady climb up 

the mountain to the village of Ano Karea. A track leads 

from this village to the hippodrome and the ascent can 

be made in 15 minutes on foot. The racecourse, which is 

about one and a half stades long and 130 feet wide, oc- 

cupies much of the available space in the valley. 

This racecourse, although quite small and remote, 

seems to have had most of the features of a major hip- 

podrome. Archaeological remains show that it was 

bounded on its longest sides by retaining walls and at 

one end by terraced seating; at the other a sunken cis- 

tern with a series of troughs has been found. Beside 

the hippodrome was a sanctuary of Pan surrounded by a 

grove of trees. As at Olympia, Thebes and many other 

sites, there was a stadium next to the hippodrome. 

Starting grooves for the athletes have been found in 

this stadium, but there is no evidence, archaeological 

or otherwise, for a starting gate in the hippodrome. 

However, all the other additional permanent features on 

the Mount Lycaeon hippodrome suggest that it had long- 

standing importance as a racecourse in the ancient 

world. In the sequence in which the various ancient 

Greek festivals were instituted, Aristotle29 placed the 

Lycaeon games fourth, before all four Panhellenic fes- 

tivals. It is therefore not surprising to find im por- 
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tant names such as Ptolemy I Soter appearing on its 

victory lists, and competitors from as far afield as 

Cassandra and Rhodes recorded as having won there-'O. 

i. The remains of the grandstand at the racecourse on 
Mount Lycaeon. 
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2. The straight on the racecourse on Mount Lycaeon. 
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3. The cistern for watering horses at the racecourse on 
Mount Lycaeon. 
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The Hippodrome at Isthmia 

A recent excavation31 at Isthmia has uncovered 

what seems to have been the site of an ancient hip- 

podrome. The area is comparatively level and would have 

allowed a maximum length of about 315m. No evidence has 

surfaced to indicate that the hippodrome had any per- 

manent seats or embankments for spectators, which is 

rather surprising given the importance of the Isthmian 

festival. Traces of wheel tracks have been found 

through the site which suggest that, while horse racing 

was not being held, the hippodrome was used as a 

thoroughfare. As mentioned above, this seems also to 

have been the true of the hippodrome at Delphi32. The 

discovery of spear points on this site at Isthmia has 

caused some doubt in the mind of the archaeologist, 0. 

Broneer, as to whether this really was the Isthmian 

hippodrome, since he believes that spear points belong 

exclusively to the pentathlon. However, Broneer's fears 

on this point may be unnecessary since the &'p" 

L -rrTrov ä Kov rtýwv contest, which involved throwing 

spears, although not a Panhellenic event, featured 

fr--quently on ancient Greek racecards3 . In addition, 

the Greek cavalry often exercised with javelins in 

3 hi ppodromeS4. 
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The Hippodrome at Athens 

Of the hippodrome at Athens, little is known. A 

reference in Etymologicum Magnum (340) states that 

horse racing at Athens was held at a place called 

Echelidai over an area of eight stades - 
ev 

txeAt6wv. T0IT0S A6ývQL 
QTa6iwv 0KTW, EV ^ 

ai irr rrodpoµLaL35. If this is an accurate measure- 

ment of the length of the racecourse, it must have been 

one of the longer hippodromes in ancient Greece. An 

i 
aKa41rLoCu race on this track would therefore have 

been about seven and a half furlongs (ca. 1500m) in 

length, just slightly shorter than the longest straight 

race contested in Britain today. However, the eight 

stades may refer to the distance of a circuit of the 

track, which would agree with the dimensions quoted for 

the hippodrome at Olympia in the Old Seraglio 

manuscript36. 

It seems that some of the equestrian events of the 

Great Panathenaic games of the Hellenistic period were 

not held in this hippodrome. The racecard of IG 

2.2.968, which catalogues victors at this festival in 

the second century B. C., is clearly split between two 

locations. The second of these (lines 41-42) is listed 

i 
as being ev T4) i-TrTr o-3 poIL' (i n the hippodrome). 

The reference to the first (line 16) is unfortunately 

defective, with the important name of the location 

missing. Several supplements have been offered, with 

the most convincing being perhaps ev Ty 
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tXeuaLvtc) (in the Eleusinium) suggested by Koeh- 

ler, since Xenophon (Cavalry Commander 3.2) men- 

tions that the Athenian cavalry held displays there. 

Xenophon (Cavalry Commander 3.11-12) mentions the 

hippodrome also as being a venue for such displays, and 

refers to the cavalry filling the racecourse 

(eý. TrXT1ßav-reS irr Trwv TOV i1TTro6poµov), which 

forces one again to picture an enclosed area. 

The Hippodrome on Delos 

According to Thucydides (3.104.6), horse racing 

was introduced to the island of Delos in 426 B. C., and 

it was probably around this date that its hippodrome 

was laid out. Archaeologists disagree about the loca- 

tion of the hippodrome, mainly due to the size of the 

island and its topography. However, Harris37 suggests 

that one need not look for a perfectly flat site on 

such a hilly island. Both Epsom and Goodwood in England 

are far from flat, which presents no obstacle to horse 

racing. The most probable site for the hippodrome seems 

to be to the east of the granite palaestra, where 

the remains of a grandstand 53m long have been ex- 

cavated. 
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Alternative Uses of the Ancient Greek Hippodrome. 

(a) The Hippodrome and the Cavalry 

The ancient Greek hippodrome, due to its size and 

level surface (coupled with its obvious associations 

with horses), was used extensively by the Greek 

cavalry. Not only did the cavalry take part in horse 

races at major festivals, they also made considerable 

use of hippodromes for public displays, military train- 

ing and even as battlefields. 

Xenophon (Cavalry Commander 1.19) lays great 

emphasis on the need for a well-trained cavalry. 

"It is useful to remind them that the state sup- 
ports an expenditure of nearly 40 talents a year 
in order that it may not have to look about for 
cavalry in the event of war but may have it ready 
for immediate use. For with this thought in their 
minds, the men are likely to take more pains with 
their horsemanship, so that when war breaks out, 
they may not have to fight untrained for the 
state, for glory and for life. " 

Fox the cavalry to train effectively in certain 

disciplines, a wide expanse of level ground and a 

source of water, both of which most hippodromes 

provided, were needed. Xenophon (Cavalry Commander 

1.6) tells us that one of the most important tasks of 

the cavalry commander was to train his men in throwing 

- a javelin effectively when on hcrsebacR38. The hip 

podrome would have afforded the necessary space for 

this exercise to have been performed without danger. 

Indeed, this was the case in Sparta in the fourth cen- 

tury B. C., where King Agesilaus is recorded as having 

trained his men in the hippodrome39. 
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EK ToUTOU 
11 

de nap In v 
C ", \t 

Opav Ta 1Lev 
/ 

Yv µvacL a 
LL ¬OTa TWV avdpwv yUµvacoµevWV TOV d¬ 
LnTrödpoµov LnTrcwv L1TTraýo I vwv TOV S ae 
aKOVTIQTO I& Kal TODS 

, 
TO0 Tas E'Rl / 

a'TOXOV 1. i 
levTaS. 

(Thus one could see the gymnasia full of men exer- 
cising, and the hippodrome crowded with cavalrymen 
riding, and javelin throwers and archers aiming at 
targets. ) 

Not only in times of peace did the cavalry use the 

hippodrome. Antiochus the Great, son of Seleucus, 

during his siege of SardiS in 215 B. C. drew up the main 

body of his men in the hippodrome of that city prior to 

his successful attack. Similarly, in the war with 

Ptolemy in 219 B. C., he had encamped his men beside the 

hippodrome outside the city of Seleuci a41. It would 

seem that Antiochus intended to use the respective hip- 

podromes to drill his men and draw them up for last- 

minute instructions. This practice of drawing up or 

stationing soldiers in hippodromes is attested also by 

Constantine Porphyrogenitus (51.40) who tells us that 

when the Emperor Leo departed on a short expedition, he 

would leave behind one of his divisions in the hip- 

podrome to guard his palace. More recently in this 

country, the British Army haz made use of the open 

spaces of racecourses to station men, such as Catterick 

camp in the Second World War. 

As well as stationing and drilling men in hip- 

podromes, the Greeks fought cavalry battles -, n t. -, em. 

Xenophon (Hellenic: a 6.5.30) records that in 370 

B. C., the cavalry from opposing forces advanced to the 

racecourse at Sparta and there fought a pitched 
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battle42. And the tactics which Xenophon (On the Art 

of Horsemanship 8.12) recommends should be adopted 

when opposing cavalry forces are drawn up against each 

other, involving charges, counter-charges and much tac- 

tical manoeuvring, make it clear that much open space, 

such as that afforded by a racecourse, was required. 

Bearing this in mind, it is understandable that 

one of the main public displays which the cavalry was 

obliged to perform, the ävev1rT-aoLa (sham fight), 

was held in the hippodrome. Xenophon (Cavalry 

Commander 3.10-12) describes this spectacle as;, fol- 

; ows. 

b'Tav 7 ;a Dtv ev T4. LTrýro<pop»4 rj 

<, ,. 
C611 TI, KaX0V 4EV OIJTW TTpWTOV Tagaa0at, 
C DO" %. ). (ip 

w aV EiTL µ¬TW1TOV EµLIrXYýQavTE1 LTT'TfWV TOV 

LTtr06poý, toV eý6 CaELaV Toll EK TO ) 
; LCcvov 

avapwIT ov1. KaXov E'TiEL aL 'pii XaL Ev Ti 
0,3 le 

av9LTrnaQLa lp6UyovQL TE ax x11xa., Ka! 6LwKouol 

Tax Ew 1, 
OTa 

V of 
t 

IT irapxoL ''l'W VTaL Tal, 

1TEVTE ppUXaL 1, EKaTEpa 1 <LEXa'ÜVELV Ta 1 pva 1 G3L' 
äXXro XLo v. TatiTTIS ya. p Tý5 @Ea1 Tý TE 
aVTL;.. LETwTtOJ1 T: 'NOßEX avcV eLVý aX arI aoL1 

Iyop'ý(OV, 
TG 

TE 6L6X&aa VTa1 TOV LTrTro<5 po;., Lov av'1'LOU1 Tr aXLV 

0TrnVaL aAX7A0L1 QEµV0V, KäL T0 ärro a6 irLYYG1 
alu TO <E'UýTEpo:, ec TOV ýEITEA`. UVE^V K aXoiV. 

QTaVTa1 Üc 'TJ<5en TO TpLTOV aU aTrO TTIS oaX Tr 
x P1 TäxLQTC 

aoL1 ¬TrEXaIJVELV, KaL 

<LEXaßaVTa CL FL1 
/ 

KaTaXvaLV 
/ 

EITL IPaXC(yy01 
cl 3, 

aIT aVTa1 Kd. TaaTaVTa1, wc7 -11 Ep ELw8aTe, 'rrp0S T'v 

bovX v Tr pOCF eXaUV¬LV. 

(When the display is held in the hippodrome, it is 
best first to arrange the men so that the hig- 

podrome is filled with horses in a line and they 

can drive out those in the middle. It _s also best 
that in the sham fight the regiments pursue and 
flee from each other quickly and ride through each 
other's ranks, with the commanders each leading 
five regiments. It is quite a spectacle when they 

charge excitedly at each other head-on, and when 
they have swept majestically across the hippodrome 
they stand facing each other again, until the 
trumpet sounds once more and they charge splen- 
didly again at a faster pace. When the trumpet has 

sounded for a third time, those standing should 
charge at each other as quickly as possible, and 
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when they have ridden through, they should draw 
themselves up in battle array to be dismissed, and 
then, as is the custom, they should ride to the 
Council). 

Thus it is clear that most Greek cavalrymen would 

have been very familiar with the hippodrome in their 

city or town. Not only would they have been able to 

take part in the special events for the cavalry in the 
>C 

aYwv LTr IT tKo1 of tl. 1 the major festivals which may 

have been held there, but also they would have spent 

considerable time there participating in public dis- 

plays, undergoing military training or even fighting 

pitched battles in times of war. 

(b) The Hippodrome and A griculture 

H. A. Harris43 makes the following interesting com- 

ment on the ancient Greek racecourse. 

"Greece was far too poor a country for the large 
areas required for such races (i. e. those with 40 
chariots) to be permanently sequestrated for 
racing purposes. Our nearest modern parallel to a 
Greek hippodrome is the course marked out for the 
point-to-point races of a local hunt on land which 
at all other times of the year is used for ordi- 
nary agricultural purposes. " 

This was undoubtedly true for the majority of hip- 

podro: nes, but not for all. The flaw in Harris' deflni- 

tion is that -1t does not distinguish between pern. anent 

and temporary hippodromes in ancient Greece. 

Permanent racecourses were to be found in many 

cities or localities where major festivals were held. 

They were characterized generally by retaining cells, 

terraced seating, altars and, on some such as at Olym- 

pia and possibly Delphi, elaborate starting mechanisms. 
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These hippodromes were owned usually by wealthy cities 

which could afford the expense incurred44, When such a 

racecourse was not being used for horse racing, it was 

still referred to as a hippodrome45, and it st-11 

resembled a hippodrome. 

The second type of hippodrome in ancient Greece, 

and the one which Harris' description more adequately 

fits, is the temporary one, used for small local fes- 

tivals. An inscription46 from the fifth century B. C., 

cataloguing the victories of a certain Damonon and his 

son, lists several such racecourses in the southern 

Peloponnese. It is unlikely that these hippodromes had 

any permanent features and, as Harris says, they con- 

sisted probably of any flat stretch of ground which at 

all other times of the year was used for agricultural 

purposes. Thus from one year to the next it is quite 

possible that the equestrian events of one such local 

festival could have been held on a different stretch of- 

the same plain, with turning posts erected for the 

duration of the games and dismantled again at the end 

of the festival. 

Once this distinction has been made, it should be 

said that the majority of permanent racecourses must 

also have been employed it some stage for agricultural 

purposes by virtue of their layout. The racecou 'se on 

Delos may be a good example of a permanent hippodrome 

being used -n th yS way. An -.. scription47 from this is- 

land recording the renting of areas of land for . carm-, nE, 

mentions the hippodrome as one of these areas. 
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(c) Hippodromes as Gardens and Parks 

The pleasant character and layout of some ancient 

Greek hippodromes led to their being used for recrea- 

tional activities. As we have seen, many hippodrome 

were in the form of an enclosure. These were bounded on 

their sides either by retaining walls such as those on 

Mount Lycaeon and at Nicomedia, earth embankments (with 

perhaps some terraced seating) as at Thebes, or pos- 

sibly even rows of trees. Within this enclosure, other 

trees may have been planted or the purpose of shade, 

or perhaps to form a barrier at one end of the track, 

as at Olympia. In close proximity to the hippodrome 

there was often a temple or altar surrounded by a 

sacred grove o-f trees48, and either in the hippodrome 

itself or in the immediate vicinity there was by neces- 

city a spring of water for the refreshment of the 

horses and jockeys49. Therefore, by virtue of its loca- 

tion and verdant surroundings, the Greeks used the hip- 

podrome often as a public park or garden when racing 

was not taking place. 

Dio Chrysostom (20.10) tells of how he encountered 

people frequenting the hippodrome as they would today a 

public park 

. -I .V TTOT¬ tL60V yw 5L^ TO J/l. Tr Ir QA(: oý of 

ýa<3Lýwv TroXaov1 ev Ti aUT av9pwTrov j cx \) o 
TL 'rpaTTOvTa1, % TOV µev ., aüaouVTa, TOV ae 
opxoüµevov, TOV ýýE 8avµa azro 5 So . Levov, T0v 3e 
Irovr, µa > 11 avayv'VWGK0VTa, rov ä C(SovTa, TOV 
C La T0p! av N, TLva A 1, ýLueov iý 6LgYovµevov. 

(While walking through the hippodrome, I once saw 
many people there, each doing something different. 
One was playing the flute, another was dancing, 

another performing a spectacle, another reading a 
poem, another singing, and another relating z ome 
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story or myth. ) 

And on another occasion50, he relates how he would take 

a relaxing drive around the racecourse in his carriage 

before breakfast as a pleasant way to start the day. 

This connection of the racecourse with gardens and 

parks is attested as early as Pindar (Olympian 3 

line 24), where the Olympic 1Zippodrome is called a 

Ka1rOS (garden). Gildersleeve51 
. reads no more into 

this term than "any favoured spot" of the gods, and 

likens its usage here to Pythlan 9.57. where the 

same word is used to describe Libya, the favourite 

place of Zeus. However, although Olympia was considered 

very dear to Heracles and therefore could have been 

called a KaTros in the same sense as Libya in 

Pythian 9, Pindar's choice of vocabulary here must 

certainly have been influenced by the Olympia he knew 

personally and its scenic hippodrome. 

That ancient Greek hippodromes were situated often 

in particularly fert+le surroundings is further sub- 

stantiated by mention in two inscriptions of gardens 

bordering racecourses. The first of these, from Aspen- 

dus in Pamph ylia52, records how a certain Zenon donated 

to ± he public use gardens situated beside the hip- 

/ . -- %C 
podrome (e; xaptc7aTO Km1ºov1 IT po, y LTr IT odpo1-1' 

53 
and the second, a fragment from the island of Delos 

from the second century rý. O., tells us simply that 

there used to be a garden beside the hippodrome 

i 
(KT, IT0V T0V irpolepov Tr p0(7 0VTa Ty LVi IT 0CS p01-L(})" 

This association of the hippodrome with gardens 
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was strong in antiquity54 and was not exclusive to the 

Greeks. Pliny (Letters 5.6.32ff. ), in a letter to 

his friend Domitius in which he describes his villa in 

Tuscany, mentions that there was a hippodrome in the 

grounds, Whether it was actually used for racing or not 

is uncertain, but his description of this hippodrome 

would certainly befit an ornamental garden. 

"In front of these agreeable buildings lies a very 
spacious hippodrome (hippodromus). [... ] It is en- 
compassed on every side with plane trees covered 
with ivy; and the ivy twining round the trunK and 
branches spreads from tree to tree and connects 
them together. Between each plane tree are planted 
box trees and behind these bay trees which blend 
their shade with that of the planes. [... ] The 
raised path around the hippodrome which runs 
straight bends at the farther end into a semi- 
circle and takes on a new aspect, being embowered 
in cypress trees and obscured by their denser and 
more gloomy shade; while the inward circular al- 
leys enjoy the -full sun. " 
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i. line 330 

2. Dictionnaire des Antiquites Grecques et 
Romaines, Volume 3, pages 193-195. 
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16, Pindar Olympian 3.33-34. 
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cf. Sophocles Electra 699. 

t8. See page 244. 

19. Cf. W. B. Stanford, London 1958, page i6i. 
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ancient Greece (see Pausanias 9.23.1., Nonnus 
Dionysiaca 37.269. ). 

21. Hippodromes and stadiums were situated beside each 
other at Mt. Maenalus (Pausanias 8.36.8), Mt. Lycaeon 
(Pausanias 8.38.5), Mantinea (Pausanias 8.10.1) and 
Delphi, in the time of Pindar before the hippodrome was 
relocated on the plain of Crisa (Pindar Fythian 
10.23,11.20). 

22. Plutarch Solon 23. 

23. Pausanias 6.16.4. 

24. For the text of this manuscript, see H. Schöne, 
Neue Angaben über den Hip podrom zu Olympia, JDAI 
12 (1897), page 155. 
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THE STARTING MECHANISM OR THE OLYMPIC HIPPODROME 

Ensuring a fair start in any race has been a 

problem for track officials throughout the ages. The 

question of how to send a field of excited racehorses 

on their way (whether yoked to chariots or not) has not 

only caused a headache for the stewards concerned, but 

has also invariably provided an interesting spectacle 

for the crowds which flock to the racecourse. If the 

start of the most thrilling horse race in the world 

today, the Grand National at Aintree with up to 40 

horses stretched across the course, can still produce 

such tension and excitement for stewards and spectators 

alike, how much more so must have been the case in the 

races at ancient Delphi in the time of Pindar when 

fields of 40 four-horse chariots are recorded as having 

taxen partl. 

The difficulties posed by the start of a horse 

race have been tackled in two main ways down the cen- 

turies. The first and seemingly most simple answer to 

the problem is to stretch a rope across the track in 

front of the horses. Such a method was used for all 

flat races in Britain until the 1960s and is still used 

today for all National Hunt races2. The starting ap- 

paratus, which consists of one or two ropes extended 

across the course about five feet from the ground and 

fixed to a post on either side of the track, is 

operated by a steward standing on a platform. From this 

t54! 
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position he can check that all the horses are in line 

and that the jockeys are ready. When he is satisfied 

that everything is in order, a white flag is raised to 

inform jockeys and spectators that the race is about to 

begin, and a lever is pulled causing the ropes to be 

raised quickly, thus letting the horses race off. This 

method works particularly well for long-distance races 

of two miles (3200m) or more where a few lengths lost 

at the start have a negligible effect on a horse's 

chance in a race, and indeed it is common nowadays to 

see the tapes being raised and the race started even 

when the horses are approaching the starting position 

in Indian file, the most important consideration being 

that they are facing in the right direction. However 

starting a horse race in this fashion has obvious dis- 

advantages, especially with regard to the shorter 

sprint races of five and six furlongs (i000m and 

1200m), where a few lengths poached at the start can 

prove crucial to the outcome of a race. And thus in the 

1960s starting stalls were introduced to British 

racecourses to ensure fairer starts in the shorter, 

faster flat races. These stalls are constructed to 

withstand the force of excited horses, and are mounted 

on wheels to be transported wherever necessary on the 

course3. The horses enter the stalls, which are 

stretched in a straight line across the track, from the 

rear and leave when the two small metal gates in front 

Of each stall are sprung open. This starting mechanism 

invariably ensures an even break and rules out entirely 
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false starts. The only drawback of this system is that 

a horse may ref use to enter the stalls and have to be 

withdrawn from the race. 

The earliest forms of horse racing in ancient 

Greece however knew no complicated methods of starting. 

In Homer's description of the chariot race at the 

funeral games of Patroclus in Iliad Book 23 line 

358, the competitors simply lined up (a räv 3e 

µ¬-rac roLxi) along a starting line, probably scratched 

in the dust4, and the race began. We are left to assume 

that Achilles gave some form of signal, but there is no 

mention of a rope being used, and it obviously cannot 

have been a question of starting stalls, since the race 

tooK place on the Trojan plain and not in a hippodrome 

proper, if such even existed in Homer's time. 

Sophocles' account of the chariot race at Delphi 
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several centuries later, in which Orestes was reported 

to have come to grief, does not indicate much develop- 

ment in starting techniques since the time of Homer, if 

his description can be taken as representative of the 

methods employed on racecourses in the fifth century 

B. C. 5. In this event, the contestants drew lots, as in 

Homer, for their position on the starting line, and the 

race began with the blast of a trumpet. Here again, no 

i-ff (starting device) is mentioned. 

The first certain record of a specific starting 

device or mechanism used in .a 
hippodrome in ancient 

Greek literature occurs in Plato's Phaedrus (254E), 

written early in the fourth century B. C. 6. Here Plato, 

describing the antics of an unruly horse at the start 

of a race, mentions how it rears up at the starting 

Cl 
gate. The term he uses for this device is unX, 

a word which appears frequently in connection with both 

the stadium and the hippodrome from the Classical 

period onwards, indicating perhaps its widespread 

popularity as a starting mechanism. Exactly how it 

functioned in the hippodrome, or indeed what it looked 

like, is open to speculation, but an examination of 

other passages where the vaTrA'iý, or other devices 

related to the starting of races, are mentioned sheds 

considerable light on the subject. 

One of the earliest and most informative of these 

passages is an epigram from the third century B. C. 

celebrating the Olympic victory of Attalos in the four- 

horse chariot race for young horses7. 
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[Uo]XXa µev ey A[L]bülIS +ixe' apµaTa, iroXXa 

., ö' ä'R' pyeus, 
liTo]XXa de 1r[L]eiprg 71Xe' a1 o eeaaaA n, 

[o]iaLv evnpt0[µ]eLT0 Kai ATTaXov. aepoa 
U CF Ir 

naVTa 10, dla QTpeTrTOU T¬IVaT' exovaa Kaaw. 
[ýý] Ile, y ü1raxnQaßa A0ä, & eF, n aaCe 'rrwAou , 

ai. öe dlä QTa6Lov Ir uKVO V opeyµ' e(pepov 
aXXal eir' aXXa e6ouaaL. q a' ÄTTäXou 

L(T0 aeAA''. 
<Cppo5 äel TrpoTepav TroaIuILv e(palve Köviv. 

XOL µ¬V CT' äµ1TVeiovTeg E6'TjploV. avTap 

eypa(pee 
o? ToLa L[ v]? 

' tXAavwv Talg TOKa µupýp aLV. 
a d' eig 4 tAeTalpov a0L6L . o1 a9e Kai 

V OLKOUS 
Tlepyä . ou, AXeiwl T[e]Laa4eva aTe(pavwl. 

(Many teams came from Libya, many from Argos, and 
many from rich Thessaly, and in this number was 
also that of Attalos. The hysplex was stretched 
and kept them all in check with its twisted rope. 
With a loud crack it drove out the swift horses. 
They strove together through the racecourse at 
great speed, one following another. But the 
chariot of Attalos, like the wind, always whirled 
up dust in front of the others with the horses' 
feet. And panting, the others still contended. 
Nevertheless the countless Greeks who were then 
present considered him already the victor.. The 
glorious news came to Philetairos and to the 
houses of Pergamum and brought them honour with 
the crown of Elis. ) 

In this epigram, where the start of the race is 

described, several important features of the 

vanAer are mentioned. The most noticeable is that 

the device consists of a rope stretched in front of the 

horses. The simplicity and effectiveness of this start- 

ing method clearly appealed to the Greeks at this early 

date, and it was employed not only in the hippodrome. 

In the opening scene of Lycophron's Alexandra 

(lines 13-15), also from the third century B. C. 8, the 

slave likens himself to a runner at the start of a race 

in the stadium. 
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eyw a pav taabida9 µýpiv@ov ßxaaa 
aVeLµL Aoýwv eig 6LeF, o6ovg eIrwv, 

npw-r'v apa ag vu av WS Tr -rnvog 6poµevg. 

(Cutting the rope at the top of the starting- 
post, I will follow the paths of her ambiguous 
speech, striking the first turning post like a 
winged runner. ) 

The starting method described here by Lycophron in 

this metaphor, i. e. a rope stretched in front of the 

athletes, was obviously the one with which he was per- 

sonally familiar and suggests, in the light of the At- 

talos epigram, that this was the prevailing starting 

technique of that period. 

Returning then to the epigram celebrating the vic- 

tory of Attalos, we are told that the starting-rope was 

twisted (a-rpC1T'r05) and stretched (-reivEly) in 

front of the horses. To understand how this apparatus 

functioned, one must try to envisage, with the aid of 

related passages, what type of device is here being 

described. What does the author mean by 3&c aTpe1rrov 

[... ) KaXw? It could simply be a reference to the 

type of rope used, i. e. one that has been plaited from 

several strands of fibre to give added strength - much 

like the sort with which we are familiar today. This 

type of rope was certainly known in ancient Greece, and 

Plutarch (Pericles 12) lists KaAwa rpö(pOL (rope- 

twisters i. e. rope-makers) among the tradesmen in Clas- 

sical Athens. However, a more suitable interpretation 

in this context might be that of a rope twisted many 

times and held tightly in that position so that on 

release, its untwisting would provide the force to 
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operate the starting mechanism and thus begin the race. 

In the obvious absence of electrically-powered motors, 

this source of power (i. e. the converting of the poten- 

tial energy stored in a twisted rope into the kinetic 

energy needed to drive a mechanism) seems to have been 

widely used in ancient Greece. Aristotle (On the 

Hovement of Animals 701b 3.9) compares the movements 

of animals to those of puppet-like dolls which function 

by means of the energy produced from twisting ropes. 

0% 0% WC Tre p de a aVT0gaTa KLVE LTa L lKpä 
Je tl% 

KLV7)GEWS ylvoµeVIIS, AUOI. L¬VWV TWV QTpEbAWV Kal 
KPOUOUQWV axxTixae, [TaS QTpebaaS] 

(just as puppets move as the result of a small 
movement when the twisted cords are released and 
strike each other). 

Notice the use of the technical expression a rp¬bXwv 

related to QTpe-rrToS in our epigram10. 

But even more pertinent to this argument is a pas- 

sage in the TiepI A vr oµaTOWocr7TCK773 of the 

Alexandrian engineer, Hero (2nd-Ist century B. C.? ), in 

which the movement of a device on wheels is described. 

le c le :I 
'trav? a öE Tau Ta Ta UTrayovTa -rrgv apxnv Aaµ- 
bäVEL T71 s ; LV'r)ßewS <5lä ua'rAnyy0S 3-. aeia 

µoalbnS. KOLVOV 6e EQTL TOU KLVO'UVTOS Kal TOU 
. 11 11 V. 

KLVOU . ¬VOU QnapTOS exouaa TrqV µev µlav 
ca 

pxTIv 1% d% 

Trpos T(4) KLVOVVTL Irpoa6¬öeµ¬V1nv, -r v de ETEpav 

TtpOs T4) KLVOU$. I. EV4), 1rp00 7) <yKU)XU01EV TjV. TO 6? 
If w KLVOUµevOV aý ^v E QTL, 

>0 
Ir epL 0v 'fl QTrapToc 

x so 

'1Tep(ELA'flTaL. T() 6¬ cUOV' TrpoaapapoTeS ELQ` 
TpoxoL, wGTE Tot aFovo5 QTpe(poµevov Kai 
a rreLA1aaOµevýS T1r a irapTOV auaTp¬peaeal Kai TOUc 

Tpoxovg EpeLöovTag ETTL TO ¬6agqoS. Tots d 
... \ V\ cl 

Tpoxols Ir TO TOU v'RayOVTOj aUTOµaTov 
nrxL\ eiov. TaCFLV de uQTraqlyyoc ýj bäpo, & XeLa5 6eL 

µq KaTaKpaTrTal zrpos Ta oha rn pµoQ9al, onwc 
71TOI TO bäpog 11 TOU üairAIyyos TaGLC 
vlr0 TOU TrAlvelov. (2.6-8) 

(All these moving objects obtain the source of 
their power from a rope (hysplex) or a lead 
weight. Common to both the moving and the object 

in our 
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that is being moved is a rope, one end of which is 
tied to the moving object, the other end being at- 
tached with a loop to the object which is being 
moved. The object being moved, around which the 
rope is wound, is an axle. Fixed to the axle are 
wheels, so that when the axle turns and the rope 
unwinds, the wheels set on the ground turn. A case 
surrounds the wheels of the moving object. The 
tension of the rope [hysplex) or the weight of the 
lead must correspond to the whole so that neither 
the weight itself nor the tension of the rope 
[hysplex) is weighed down by the case. ) 

From the above passage, we see that the twisted 

rope used to drive the mechanism was actually called a 

üQnX, rjF, and could well have functioned on a prin- 

ciple similar to the a rpeir-ros KaXwS of the Olympic 

starting mechanismli. What further strengthens this 

comparison is Hero's mention of the -mats (tension) 

of the üaTrX nE,. To derive sufficient power from 

C/ 
the twisted rope to turn the wheels, the uarrAniý 

had to be pulled tight or twisted to such an extent 

that its tension greatly increased, so that its unwind- 

ing turned the axle of the mechanism. That the Olympic 

starting device may have derived its power to withdraw 

quickly the rope from in front of the horses by this 

same principle specified by Hero is indicated by the 

use of -re 
va r' in line 4 of the Attalos epigram. 

The loud noise resulting from the activation of the 

starting device (line 5) must further emphasize the 

tension of the rope which this verb implies. 

As for -reiVEIV and its various compounds, they 

were used often to refer to the stringing or pulling 

tight of a bowi2. Herodotus (3.35), in his description 

of an episode in which the mad Persian. King Cambyses 
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shoots a young boy, uses the verb <La-teiv¬Lv to 

suggest pulling a bow to its utmost to achieve the ful- 

lest effect and to obtain the maximum power. This was 

obviously also the degree of strain on the rope which 

was needed to activate properly the starting mechanism 

on the racecourse, as the Attalos epigram implies, and 

as is confirmed by a later reference to such a starting 

device in Etymologicum Magnum (186.15) using the 

same verb ata-re veiv. 

1'l cav ýe iý uAa 6uo, a(p' wv axotvta 6IETEIVETO 

a(p' baXbiaog eeTpexov 0L äywv- 
L5O .LEV0L. 

(There were two posts from which ropes were 
stretched tightly. From this starting place the 
competitors ran off. ) 

The question now arises as to how this power or 

energy contained in the twisted UanX'll F, was 

released. Our epigram from Pergamum is silent on this 

particular detail, but fortunately there are several 

other passages in the ancient writers which describe 

the activation of a starting device, and which there- 

fore may give a reliable indication as to how this 

specific Olympic starting apparatus was operated. 

Pausanias, who also gave an account of the start- 

ing gate on the Olympic hippodrome, though perhaps not 

as it functioned in the day of Attalos' victory, 

described its moment of activation as 

lrpw TaL µcV 6 EKaTepweev ai n 
Äyva1ri 0U xaawaiv ucTirX nyCS, 
-rauTa5 ¬a r1KOTC5 EKeeovQLV 
(6.20.13) 

follows. 
lkl. 

pos 
`-r 

QTo? -r 71 
KCl L OL KaT9 

vIr 'crot TrpwTot. 

(First the ropes on either side by the Stoa of Ag- 
naptos are released and the horses standing there 
Pun off first. ) 
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Although this description does not outline in 

detail the method by which the ropes were released, it 

is interesting to note Pausanias' choice of verb in 

this context. The use of xaXäv suggests the releas- 

ing of something held tight, since this verb was often 

used in the sense of unstringing a bowi3, and it would 

thus link up with the picture we have formed so far of 

the üanXrn F,. 

However, we must look elsewhere if we are to ob- 

tain a clearer picture. In the passage of Lycophron's 

Alexandra to which we referred earlier, the phrase 

used to describe the activating of the starting ap- 
.0 . 10 10 

paratus was baabLöa µnpiveov axaaag. axagety, 

meaning generally to relax or slit open an object, was 

used frequently in connection with starting a race, and 

. However, it is especially with the term uairX r 14 

'Of not from axäCet. v itself but from a derivative 

axaa-rTlpa that we may find the answer to our 

problem. 

A axaa7'pia was the technical expression used 

in antiquity to denote a device designed to trigger 

various machines and engines. It occurs often in the 

treatises on mechanics of the Greek writers of the 

fourth to second centuries B. C., and Polybius (8. 

5.10 - 6.4. ) mentions that Archimedes used this method 

to activate several of his ingenious inventions 

designed to drop large stones on the Romans besieging 

Syracuse in 212 B. C.. However, it is a reference in the 

works of Galen to a axaoDrlpia being used in connec- 
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tion with the start of a race that is of the greatest 

interest to us. 

KG; ýJ. EVZ 
0% 

TOL Kal 
Cl' 
VUV ETl aeyoVQly ev Te T'tý K 

Kal axe6ov a? iaQl Tali vL0L 'ROAeal 
axaa r plav, Ws e1Ttt at VO vTeS ai(QvK aTa- 
TTl'TtTEIV iioiou0L TOV K(X V0Va, w iTapEQT't')KaCF IV 
älravTF- 00f µeAAovTeg Tpex¬LV. (18(1). 438) 

(And they still even now in Cos and in nearly all 
Greek cities call a axaa-rTp(a the device on 
which one steps to make the barrier fall down15 
suddenly, beside which those about to run are 
standing). 

From the above passage it is clear that the 

i axaa'r'p(a was a common feature on racecourses in 

the time of Galen in the second century A. D.. However, 

it is uncertain whether this particular manner of 

starting races using a trigger mechanism was known at 

Olympia and at the other major Greek hippodromes in the 

period of our inscription from Pergamum. There are 

several reasons why one cannot simply assume that this 

was the case. First of all, there is a 400 year time 

gap between this comment of Galen and the victory of 

Attalos at Olympia. Secondly, we cannot be sure what 

type of race Galen has in mind here, though the phrase 

c) napeaTTIKat v a1TavT¬g of µeaaovTES Tpexe1v 

would suggest a foot race in the stadium. And thirdly 

there is no definite indication that this particular 

starting mechanism was of the vaTrA'F, type known 

at Olympia. Nevertheless, there are also several com- 

pelling reasons for suggesting that such a 

01 axaa-r'pia might have been utilized on Greek hip- 

podromes long before the time of Galeni6. First of all, 

17 the fact that a axaaTTIpia as a triggering device 
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was known at least as early as the third century 

B. C. i8, prompts one to consider the possibility of its 

early use in hippodromes and stadia alike in view of 

the perennial problems involved there with the starting 

of races. Secondly, even if the passage of Galen con- 

cerns specifically races in the stadium, one should be 

able to draw safe parallels with the hippodrome, since 

it is likely that any device found to be effective to 

start races in the stadium would also have been incor- 

porated into the starting mechanism of the hippodrome 

and vice versa. Thirdly, although the term -UairanF, 

does not actually occur in the comment of Galen, one 

could be reasonably sure in assuming that this was the 

particular device Galen had in mind, since he states 

that nearly all the cities in Greece used this method, 

and the Qnaýý was easily the most common start- ü 

ing mechanism known in antiquity. And finally, the very 

fact that nearly all cities in Greece had a 

axao7'pia suggests that such a device must have 

been around for a long time, since communication and 

the spread of ideas happened much more slowly in an- 

cient times than today. This is shown most clearly in 

Galen's use of CTL. 

Such a device as a axa0-r'Tj pia, then, would 

have been particularly appropriate to operate the 

vQnX11 1ý described in the Attalos epigram, which 

functioned through the releasing of a rope with whip- 

C, force. This sudden release of the a'rtXTg is 

described in the epigram as being accompanied by a loud 
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noise - ('j) L . y' uTraxýjaaaa eoag eyr. 
10 

Aaae 
. 01 

1rwXovg. This could have been caused by the recoiling 

of the rope, and emphasizes further the idea of power 

generated by the üairA'q 
. J. Ebert compares the 

use of üirTIxety in line 5 to that of iaxely 

in Homer Iliad 4.125 to describe the twang of a 

bowstring when released -a point which yet again 

forces a comparison between the tension of the 

üc1rang, and that of a bowstringi9. And the concept 

of the ualTVnE, making a noise when activated is 

not peculiar to this epigram, as Ebert further points 

out. There is an obvious parallel with the epigram on 

the runner Pericles which mentions the üQiraTIF, in 

the stadium making a loud noise2O. 

%a 
raäi. OV UcplKX't)C To C LT' edpaµev, e 

T' 

EK Ö1 8'rl T 0, 

oüdcig oi6ci O ,, wg. 6al40vloS bpaduTýjý. 
o wo1pog V vG 1fly0S ev ovaGL, Kal 

oTepav ovTo 
c*AAOS, KQL 116PLKA1'j S 6aKTUAOV OU irpoeb q. 

(No-one really knows whether Pericles ran or sat 
in the stadion race. Marvellous slowness! The 
sound of the hysplex was in our ears and someone 
else was being crowned and Pericles had not moved 
an inch. ) 

If these two references do indeed signify that the 

iCr1rx'n 
F, itself was responsible for the noise, and 

that it was not a case simply of someone standing at 

the starting place blowing a trumpet, we surely then 

must envisage a device of reasonable mechanical com- 

plexity. 

What is further significant about line 5 of the 

Attalos epigram is the striking use of the phrase 
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C\ [s c. ua1rXýEll... IGoas eyýAaae 

zrwaovg (the hysplex drove out the swift horses). Com- 

mentators " have invariably passed over this phrase, at- 

taching little or no importance to it. This oversight 

must indicate their failure to appreciate the par- 

ticular picture of the starting mechanism intended by 

the author in these few lines. It goes without saying 

that one would find it strange indeed today to read in 

the vivid post-race account of the Epsom Derby or the 

Grand National, that the race had begun by the starting 

mechanism driving out the horses. There is nothing 

about contemporary starting methods for horse. racing 

which would conjure up such an image in a journalist's 

mind. Why then can our author of the third century B. C. 

freely employ such a metaphor without fear of striking 

a discordant note? It does not seem that 

eEeaaüvety was borrowed unsuitably from an older 

description of a chariot race known to the author. The 

chariot race of Orestes in Sophocles' Electra 

(lines 698-760), ' which has influenced much of this 

epigram, contains no instance of EE. eaauvetv21 in 

connectio n with the start of the race, even to describe 

the action of the chariot drivers. Nor indeed does the 

start of this race seem to have been modelled to any 

degree o n Homer's famous description of the chariot 

race in Iliad Book 23 which would have been well 

known to the author. The solution quite simply must lie 

in the nature of the ua aVniý itself. The epigram- 

matist has chosen EFEAaüv¬LV to emphasize the 
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whip-lash action and cracking sound of the rope being 

released, and, although the üQTraqjF, itself ob- 

viously did not strike the horses, the metaphor of the 
C'- 

'U a iABF. driving out the horses is not a clumsy 

one. And this image is made even more effective by the 

popular ancient etymological connection, correct or 

otherwise, of the {QZrX'F, with a pig-whip22. 

vaIr ouv Aey¬-rai, ýrraea To änö Twv 
TpIxwv -rwv uwv (-rovyrea-rt Twv xoipwv) ytveaeai. 
-rrqv µaaTLya. 

(The hysplex is so called, as it is a whip made 
from the hair of pigs (i. e. young pigs). 

So, having made a not too tenuous connection be- 

tween the ua rtXnF, described in the epigram from 

Pergamum and other technical devices such as the 

Gxacrr'pia mentioned in Galen, and the ua1TX r 

described by Hero, a resulting summary representation 

of a starting device on the Olympic hippodrome in the 

third century B. C. points to a mechanism of some com- 

plexity. Its power is generated by the rapid unwinding 

of a tightly-held twisted rope, the whole apparatus is 

activated by a triggering device probably operated by 

foot, and the consequent release of the rope is at- 

tended by a loud noise. 

Unfortunately, at this stage a more detailed 

reconstruction of the IQ1 A used in the hip- 

podrome is impossible. The above hypothesis serves only 

to complement previous research carried out on this 

subject, and cannot present the reader with a concrete 

picture of the mechanism. So long as we lack a detailed 
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literary description of the u0TrAn F, from antiq- 

uity, we will never be sure of its exact working. And 

archaeologists can offer us little or no help due to 

the obvious perishable nature of the device. The most 

one would expect to find today of an ancient 

ua1tXTj F, would be the holes in the ground into 

which its constituent parts fitted. However, this ex- 

pectation is itself redundant while we have yet to lo- 

cate a major hippodrome. 

More exact suggestions have been made as to the 

functioning of the vaýrtATIF, or baabig in the 

ancient stadium. The latest research carried out on 

this subject by several reputable scholars, notably 0. 

Broneer, H. Harris and J. Juthner, has been attended 

by some success. The main body of their work is based 

on the archaeological finds in several ancient Greek 

stadia. The most productive of these has been at the 

ancient sanctuary of Isthmia where Broneer conducted 

extensive excavations in the 1950s. He describes the 

proposed area of the starting-line in this stadium as 

follows. 

"It consisted of one half of a large triangle 
which was paved with thin poros (a soft limestone) 
slabs and bordered at the base with a row of 
thicker slabs. Cut into the surface of the pave- 
ment were eight grooves of unequal length. At 
either end of each groove was a bronze staple, 
fastened with lead to the stone. They were set at 
such a low level that a string passing through the 
two staples from one end of the groove to the 
other lies below the surface of the poros slabs. 
The inner ends of the grooves form the arc of a 
circle which is concentric with the rim of a pit 
about one metre deep and 55cm in diameter. In the 
spring we found the other half of the triangle 
[... ). A row of equally spaced wooden uprights 
would have been fixed in the vertical cuttings at 
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the base of the triangle, and horizontal bars 
hinged to these posts at an appropriate height. 
Cords attached to the horizontal bars would pass 
over the top of the vertical posts, and then down 
through the bronze staples and along the grooves 
to the pit at the centre. A man stationed in the 
pit would be able to manipulate the cords from all 
sixteen bars, letting them down to start the run- 
ners on their course. ""23 

This type of starting apparatus, although its ex- 

act design may not have been normative for ancient 

Greek stadia, is evidence of the considerable lengths 

to which the Greeks were prepared to go to ensure a 

fair start. Its layout, incorporating a bar attached to 

a hinge which was dropped by the releasing of a rope, 

explains conveniently the problem posed by the several 

references in post-Classical authors to the 

üQ1ra11 F, falling at the beginning of a race24. 

These authors cannot have been suggesting that a rope 

or bar which was stretched in front of the athletes or 

horses was suddenly dropped on to the ground to start 

the race, since as Harris rightly points out "all the 

runners would have tripped over it at the first stride 

and gone sprawling on their faces" 25. What must have 

been intended, and this is in fact strongly suggested 

in the passage of Galen which we examined earlier, was 

that a bar attached to a hinge fell to the side and the 

race began as described above in Broneer-s hypothesis. 

The discovery of this type of starting device in 

the stadium is of some significance to our study of the 

&nrAqllý in the hippodrome. It is very doubtful 

whether a similar type of construction could have been 

used effectively in the hippodrome due to its 
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fragility. The fact that racehorses become nervous and 

excited before racing was as true in ancient Greece as 

it is today. Plato (Phaedrus 254E) refers to 

racehorses rearing up at the üairX qF" and Dio 

Chrysostom (12.19) compares the warriors he encoun- 

tered in Thrace to highly-strung racehorses at the 

starting gate. 

aXAa µeTewpouS Kai 
nýcrovg aywvtvTa e1rI 
avexoµ¬vovg -röv xpovov, 
zrpoevµLag KOTrTOVTag TO 

i 
aywvtwv-ras Ka8aTrep 
-rwv vCr1TX^ywv, ov; 
i 1T0 Qnovaeqg öe Kat 

eaacpog Talg onaaLg. 

(But they were highly-strung and tense like 
racehorses at the hysplex, not bearing the delay, 
and striking the ground with their hooves in their 
excitement and eagerness. ) 

Under such conditions, a starting mechanism 

similar to that in the Isthmian stadium would have been 

too easily and frequently broken beneath the weight of 

horses which jockeys had difficulty controlling. Either 

a more sturdy construction, such as the starting stalls 

at Olympia described by Pausanias, or a more simple 

device consisting merely of a rope stretched in front 

of the horses, would have been needed. If this then was 

the case, the excavations in the stadium at Isthmia 

facilitate our understanding of the starting gate for 

racehorses in ancient Greece, if only by limiting those 

references to the 1) a'rArr falling to the type of 

device used in the stadium. 

How widely and for how long the v6TrXný 

device described in the Attalos epigram may have been 

incorporated in the Olympic and other hippodromes in 

ancient Greece is difficult to tell. As already men- 
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tioned, Aristophanes and Plato used the term 

üaITxIg to denote a starting apparatus, but 

whether these authors had in mind such a mechanism as 

confronted the drivers on the day of Attalos' victory 

in the third century B. C. is impossible to say. Tracing 

with any accuracy the chronological development of the 

uairX, ng, as a starting device in the hippodrome is 

a hopeless task due to the scant evidence that has sur- 

vived from antiquity. And one is faced with the same 

problem, but to a greater degree, when attempting to 

determine which hippodromes in ancient Greece employed 

a üßTrXiIF, to start racing. We know that such was 

the case at Olympia, but beyond that we cannot be sure. 

A fragment of an inscription dating to around 327 B. C. 

seems to mention the designer of a starting mechanism 

on the Delphic hippodrome - Twi apXLTEKTOVL Trr 

C rrirtageaewSl26. The supplement by Dittenberger is 

convincing, especially since the term LVIräýpEQL1 

occurs in the inscription recorded by Pausanias under 

the statue of Cleoetas, the inventor of the famous 

starting stalls at Olympia. However, whether the 

C inira(peatS at Delphi was similar to the 

vQnXTIF, of the third century B. C. at Olympia, or 

to the later starting stalls which seem to have re- 

placed it, or indeed was of a completely different 

design, one cannot say. Excepting the racecourses at 

Olympia and Delphi, there is no other definite mention 

in our ancient sources of a starting mechanism on any 

other GreeK hippodrome. One can assume that other 
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racetracks may have been equipped with such a device 

due to its obvious practicality and inexpensiveness. 

And there are enough references to the üananF, 

being used in stadia such as at Delos, . Epidaurus and 

Athens firstly to prove that the hippodromes of Olympia 

and Delphi did not have a monopoly on starting gate 

technology, and consequently to suggest that although 

we have no evidence, literary or otherwise, for start- 

ing mechanisms in the hippodromes of Athens, Hemea, 

the Isthmus, and Mt. Lycaeon, we should not suppose 

they did not exist. 

As mentioned earlier, Pausanias in his account of 

the Olympic hippodrome written at some time in the 

second century A. D. describes a starting mechanism 

which seems to be of a different type to that pictured 

in the Attalos epigram of the third century B. C.. 

t1TepbaXAOVT. dE EK TOU 0% J# C aTadLOU, Kae fl OL 

ihxavod(Kal KaeegovTal, Kart TOUTO xwp(OV 
ES 

viifc 
TWV L1T1IWV aveLµE , OV TOUS apoµoUS 

`KaL ,. 'n 

11 If ýl 0% a(QEQIC, EQTL TWV l7TTTWV. irapexETat {. LEV OUV 

ax1µa 71 a(peals KaTa irptpav vews, T(Tpa-rrTaL 3e 
alT'r TO e{Lboxov ES TOV 6POJLOv. KaeoTL 6e T'7 

"ý 
IvairTOU QToa TfpOQEXIS EQTLV I zrpypa, KaTa 

TovTO eupela yývETal, 6eAq ý dE ein. Kavovog 
KaTa 

aKpOV 
µäALaTa TE LboAov ire TrOL nTaL 

> 10 0% C xaXKOÜ5` ¬KaTepa µ¬ Vý d11 TrXeupa T115 agpea¬wS 
le .0 

^1 do 

zrA(ov '1') TETpaKOaLOU5 7TObag TrapexeTat ToU µ'r KOUS, 

()K0<50 P jTaL ÖE EV aUTal5 0LK'114. LaTa. TavTa 

KArgp() Ta 0LK nlLaTa ala%ayxavo1Qly of eGtovTE1 
1in /1 vc 

E TOV aywva TWV L1T'TTWV. iTpo 6e Twv apµaTWv 
1. C/ 

Kal LTrTrWV T3V KEA'T TWV, Övr)KEL 1Tp0 aUT(WV 

KaA4)6L0V aVTL 
uair X'fy0S. bw{1. o 6¬ Wµ11 

If D'. i\<ý 
'TrALveou Ta ¬K T0 `EKOVLaµ¬VOS en EKaaT71S 

oAUµnladoS lTotcvTat KaTa TT)V Trpt pav µL&XLUTQ TrOU 

4E(Y q) V, äp-TOS ae eni TW bwµ() X(X AKOU5 KEL'cal Tä 
1TTEpa ein. 4TIKLQTOV EKTELVWV. aVaKLVEL 4EV dq 
TO ev T4) bW4 µ1xav14a 0 TETay4tvog eire Tt) 
a vw pö µc). 

&V aKLV '1e VTO S de 0Cµ ev E'& TO ä 
)<. <. 

lreiro(q -rai 1-rn (5 av O< aCTO5, w& ToL5 11KOU0LV 

¬111 T1V eeeav yeveQAaL QGVOITTO5, C 6EA(Qig de 

*11h. C E1 Edapos Tfi7TTEL. TfpWTal 4EV <5 In EKaTE4'pweEV 

Ca. ýirpOs Ti cTOä T11 ÄyvaTrTou xaXwaly 
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1)C1TX 11YEa, Kai of KaT( Tau Tas C T71K0T¬S 
eKe oua. V LiT1TOL 

1TpWTOI. 990VT9S Te 6 ylvovTat 
Ni "e 

71 

ci. KaTa Toy, etArqxoTaS eaTaval, T'qv deUTepav 
T .IxLV, Kai T'9VIKaUTa xa)waiv at c c4 UQTrXT)yes ai Ev 

T'r) 3cUTEpa ra et. -6iä iraVTwv Te KaTa TOV 

auTov Xoyov QUµbaivet Twv vrrirwv, 
jeaT' 

äv 
cE, taw Owaty äaaýjAot KaTQ T jS 'TP4)Pag Tä 

µboxov. Tö air0 To&TO öE jdrq 
KQB9aTrflK¬V 

eitiöeL F, Lg ent aTInµTýs Te 71vt0 xwv Kai t itnwv 
WK UT71TO TO 4ev är E9 apx jg KAeotTag 
ealri. v appeai. v µ_, ylxavIlaaµevog, Kai Zppov'r ai ye 
(paive'rat EnZ T4> eup7)4aTL, wg Kai. eniypaµµa 
eIr i. avdpLavTi T4) Aergv71 ßty eTr Lypa aL 

c\ ci 
os T4 tnTraipeaiv ev aavµlrta Evvpa'ro 

Trpw-ros, 
Teuge 4e KAeotTa5 viö5 Ap. GT0KXCOU5. 

( üKaeora de paaLv arepov Apiß-reLanv CFO If Lav 
vä KaL aUT0V ES T0 µ, qxävnµa 

eaeveyKaQeat. 

(Crossing over out of the stadium where the Hel- 
lanodices sit, one comes to the place set aside 
for horse racing and the starting apparatus. The 
starting apparatus is in the form of the prow of a 
ship, the ram of which is turned towards the 
racecourse. At the point were the prow meets the 
Stoa of Agnaptus, it becomes wider, and at the tip 
of the ram a bronze dolphin has been mounted on a 
pole. Each side of the starting apparatus is more 
than 400 feet long, and in these are built stalls. 
Those taking part in the races are assigned these 
stalls by lot. A rope is stretched before the 
chariots or racehorses instead of a hysplex. An 
altar of unbaked brick, plastered on its outside, 
is made for each Olympiad as close as possible to 
the centre of the prow and a bronze eagle with 
wings fully outstretched is placed on the altar. 
The man appointed to start the racing activates 
the mechanism in the altar. Once this has been ac- 
tivated, the eagle is made to jump upwards so that 
it can be seen by the crowd, and the dolphin falls 
to the ground. First the hysplexes on either side 
by the Stoa of Agnaptus are released and the 
horses standing there run off first. When they run 
and reach those who have been assigned the second 
set of stalls, the hysplexes of these are 
released. The same thing happens for all the 
horses until at the ram of the prow they are all 
level with each other. From this point it becomes 
a display of the drivers' skill and the horses' 
speed. Cleoetas was the original designer of the 
starting mechanism, and it seems that he was proud 
of his invention, as he wrote on a statue in 
Athens the following inscription - 

He who first invented the starting 
apparatus for horses at Olympia made me, 
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Cleoetas the son of Aristocles. 
They say that after Cleoetas, Aristides introduced 
some new dimension to the mechanism. ) 

It must be said at the outset that a comparison of 

this passage with our epigram from the third century 

B. C. is of limited value, since the latter is primarily 

a victory poem in which a mere two and a half lines are 

devoted to the starting mechanism. Although it is not 

meant. to be, as the Pausanias passage is, a comprehen- 

sive description of the layout and working of the 

device, nevertheless some indication as to the develop- 

ment of starting techniques at Olympia may be found by 

such. 

Of the lines in question of the Attalos epigram - 

äepba ö' iiQnxnE. irävTa dLä c rpeirýrov Teivavr' 

exouaa KaXW (lines 3+4), Franke127 says 

"Diese Worte 
Pausanias 
acpeatg rwv 
C >\ 

apµaTwv fr) 

decken sich genau mit der Angabe des 
6.20.11) in der Schilderung der 

L1T1rwv in Olympia: Ttpo de Twv 
% 

Kat 
i'RTrwv -rwv KEX 'tyTwv öL'nKet 

Trp0 aUTWV Kaaw<t0V. " 

H. Wiegartz28 suggests that Frän}el is here 

viewing the singular üo1rAIF, as dependent on the 

metre and is therefore to be understood poetically, and 

he thus arrives at the conclusion that the a(peatg 

described by Pausanias existed already at Olympia be- 

tween 276 and 264 B. C.. However, this must surely be a 

false interpretation. Why, if the starting apparatus 

alluded to in the Attalos epigram was actually the 

prow-shaped device, is there no mention of its extraor- 

Binary construction, since a uairX qE per se must 

have been a commonplace mechanism on racecourses in the 
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Hellenistic period? Rather it would seem that the 

author of this epigram has painted a completely dif- 

ferent picture in these few lines -a picture which any 

habitue of contemporary National Hunt race meetings 

would recognize, i. e. that of excited racehorses and 

jockeys crowded behind the starting tape waiting for it 

to be raised. In addition it is difficult to see how 

Fränkel's argument could explain the use of 

äep6os in the epigram, since this runs in direct 

contradiction to Pausanias' account in which the horses 

are reported to have stood in separate stalls stretched 

out over a distance of more than 400 feet on either 

side of the starting apparatus. As for the fact that 

both mechanisms used a rope stretched in front of the 

horses, this is hardly evidence enough to suggest that 

they were one and the same device, as Frankel would 

have us believe. We have already seen that a rope was 

an integral component of the starting mechanism in the 

Isthmian stadium reconstructed by Broneer -a device 

which was of a completely different design to the 

starting stalls described by Pausanias. 

If the respective Olympic starting devices men- 

tioned in the Attalos epigram and Pausanias are indeed 

different, one is forced to reconsider the traditional 

standpoint of scholars such as Harris and Gardiner that 

the starting stalls described by Pausanias were intro- 

duced to Olympia some time in the fifth century B. C.. 

The evidence for this view is based firstly on an as- 

sumed connection between the Cleoetas who invented the 
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starting stalls at Olympia and a sculptor of the same 

name who is recorded as having lived in Athens in the 

fifth century B. C.. Concerning this, Pausanias 

(6.20.14) tells us that Cleoetas, the inventor of the 

starting mechanism was the son of Aristocles, and in 

another passage (5.24.5. ) that the famous sculptor 

Aristocles was the son of Cleoetas. Frazer29 connects 

these two strands and says of the family relationship 

as he sees it: 

"Thus we have the three generations - Aristocles, 
Cleoetas, Aristocles. It was a common custom in 
the families of artists for the names thus to al- 
ternate in alternate generations. " 

Dating an inscription on an extant work of a 

sculptor named Aristocles to the second half of the 

sixth century B. C., Frazer then supposes that his son 

Cleoetas was the inventor of the starting stalls and 

that he flourished in the early part of the fifth cen- 

tury B. C.. Frazer's dating of Cleoetas to the fifth 

century B. C. would seem to agree roughly with a mention 

of probably the same family in an Attic inscription (IG 

2.2.652b line 3i) of 398/7 B. C., thus confirming the 

family's existence in this period. 

The question now arises of whether one can jus- 

tifiably on this evidence connect the Cleoetas who in- 

vented the starting mechanism with this Cleoetas- 

Aristocles family of sculptors of the sixth and fifth 

centuries B. C.. A point in favour of such a link is 

provided by Pausanias' record of the inscription on the 

base of the statue mentioning the invention of the 
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starting stalls - 
öS 

C. IN EvpaTO IT pWTOg TCU 

ApLc roKx ovs. It would 

TE'Uxe. v that the Cleoetas 

-rTlv vrrirrä(Peaty ev Öavµrtia 

µe KX eoCTa. 4 viö 

seem from the use of 

mentioned here was also a 

sculptor, and the fact that the statue in question 

stood in Athens, the home of the Cleoetas-Aristocles 

family of sculptors, can only strengthen this par- 

ticular argument. However, it must be said that none of 

the above evidence proves beyond doubt that the inven- 

tor of the starting stalls in the Olympic hippodrome 

was Cleoetas the famous fifth-century B. C. Athenian 

sculptor, and it could simply be the case that both 

shared the same name but lived centuries apart. 

The second reason given by Harris30 for dating the 

introduction of starting stalls to the Olympic hip- 

podrome as having occurred in the fifth century B. C. is 

that, according to Livy, "the Romans-- introduced star t- 

ing traps (carceres) into the Circus Maximus in 429 

B. C. ", and since "the gate for chariots at Olympia may 

have been invented early in the fifth century B. C., 'it 

is probable that here as elsewhere the Romans followed 

a Greek example". Harris goes on to say that taking 

Cleoetas, the inventor of the starting gate, and 

Cleoetas the fifth century B. C. sculptor as the same 

person 

"would fit well with Livy' s date for the introduc- 
tion of the carceres at Rome, and support the 
belief that the idea for the latter was borrowed 
from Olympia. " 
This argument, however, holds no water since 

Harris has mis-dated Livy's comment by a century. Livy 
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(8.20.1. ) gives the date for the introduction of the 

carceres into the Roman Circus as the same year the 

Roman army besieged Privernum, and this siege is ac- 

cepted universally as having taken place in 329 B. C. 

and not 429 B. C. as per Harris3l. 

So stands the evidence for and against the dating 

of the invention of the Olympic starting stalls to the 

fifth century B. C.. It is clear that neither case is 

watertight and, in the light of the reasonably sound 

arguments on which both depend, it would perhaps be 

rash to dismiss completely either one or the other. 

However, even taking into consideration the poetic 

licence which may have been exercised by the author, it 

would seem that the Attalos epigram is a terminus 

post quem for the use of the prow-shaped starting 

mechanism on the Olympic hippodrome. 

Attempting a reconstruction of this prow-shaped 

device on the evidence of Pausanias, and then en- 

deavouring to explain more or less how it functioned, 

has occupied the time of many scholars, particularly in 

the past century, and has produced equally many varying 

results and interpretations32. Before embarking on a 

similar task, the following stumbling blocks should be 

noted. First of all, a cursory glance through this pas- 

sage of Pausanias confirms that the starting device 

which he is describing has no modern parallel in terms 

of shape or operation. Secondly, a clear understanding 

of his account is made more difficult to obtain due to 

the fact that his description is patchy, and probably 
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aimed at the more informed readership of his own 

period, who would have been acquainted with this ap- 

paratus. Thirdly, corroboration on specific details un- 

fortunately cannot be sought elsewhere in ancient 

literature, as Pausanias' account of this starting 

mechanism is the only one which has survived. And 

finally, one cannot turn to archaeological evidence for 

any clues or support, since the ancient Olympic hip- 

podrome still has to be unearthed (if indeed that is 

still possible), quite apart from its starting device. 

As for vase paintings and murals, nothing at all has 

turned up in this connection. 

In recent years, the most comprehensive treatments 

of the question of how the starting mechanism on the 

ancient Olympic hippodrome ' functioned have been 

provided by H. A. Harris and H. Wiegartz, both of. whom 

have produced widely differing interpretations of 

Pausanias' passage. By summarizing first of all their 

respective theories and then examining them in detail 

with regard to the text of Pausanias, one may be able 

not only to shed light on how these contrary opinions 

were produced, but also to take a further step in the 

direction of understanding the layout and working of 

this device. 

H. A. Harris' treatment of this subject draws 

heavily on archaeological evidence uncovered for the 

Roman Circus as a basis for his understanding of the 

Olympic starting mechanism. As was the case with the 

carceres in the Roman Circus, Harris supposes that the 
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starting stalls contained in the prow-shaped device 

were stretched right across the Olympic hippodrome. 

Since there was no spina or barrier down the middle of 

the track, separating the outward from the inward 

lanes, there was no need to have the stalls positioned 

solely on the right-hand side of the track and to start 

the race from there33. The main reason why the starting 

mechanism was in the shape of the prow of a ship was to 

produce a curved line of runners across the course at 

the moment the last two horses were released. This 

curved-line formation was meant to overcome any disad- 

vantage the horses on the extreme outside would other- 

wise suffer if the race were started with the horses 

positioned in a straight line. The prow-shaped starting 

device achieved this concave curve by giving the horses 

starting first from the outside stalls at the back of 

the mechanism a flying start over their inside neigh- 

bours, thus effecting a curved line at the tip of the 

prow. To ensure that this curved-line formation was 

achieved, and to prevent accidents at this early stage 

of the race, the horses had to keep to their lanes, in 

more or less straight line until they reached a certain 

point (imaginary or otherwise) just beyond the tip of 

the starting mechanism, when a trumpet was blown or 

some signal was given to allow the jockeys to break and 

begin the race in earnest. Once the race was under way, 

the horses were permitted to run on either side of the 

near turning post to the far end of the track. To 

achieve the same aim as the prow-shaped starting 
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mechanism on the Olympic hippodrome, the carceres in 

the Roman Circus were arranged in an arc to reduce the 

handicap to the horses starting on the outside. 

Wiegartz' opinion of how the starting mechanism 

worked bears little resemblance to that of Harris. Un- 

like Harris who supposed that the prow-shaped device 

was stretched right across the course at a very wide 

angle, Wiegartz suggests a much narrower and more elon- 

gated mechanism shaped rather like a large cigar, and 

positioned only on the right-hand half of the track. 

This device had to be thin enough to fit into the nar- 

row Olympic hippodrome and long enough to have a 

capacity for starting up to 60 four-horse chariots. 

Since it was thus necessary to have a long, cigar- 

shaped mechanism, it was impossible to have the stalls, 

which were set in its sides, opening in the direction 

of the racecourse. Instead they opened at right angles 

to the direction of the track, and the horses had to 

turn immediately on leaving the stalls. The modern Le 

Mans 24-hour race begins in a similar fashion, with the 

cars leaving their starting position at a right angle 

to the direction of the track. Due to the fact that the 

track in the area of the starting mechanism was not 

wide enough to accommodate a large number of chariots 

stretched across the course in a line, the chariots 

formed themselves into a grid formation when they were 

being released consecutively from their stalls. This 

allowed the jockeys and drivers the option either of 

conserving energy in the initial stages of the race by 
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staying at the back of the field, or of making a fast 

break in the hope of securing an early lead. 

It is apparent from these two different summaries 

that any comprehensive interpretation of Pausanias' 

description of the starting mechanism at Olympia in- 

volves considerable speculation. In view of the many 

previous attempts at a reconstruction of this starting 

device, it is perhaps time to re-examine the original 

text of Pausanias, but not with the aim of solving this 

persistent problem once and for all, as many scholars 

have tried and failed to do in the past. Rather, such a 

study would aim to extricate from the text only the 

f acts (and no more), in this way highlighting also the 

unlikely nature of any arguments that might be con- 

tained in such interpretations as those of Harris or 

Wiegartz. For this purpose, the text can be divided 

into -four parts. 

1. tire pbäxxovTL de 
% 4f EK TOV QTa<IOU, KaGOTl 

0L fAAaVO<CKal Ka8egOVTaL, Kara TOUTO Xwp(OV 

Cc Twv TrTrwv aVelµevov Tous dp6p. ovg Kai 
ä(PeaiS 

EQTL Twv LlTIr wv. TrapexeTal µev ouv 

axnµa T a'peßls KaTQ npwpav vý: ws, TeTpaiTTal de 
auTis To eJ. boaov es Tov dpoµov. KaeoTL de T7) 

Äyv61rTOU GToa 1rpoaexg5 eOTLV 11 icpypa, KaTä 
TOUTO CUP-La y(veTal, deap. de eTti Kavövoc, 
KaTa äKpOV µ6ALQTa T eµboXov neTren Tal 
xaXKOVS. 

(Crossing over out of the stadium where the Hel- 
lanodices sit one comes to the place set aside for 
horse racing and the starting apparatus. The 
starting apparatus is in the form of the prow of a 
ship, the ram of which is turned towards the 
racecourse. At the point where the prow meets the 
Stoa of Agnaptus, it becomes wider, and at the tip 
of the ram a bronze dolphin has been mounted on a 
pole. ) 

Exactly what type of ship Pausanias has in mind 
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here, he does not specify. However, since we can say 

with reasonable accuracy that the ships of the Hel- 

lenistic and post-Hellenistic periods were in shape 

generally much longer than they were wide, probably in 

a ratio of about 4: i or 5: 1, this does not pose a 

problem. 

Presuming that Pausanias meant by the prow of the 

ship the front quarter or so, this would suggest that 

the starting mechanism on the Olympic hippodrome had 

quite a slender form. The mention of the ram of the 

ship has no technical significance for the working of 

the apparatus except to indicate (as Pausanias states) 

in which direction the mechanism was pointed. 

Although one cannot be exact about the dimensions 

of this prow-shaped device, it is difficult to see how 

Harris' reconstruction of the starting mechanism ac- 

cords with Pausanias' description. Harris has based his 

interpretation of the shape and positioning of the 

device on two main points. First of all, he concludes 

that 

"since we need not assume a spina, there is no 
need to crowd the whole of the gate into the 
right-hand half of the hippodrome. " 
He thus proposes that the starting mechanism was 

stretched over the whole width of the track as were the 

carceres in the Roman Circus. Secondly, since Pausanias 

later tells us that the length of each side of the 

starting gate was 400 feet, Harris concludes that 

stretching the mechanism over the complete breadth of 

the track would agree very well with the dimensions 
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(630 x 325 yards) given for the hippodrome in the 

OId Seraglio document found in Constantinople 34. 

The main problem with this interpretation, 

however, is that not only does a starting gate posi- 

tioned in such a fashion bear little resemblance to the 

prow of a ship, but also starting chariots and horses 

from such a layout would result in considerable dif- 

ficulties in the early stages of the race. The first of 

these difficulties would be to avoid colliding with the 

near turning post. In the Roman Circus, in which there 

was a barrier down the middle of the track from turning 

post to turning post, and where the starting stalls 

were stretched right across the track, the chariots 

drawn in the left-hand stalls, immediately the race 

began, had to make for the right-hand side of the 

track. In order to facilitate this inconvenient 

manoeuvre, the near turning post was positioned quite a 

distance from the starting stalls to give the drivers 

sufficient time to steer their chariots safely towards 

the right-hand side before meeting the barrier. There 

is also some archaeological evidence to suggest that 

the starting stalls were positioned at a slight angle 

to the direction of the course favouring those chariots 

drawn on the left, as a means of compensating for the 

time they would otherwise lose by having to track over 

to the right-hand side of the course. However, since 

there does not seem to have been a barrier down the 

centre of the Olympic hippodrome, Harris suggests that 

for the first lap the chariots could race on either 
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side of the near turning post. If this were the case, 

then in a large field of chariots, those drawn on the 

extreme left hand side of the starting stalls would be 

forced to make a very sharp turn round the far turning 

post, since it would be very difficult for them to as- 

sume an advantageous position in the right-hand half of 

the track at this important opening stage of the race 

due to the numbers of other chariots between them vying 

for this coveted position. In such a situation, the 

distance between the two turning posts is crucial. The 

shorter the distance, the more disadvantageous would 

such a starting method be for those drawn on the ex- 

treme left of the racecourse. If we assume (as has been 

assumed elsewhere in this work) that the distance be- 

tween the two turning posts at Olympia was a not un- 

realistic two stades (about 400 yards), then a four- 

horse team drawn on the left hand side of the starting 

stalls, racing at full speed, would have very little 

time to track over to the right-hand half of the hip- 

podrome before having to round the far turning post. It 

is possible to get a rough idea of the time-lapse in- 

volved in this manoeuvre by comparing the time taken by 

a racehorse today to cover a similar distance at full 

racing speed. There are of course obvious differences 

between chariot racing in ancient Greece and modern 

thoroughbred horse racing, which may at first sight 

seem to render such a comparison totally invalid. 

However, some of these diversities may cancel each 

other out. For our purposes, the fact that the modern 
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thoroughbred is the result of several centuries of 

meticulous breeding aimed at producing the perfect 

racing machine, weighs heavily in its favour, giving it 

a considerable edge over its ancient counterparts. So 

if we assume that a four-horse chariot team at Olympia 

could perhaps race at about two-thirds the speed of the 

average modern thoroughbred which is capable of cover- 

ing a distance of 400 yards at full speed (about 40 

mph) in about 20 seconds, then one would expect a four- 

horse chariot to be able to complete the same distance 

in about 30 seconds. This brief space of time certainly 

would not allow a driver much opportunity to overcome 

his disadvantageous draw and steer his chariot into a 

position from which he could better approach and round 

the far turning post. 

An additional problem with allowing the chariots 

to run on either side of the near turning post in the 

opening stages of a race is that a head-on collision 

could occur on rounding the far turning post between a 

fast starter drawn on the right-hand side of the track 

and a slower chariot drawn on the left35. 

The credibility of this argument is further 

weakened when one takes into account the effect of such 

a system on the KEAS event, which probably com- 

prised a single circuit of the track. There would be 

little opportunity of making up for the disadvantage of 

being drawn on the extreme left of the hippodrome in 

such a short race, a consideration which Harris has 

completely disregarded. 
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In direct contrast to Harris' hypothesis, 

Wiegartz' long cigar-shaped mechanism, which is neces- 

sary for his theory that the starting apparatus ef- 

fected a grid formation at the start, resembles more 

the complete hull of a ship rather than just the prow. 

2. cKaTepa µev dq rrAevpa ýrýg a10 ppeaewS zrAE10 Ov 
11 TeTpaKOQiouS 1T6da Trap_gxe-raL Toü µL jK0V5, 4)KOö6µTITa, ae ev a rraL & 0LKTI µa-ra. 

(Each side of the starting apparatus is more than 
400 feet long and in these are built stalls. ) 

The fact that the sides of the starting mechanism 

were each 400 feet long may tell us something about the 

largest number of competitors that could have taken 

part in an equestrian event. Although the size of the 

starting apparatus may have borne no relation to the 

number of runners in a race, it would have been strange 

indeed for the ancient Olympic authorities to have 

built such a large starting device, if the average size 

of the field taking part in the equestrian events were 

relatively small. To ascertain how many stalls could 

have been built into each of the sides (a fact which 

Pausanias has unfortunately omitted to tell us), it is 

necessary first of all to determine the possible width 

of a single stall. Harris, as before, goes to the Roman 

Circus for his answer and, discovering that the width 

of a Roman carcer was not more than ten feet, suggests 

"that the gate at Olympia could have accommodated sixty 

chariots with ease. " However, this calculation is based 

on the assumption that the starting apparatus was 

stretched right across the course. It would have been 
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impossible to fit 60 stalls into a narrower, more prow- 

shaped device and still have all the chariots facing in 

the direction of the racecourse. 

Wiegartz arrives at the same number of chariots as 

Harris, but by a different route. Instead of attempting 

to calculate the number of stalls which could have been 

built in the sides of the starting mechanism, Wiegartz 

suggests that the great prestige of Olympia was reason 

enough to suppose that fields of up to 60 chariots may 

have taken part. He bases this assumption on two main 

pieces of evidence. First of all, since Pindar 

(Pythian 5.49) records that a field of over 40 

four-horse chariots took part at the Pythian games of 

462 B. C., fields of 60 chariots must have been within 

the bounds of possibility for Olympia on account of the 

greater importance of the games there. And secondly, 

the fact that success in the chariot race at Olympia 

accorded the victor such outstanding political status, 

meant that great efforts were undertaken everywhere in 

the Greek-speaking world to gain such a victory. This 

eagerness to win such a coveted prize was typified in 

the entering by Alcibiades of seven four-horse teams 

for the Olympic chariot race of 416 B. C.. 

There are, however, several problems with this 

line of reasoning. The field of over 40 chariots which 

lined up at Delphi on the day of King Arcesilaos' vic- 

tory in 462 B. C., which Wiegartz assumes was normal for 

the Pythian games, may well have been an exceptional 

turnout. And even if this large number of competitors 
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were typical of the size of field at Delphi, there is 

no reason for assuming that Olympia was necessarily 

accustomed to even greater numbers. Pausanias (10.37.4) 

tells us that the chariot and horse races of the 

Pythian games took place on the plain between Delphi 

and Cirrha, which was probably much more suitable for 

accommodating over 160 horses racing simultaneously 

than was Olympia. Although no archaeological evidence 

of the hippodrome at Olympia exists today, and we 

therefore cannot ascertain its exact size, it would 

have had to be of very considerable dimensions to hold 

the 240 horses which Wiegartz proposes. 

There is no reason either for supposing that quan- 

tity was a more important factor at the Olympic games 

than quality, evidenced perhaps by the number of vic- 

tors who won by a walkover (aIKovLT(), and also by 

the fact that during the Hellenistic period, the 

aywv LlrTrtKos of the Olympic games comprised a 

mere six events while the äywv in'rrLKÖs of the 

Panathenaic games included up to nineteen. As for Al- 

cibiades entering seven four-horse teams in one race, 

Thucydides (6.16.2-3) suggests that the motive behind 

this apparent show of extravagance was not one of self- 

interest and pursuit of personal political advantage on 

the part of Alcibiades and therefore typical of other 

ancient Greek statesmen, as Wiegartz suggests, but 

rather that in 416 B. C., a crucial stage of the 

Peloponnesian War for Athens, he had entered seven 

teams in the same race to give the enemy the impression 
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that Athens was still economically strong36. 

Relying on this evidence and proposing that the 

Olympic hippodrome was relatively narrow, Wiegartz then 

has to fit 60 stalls into the two sides of the starting 

mechanism. As it is impossible to achieve this with a 

device which is long and narrow while still having the 

stalls facing in the direction of the racecourse, 

Wiegartz has suggested that the stalls opened at right 

angles to the direction of the track. Apart from the 

technical difficulties involved with such a starting 

method, which will be discussed later, it is surprising 

that Pausanias has made no mention of such an unusual 

positioning of 

3. TavTa 
EQIOVTE15 

(Those ta} 
stalls by 

the stalls. 

KA'jpY Ta oIKTjµaTa 6taAayxavovaty of ^v 
eg TOV aywva 'rwv V1IT1rwv. 

. ing part in the races are assigned these 
lot. ) 

Such a prow-shaped starting device could have been 

used by the authorities as a means of handicapping the 

competitors. The better horses could be placed in the 

rear stalls and the inferior horses in the front 

stalls, and, by opening all the stalls simultaneously, 

the horses at the back would have a greater distance to 

run to compensate for their superiority, thus theoreti- 

cally giving all the horses in the race an equal chance 

of winning. A starting system which works on similar 

principles is used widely today in greyhound handicap 

races. 

Another method of starting which could have been 

offered by a mechanism shaped like a ship's prow is 
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that of a grid formation. This type of start, as used 

today in Grand Prix motor-racing, would involve 

positioning the best horses at the tip of the prow, and 

the worst at the rear of the device. To qualify for the 

"pole position", a horse would have to win pre-race 

heats or trials. All the horses would then be posi- 

tioned in the various stalls according to how they had 

fared in these heats. Once these respective starting 

positions had been determined, the race would be 

started by opening all the stalls at the same time, 

giving the best horses a clear lead over their rivals. 

This starting method is the exact opposite of the pre- 

vious one. 

Although the above statement of Pausanias, which 

mentions that the horses were assigned their stalls by 

lot, rules out both these methods , 
of starting, it is 

worth noting that both the aforementioned starting 

techniques would have been possible from such a 

uniquely-shaped apparatus. Of course, the refusal of 

the Greeks to employ such methods is indicative of 

their attitude to sport. Handicapping is a concept 

which would have been totally foreign to them. If 

someone owned superior and more successful horses, that 

was evidence of the quality of his methods of breeding 

and training, and a sign of divine favour. To turn this 

achievement deliberately to his disadvantage was un- 

thinkable. Therefore the only conceivable way of as- 

signing the racehorses to their stalls in this unique 

starting mechanism on the Olympic hippodrome was by 
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drawing lots. 

4. lrpO de TJV apµäTwv '1ý Ka. LTTItWV TWV 
KeX'nTwV, <Lý Kel ? Tp aÜTWV KaXy6tov &VTL 

U(Y naen yog. bWµÖS dE WI. 
L 1Txiv00U Ta EKTOS 

KEKOVLaµ6VOI& e 'Ri EK'aTr 
öavµnlüdog iroLerr aL 

KaTa T'n v irpc)pav µa)LaTa Troy µea'v, a¬TOS dE 
eire T4) bwµ() XaAKOÜS KetTaL T? * 'RTCP * e'Ri ýLAJKLQ- 
TOV EKTELVWV. avaKLVel (EV 6'r Tö ev T4) bwPlýF% 

µ, TI x6v ßµa o TeTayµ6vos eIri T4) dpöµcý. 
avaKLvTI eh ros 6C ö 4EV CC T ävw 

? TEiroL nTat 
irrt 6av 0 ae'r6 

, 
WC, TOLS 

C 
71KOUQLV` ein. 

` 
Tq% V 

00 10 e(av yevtaeaL a oirTOs, O deýA(plgý de eCa 
e6a(po 

T 
IrL'RT^L. irpw'raL µßv dý eKaTEpWeeV a` 

ps QTOa TVQ AyvairTOU xaXwcrLv v<1TXIT)yeS, Kal 

^ 
of KaTa 

'TauTas 
¬QTnKOTES EKee OValy L1T1TOL 

itpwTOL. eeov-rEs Te dIn yivov-aL KaTa TOVS 
CLXqJ X0Tag eaTaval T'fly devTepav TaF, LV, Kai 

nC Cl cA 0" T11 vLKau Ta xaAwc. v aL vairanyes 
` 

aL 
\ ev `11 

devTepa Ta4et. dla zrävTwv TE KaTa Toy aUTOV 
aöyov ` QvµbaLVeL TWV L -rrrrwv, SGT' äv 

EýLawewaly aAAfAotS KaTa TIng Trpypag To 
¬ . LtOAOV. TO airo TOVTOV 6E '''I <571 ; aeeoT rKEV 

CC EIr L<Elgl EIr LßT. 'n µ'n g Te 'flVLOXWV Kai. LIr 'RWV 
WKUTTOS. 

(A rope is stretched before the chariots or 
racehorses instead of a hysplex. An altar of un- 
baked brick, plastered on its outside, is made for 
each Olympiad as close as possible to the centre 
of the prow and a bronze eagle with wings fully 
outstretched is placed on the altar. The man ap- 
pointed to start the racing activates the 
mechanism in the altar. Once this has been ac- 
tivated, the eagle is made to jump upwards so that 
it can be seen by the crowd, and the dolphin falls 
to the ground. First the hysplexes on either side 
by the Stoa of Agnaptus are released and the 
horses standing there run off first. When they run 
and reach those who have been assigned the second 
set of stalls, the hysplexes of these are 
released. The same thing happens for all the 
horses until at the ram of the prow they are all 
level with each other. From this point it becomes 
a display of the drivers' skill and the horses' 
speed). 

This section of Pausanias' description has created 

perhaps the most controversy among scholars as regards 

its interpretation. The main problem lies in trying to 

visualize not only the functioning of the apparatus, 

but also how the device could have produced a fair 
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start, if indeed that was its primary purpose. As we 

have already seen, the sides of this mechanism were 

each 400 feet long, and together were in the form of a 

triangle. If we assume, as our previous calculations 

suggest, that this prow-shaped device was roughly an 

equilateral triangle, then the distance between the 

horses in the stalls nearest the front and those at the 

back would be about 350 feet, or more than half a fur- 

long. Thus, to complete the race, the horses at the 

rear had considerably further to run than those at the 

front. The magnitude of this disadvantage depends on 

two factors - the overall distance of the race and the 

speed at which the horses were allowed to run in the 

initial stages. As can be seen elsewhere in this work, 

determining the distance of an event such as the four- 

horse chariot race for fully-grown horses at Olympia 

is, as yet, impossible to do with certainty. The dif- 

ficulty lies in the fact that we do not know the length 

of the Olympic hippodrome -a measurement which is ob- 

viously vital to any calculation of race distances, 

especially since such distances were measured in terms 

of lengths or circuits of the hippodrome. To make 

matters worse, when Pindar (Olympian 2.55) says 

that the four-horse chariot race for fully-grown horses 

was 6UW6EKa6poµoS, there is a doubt as to whether 

6pöµoS in this context means a "circuit" or simply 

a "length" of the racecourse37. However, intelligent 

guesses on this subject can be made, and by taking the 

conjectured distances of the longest and shortest horse 
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races at Olympia as calculated in Chapter 2, we can see 

what effect starting from such a mechanism would have 

had on horses taking part in these races. 

The longest horse race at Olympia was the four- 

horse chariot race for fully-grown horses. The majority 

of scholars who have investigated this question con- 

sider that this race was about six miles long (ca. nine 

Kilometres). Such a race, which is half as long again 

as the modern Grand National at Aintree, would put a 

great premium on stamina, and consequently the drivers 

would be unlikely to race at full speed in the early 

stages. Therefore, the fact that the horses in the back 

stalls may have had up to a half a furlong further to 

i race than those at the front would make little dif- 

Terence to their chances in the race. However, in the 

shortest horse race at Olympia, which was probably. the 

11, KEATjS event and which may have been only about half 

a mile long (ca. 750 metres, and shorter than any flat- 

race sprint in Britain today), the extra half-furlong 

at full racing speed which the horses at the rear of 

the starting mechanism had to run, could well have made 

a significant difference to their chances of winning. 

If such a disadvantage would accrue to those horses in 

the back stalls, it is possible that to overcome this, 

the horses and jockeys on leaving their stalls had to 

race at half speed until all the traps had been opened 

and the field was stretched out across the racecourse 

in a straight line38. Then at this stage, at the sound 

of a trumpet or some other signal, they were allowed to 
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begin the race in earnest. This is possibly what 

Pausanias means when he says 

ata 1TavTwv TE KaTa Tov au-rov AOyOv QUplbaLVEL 

-rwv 
Cl ýoj 
vIrirwv, eaT' 

i\ i- 
av eF, LCF wewCF Lv 

ii 
aXA'qaoLS 

Kara Tilg irpc)paq TO eµfioXov. TO air0 TOÜTOV Öý 
KaEl EQTTKEV ¬1T L6EL EL1 ¬TrL0T'n µT) S T6 u rgVLOX WV Kal Llr1T f 

WV WKUTTITOS. 

(The same thing happens for all the horses until 
at the ram of the prow they are all level with 
each other. From this point it becomes a display 
of the drivers' skill and the horses' speed). 

However, such a method of starting involves con- 

siderable synchronization, and its success would depend 

to a large extent on the self-restraint of the jockeys, 

who would undoubtedly be tempted in the excitement of 

the race to poach a few illegal lengths in these early 

stages. 

Both Harris and Wiegartz have interesting theories 

as to why the Olympic starting mechanism had such an 

unusual shape, and how it managed to effect a fair 

start. Harris' hypothesis, as mentioned earlier, draws 

close parallels with the starting system in the Roman 

Circus. 

"The convex line of stalls at Olympia is in 

strange contrast to the concave curve of the car- 
ceres in the circus. The explanation of the dif- 
ference is that whereas the circus staggered the 

start in space, the Olympic gate staggered it in 
time. Gardiner quite rightly saw that the aphesis 
gave each driver a flying start on his inside 

neighbour, but so far from this being unfair, as 
he thought, it was the whole object of the device. 
The result of it was that when the last chariots, 
the pair in the middle, were released, the field 
formed a curved line (x-y fig. 5) exactly like 
that of the Roman carceres. " 

Thus as far as Harris is concerned, the primary 

purpose of this prow-shaped device was to produce a 
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fair start by effecting a curved line of runners across 

the course when all the horses had been released. 

However, if the Olympic authorities, when they dis- 

cussed what type of starting mechanism to construct, 

decided that the most important criterion on which to 

base the design was that it should produce a concave 

curve of runners, they would surely have built simply a 

concave line of stalls across the course as in the 

Roman Circus. If the device functioned exactly as Har- 

ris suggests, they must have had something else in 

mind. Albert Martin39 suggests that such a uniquely- 

shaped apparatus could have served as a form of tourist 

attraction, drawing people from all over Greece to see 

it in action. 

"I1 y avait certainement la de quoi charmer les 
spectateurs, de quoi rendre celebre dans toute la 
Grece l'aphesis des chevaux ä Olympie. " 

R. E. Wycherley40 considered also that there must 

have been more to this mechanism than simply a fair 

start. 

"it is difficult to see what purpose this 
elaborate scheme served, since ultimately all the 
chariots had to come into line in the ordinary 
way. Possibly the object was merely spectacular. " 

Wiegartz considers that the primary purpose of 

this apparatus was to produce a fair start, but with a 

different result from that of Harris. Confining the 

starting gate to one half of the racecourse, Wiegartz 

states that the track in the area of the mechanism 

would not be wide enough to accommodate 40 four-horse 

chariots stretched in a line across the course, and, 
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even if it were, having all the runners in a line would 

need no starting mechanism at all. 

"Sie sollte und konnte bei grossen Teilnehmerfel- 
dern von 40 und mehr Viergespannen nicht dazu 
führen, dass alle Gespanne nach Passieren der 
Spitze der Aphesis "miteinander sich in einer 
Linie" befanden, weil dafür die Bahn bei weitem 
nicht breit genug war [... ]. Anlass zu Bedenken 
hätte allerdings der Umstand geben sollen, dass 
eine Startsituation, die alle Starter neben- 
einander auf eine Linie führte, die Startanlage 
erübrigt hatte. ""41 

In adopting this stance, Wiegartz has brought himself 

into direct opposition with the statement of Pausanias 

(6.20.13. ) (a fact which he admits) which suggests that 

all the chariots were in line at the point of the prow 

- eaT¬ av eFLQWBwaty aAA'XoL5 Kara 'r11 g Trp4) pas 

TO eµboAov. He suggests rather that Pausanias must 

have been mistaken when making this statement, since he 

had never seen the device in action. Thus Wiegartz 

considers that it was the narrowness of the track which 

compelled the Olympic authorities to construct such a 

device to accommodate large fields of runners. The fair 

start was achieved by releasing consecutively, as 

Pausanias states, the chariots, which were installed at 

right angles to the course. However, rather than form- 

ing a straight line, which they were unable to do due 

to the restriction in space, they effected a grid for- 

mation rather like the start of a Grand Prix, giving 

the chariot drivers the choice of breaking away early 

in the race, or of starting more slowly and adopting 

waiting tactics to conserve stamina. 

Although Wiegartz' hypothesis makes some sense in 
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that it offers a practical answer to the question why 

the Olympic authorities had such a device constructed, 

i. e. due to the narrowness of the track, there are 

several fundamental reasons why his interpretation must 

be false. Firstly, towards the beginning of his lengthy 

article on the subject, Wiegartz declares his intention 

to re-examine the statements of Pausanias. 

"Trotz dieser Ausgangslage soll im Folgenden ein 
neuer Versuch unternommen werden, die Angaben des 
Pausanias zum Hippodrom von Olympia zu 
überprüfen. "4z 

However, later in his article, he dismisses com- 

pletely one of Pausanias' statements simply because it 

does not fit his theory. He says that Pausanias' state- 

ment that all the chariots would be in line at the tip 

of the prow must have been based on a mistaken estima- 

tion of the function of the äýpeaLS, which he had 

not seen in action. But one simply cannot tell whether 

or not Pausanias had ever seen the device working, and 

even if he had not, how can one dismiss this statement? 

It would seem that Wiegartz is making the evidence fit 

the theory rather than the theory fit the evidence. 

The second reason why Wiegartz' interpretation 

should be doubted is that, like Harris, he has taken 

only the four-horse chariot race into his calculations. 

Such a method of starting, where the horses form a type 

of grid in the opening stages of the race, would in 

theory be very suitable for the long-distance four- 

horse chariot races, which may have been up to six 

miles long. But what about the much shorter Keare 
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events? These races seem to have consisted of just one 

circuit of the track, and therefore any system which 

involved a staggered start in what was basically a 

sprint race would have been unfair in the extreme. 

A third reason why one cannot take Wiegartz' 

hypothesis too seriously is that in practice it simply 

would not work. One has only to imagine a starting 

situation where three quarters of the sixty chariots 

have been released to see the problems arising. On a 

narrow track where the stalls do not open on to in- 

dividual lanes, as they do in Harris' interpretation, 

the chariots in the stalls towards the tip of the prow 

would be faced with a block of perhaps 20 other 

chariots filling up the narrow track, and, having no 

room to perform the difficult 90-degree turn, they 

would have to wait until the others had passed before 

venturing safely out of their stalls. And if they were 

released just before the main group of chariots reached 

them, they would then have the unfair advantage of 

being able to secure the leading position in the race 

solely through being drawn in the front stalls. 

The fourth reason for rejecting Wiegartz' 

hypothesis is that it is very difficult to see how 

Pausanias' descripti on of the sta rting mechanism on the 

Olympic hippodrome could be used as a short summary of 

the relevant parts of Wiegartz' article -a test which 

one surely should be able to apply if both are describ- 

ing the same device. Nowhere does Pausanias mention the 

narrow track, the starting stalls positioned at right 
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angles to the racecourse, or the ensuing grid formation 

of the chariots, all of which form the mainstay of 

Wiegartz' argument. 

From our examination of Pausanias' description of 

the starting gate on the Olympic hippodrome, it still 

remains impossible to state with certainty exactly how 

the mechanism worked. Was the device stretched right 

across the track? Did the horses run at full speed on 

leaving the stalls? Was the primary aim of the 

mechanism to produce a fair start, or was its main pur- 

pose to provide an exciting spectacle? Unfortunately, 

the answers to these questions must remain open until 

some further evidence on the subject, literary or ar- 

chaeological, appears. 
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FOOTNOTES 

i. Pindar Pythian 5.49. Whether these figures of 
Pindar were typical of the average size of field for 
horse racing in ancient Greece or indicate only a race 
with an exceptional number of participants, is unimpor- 
tant. The fact that more than 40 four-horse teams could 
line up at least once at Delphi to compete in a race 
would have demanded that the officials at the Pythian 
games of that period (462 B. C. ) had a starting method 
capable of dealing with such a large field. 

2. National Hunt racing is the term applied to that 
form of horse racing in Britain in which the horses 
jump over either fences or hurdles in the course of the 
race. These races vary in distance from two miles 
(3200m) to four and a half miles (7200m). 

3. The only fixed line on a racecourse tends to be the 
finishing line. Thus the positioning of the starting 
stalls for a one-and-a-half-mile race is half a mile 
further down the course than for a one-mile race. 

4. The technical term used in antiquity to denote a 
starting or finishing line scratched in the dust was 
YPaµµ 71 

5. Electra lines 698-760. 

6. J. Jüthner (Die athletischen Leibesübungen der 
Griechen, II/I page 54) states that the reference to 
the üa1rXrn F, in Aristophanes' Lysistrata line 
1000 (411 B. C. ) could be applied also Lo horse racing. 
But since there is no definite indication that Aris- 
tophanes meant it to be understood in that way, the 

passage of Plato must be regarded as the earliest cer- 
tain source. 

7. The text quoted is that of J. Ebert, Griechische 
Epigramme auf Sieger an gymnischen und hippischen 
Agonen, Berlin 1970, page 176. Cp. Frankel, Die 
Inschriften von Pergamon (I) Berlin 1890, no. 10. 

8. Some scholars have questioned the dating of the 

Alexandra to the third century B. C. (cf. OCD s. v. 
Lycophron, and A. Lesley, A History of Greek 

Literature, London 1966, pages 744-745). 

9. t, aXt 
(S 

was used often interchangeably with 
vCF 1T, \, n F, to denote the starting mechanism for 

either the stadium or the hippodrome (cf. Pollux 3.147, 

Apollonius Rhodius 3.1272), but it seems that it had 

the more precise meaning of a post on either side of 
the starting gate to which a rope was attached (cf. 
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Aristophanes Knights line 1158, Etymologicum 
Magnum 186). Equally, the term IýQnX'n ý 
frequently denoted the starting-rope attached to these 
posts. 

10. For the use of aTpct Aovv to denote twisting or 
tightening, see Plato Republic 53ib for the 
screwing-up of strings of a musical instrument, and 
Aristophanes Frogs line 620 for the stretching of a 
slave on the rack. 

11. cf. also Theocritus 8.58 and Dionysius On Birds 
3.18 where uairXtý is a snare for birds. 

12. cf. Homer Iliad Book 4 line 124. 

13. Homeric Hymn to Apollo, line 6. 

14. cf. Heliodorus, Aetlhiopica 4.3. e, xacTO 71 
uanXnF., and Lycophron Alexandra line 21 
Ka Tr0 yýg eßxaSoßav üairarn yyaS. 

15. cf. scholia to Dionysius Perigetes 121 
, quoted in 

LSJ s. v. va1TX nF, where the Ya1TXrF. is 
described as a machine \ whichknocks away a barrier on 
the racecourse - TO µijxavfnµa To a iroKpovov TOV 

00 -% Kavova Tou 3pop. ews. 

16. For a second century B. C. list of accessories used 
in conjunction with the ualTX r1 on the racecourse 
cf. Inscriptions de Delos 1400.9-. 

17. In the same connection, compare the use, in about 
the same period, of QxaCety quoted in Athenaeus 
13Oa ff. of the mechanically-operated drawing of cur- 
tains - axaceev-rwv -rwv (ppayµä-rwv. 

18. cf. Inscriptions de Delos 372 A 110 

19. Op. cit. pages 179-180. 

20. Anthologia Palatina 11.86.. Ebert suggests 
convincingly that this epigram is a parody of an ear- 
lier one on the runner Ladas (Anthologia Palatina 
16.53) based on the obvious similarity of the first two 
lines of both, and the connection by Plutarch (804e) Ff 
line 3 of the Pericles epigram ö *oppos qv 

va1TX'fY0S 
ev ovaai with Ladas. If Ebert's sup- 

position is correct, it may provide us with an allusion 
to the va1TX1l dating to the middle of the fifth 

century B. C., when Ladas won his Olympic victory, ear- 
lier than both the Plato and Aristophanes references 
mentioned previously. However, although Ladas' victory 
was in 460 B. C., this epigram may have been written in 
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the Hellenistic period as a book epigram, since it 
seems Hellenistic in style and unlike the more simple 
epigrams of the Classical period. 

a 

21. eiýEXaüveLv was very commonplace of driving 
out animals, as in Homer Odyssey 9.312 (which the 
Cyclops does rtoXX jp C otCc) in line 315). 

L. 
22. Etymologicum Magnum 784 

23. The Enigma Explained. Archaeology, 1956, volume 
9 no. 4 pages 269-271. 

24. e. g. cf. Lucian Slander 12, 
Horalia 732d. 

25. Greek Athletes and Athletics, page 

26. SIG 253U. 

27. Altertümer von Pergamon VIIIi page 

67. 

Plutarch 

9. 

28. Zur Startanlage im Hipprodrom von Olympia. 
Boreas. M . nstersche Beiträge zur Archäologie, 
Volume 7(1984) page 70. 

29. Pausanias's Description of Greece, volume 3, 
page 635. 

30. The Starting Gate for Chariots at Olympia. 
Greece and Rome, 15 (1968) pages 113-126. 

31. cf. CAH volume 7 page 594, RE volume 23: 1 column 
15. 

32. cf. Visconti, Huseo Pio Clementino 5 (1796) 

page 81. Lehndorff, Hippodromos (1876) pages 19-38. 
Pollack, Hippodromica (1890). Guhl-Koner, Das 
Leben der Griechen und Römer (1893) pages 233-239. 
Wernicke, Olympische Beiträge (1894) pages 199- 
204. Martin, Dictionnaire Des Antiquites Grecques et 
Romaines volume 3: 1 (1900) pages 197-200. Schneider, 
Hlppodromos 2 RE 8,2 (1913) columns 1737-1743 
Wycherley, Pausanias, Loeb Classical Library, 
(1935) page 61. Harris, op. cit.. Vigneron, Le Cheval 
dans L'Antiquite Greco-Romaine (1968) pages 196-198. 
Patrucco, Lo Sport Nella Grecia Antica (1972) pages 
392-395. Ebert, Olympia (1980) pages 66-67. 
Wiegartz, op. cit.. Humphrey, Roman Circuses: Arenas 
for Chariot Racing (1986) pages 7-11. 

33. This is a strange statement by Harris. He seems to 
be suggesting that the presence of a spina down the 

middle of the track would necessitate the positioning 
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of the starting stalls only on one half of the track. 
This of course was not true of the Roman Circus. 

34. cf. H. Schöne, Neue Angaben über den Hip- 
podrom zu Olympia JDAI 12 (1897) pages 152-160. 

35. For head-on collisions in horse racing, although 
not at the start of a race, see Sophocles Electra 
line 727, Ps. Demosthenes 61.28. 

36. Wiegartz points out also that if Alcibiades alone 
entered seven teams in one race, the rest of the field 
must have been a considerable size. There is however no 
logical reason for such an assumption. In the 1983 
Cheltenham Gold Cup, the most prestigious National Hunt 
race in Britain, the racehorse trainer Michael Dickin- 
son entered five horses, which incidentally filled the 
first five places. The total size of the field was 
eight. 

37. See Chapter 5 section i. 

38. cf. Gardiner, Olympia: Its History and Remains 
(1925). 

39. op. cit. page 199. 

40. op. cit. page 61. 

41. op. cit. page 59. 

42. op. cit. page 42. 
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TERMINOLOGY CONNECTED WITH THE HIPPODROME 

Every translator and commentator who deals with 

the subject of sport in ancient Greece, at some time or 

other is faced with the problem of interpreting certain 

difficult passages. One only has to compare various 

translations of appropriate sections of Homer or 

Sophocles to see the degree of uncertainty which exists 

in this area. The main reason for this situation is un- 

doubtedly the fact that a single ancient Greek word 

could have several different, even contradictory, mean- 

ings. This, of course, is not a peculiarity of ancient 

Greek - it is true of many other languages such as 

English and German. The difference, however, between 

ancient Greek and modern languages is that the former 

did not have developed 
. predecessors from whose 

vocabulary it could construct new words. Thus many of 

its terms became overworked. 

In this chapter, several terms connected with the 

hippodromel have been selected and an attempt has been 

made to discover their correct meanings in av ariety of 

contexts. In many cases this can be done with a 

reasonable degree of accuracy if one looks carefully 

enough in the works of other authors for similar usages 

or phrases. 
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iAP0M0E 

a Race 

This is perhaps the primary meaning of öpöµoS. 

Beginning with the chariot race in Homer Iliad 23 

(lines 300 and 361) which was called a 6pöµoS, this 

term was used throughout ancient Greek literature for a 

horse race2 by Pindar3 and Pausanias4. It was of course 

also the standard word for a foot race5. 

(b) Racecourse 

Although more commonly used 

C tiriro6poµos6,6po io1 itself was 

denote a hippodrome7. 

in the compound 

used often to 

ýc) Pace of the horses 

Two of the earliest instances of dpo os being 

used to denote the running or speed of horses or ath- 

letes in the course of a race occur in Homer's account 

of the funeral games of Patroclus in Iliad Book 23. 

The first appears at line 375, midway through the 

description of the chariot race. 

äAA' OTe dý -rrvµaTOV TCXeov apöµov wK¬ES 

OTITO1 
aEpp'c Xo j lroA vS, TOTE <5 Fn aper ye 

EKaOTOV 

cpaiveT', 
a(pap d' 1TTr 

OLOL Tä0' dpöµoS. 

(But when the swift horses were completing the 
final straight back towards the grey sea, then the 

excellence of each was made clear, and immediately 
the pace of the horses was stretched. ) 

A. T. Murray, the Loeb translator, renders äpap 
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a" 1T1T0La. 
Ta9'n apöj. oS as "the pace of their 

horses was forced to the uttermost. " Willcock8 agrees 

with Murrays interpretation, suggesting a literal 

translation of "their running was stretched" and com- , 

pares the use of -reiveLv here to that of 

Yavuety (line 324) and -reiveiv (line 758). 

Rendering rae' apöµoC, in this instance as 

"their running was stretched" fits appropriately with 

the image Homer is presenting of chariots racing down 

the crucial final straight of a racecourse, where the 

ability of the horses is being tested to the utmost - 

TOTO 6m äp¬T 1 ye eKaaT0V paive -r'. 

The second instance of <5 poµoS being used to 

denote "pace" or "speed" in Iliad 23 occurs at line 

758, the beginning of Homer's account of the footrace. 

QTav de p. eTaaTO txL. Qß µ'q VE de TepµCI T' 
ÄxL C'UC . 

ToIat ö' afro vuac'n S TETaTO apoµoS. 

(They stood in a line. Achilles showed them the 
boundaries [of the track] and the pace was forced 
from the start). 

Opinion is divided among scholars on how to trans- 

3\ TOLUL a' alTo vuaan1 TETaTO öpo oC,, which oc- 

curs also in Odyssey Book 8 line 121 in Homer's 

description of the foot race at the Phaeacian games. 

Most translators and commentators9 prefer to render 

6poµos in this phrase as "running" or "pace", 

making a direct connection with Iliad Book 23 line 

375, which we have just discussed. W. Leaf takes this 

view and translates "the running was forced from the 

start", as does WillcocR who suggests "they went off at 
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a fast pace". However, some . scholarsi° render apö LOS 

here as "course". Murray in the Loeb "and a course was 

marked out for them from the turning-point", while 

Weiher offers "Die Laufbahn streckte gerade sich hin". 

Translating apö iog as "course" here has 

several serious drawbacks. First of all, it does not 

fit the context as well as "pace". Murray's interpreta- 

tion requires that Achilles, after having pointed out 

the Tepµa-ra to the athletes (line 757), then marks 

out a course for them from the turning post11 (line 

758). An immediate objection to this interpretation is 

that line 758 becomes for the most part an unnecessary 

repetition of the previous line, and therefore one of 

the two should be regarded as either superfluous or 

spurious. As for Weiher's translation, although at 

first sight it might appear logical that after the ath- 

letes had lined up nervously at the start, a seemingly 

endless racecourse stretched in front of them, it is 

more likely that Homer wanted to describe the actual 

start of the race. 

Secondly, the most striking aspect of this phrase 

is its obvious similarity in grammatical construction 

to Iliad 23 line 375 which we examined earlier, 

i. e. in the dative plural (ToLs/tTrltoLaL), the 

past tense of Teiveiv (YeTa-o/TaGn), and 

apöµoS. With both phrases describing an important 

stage in a race where speed plays an essential part 

(Iliad 23 line 375, the beginning of the home 

stretch, and both Iliad 23 line 758 and Odyssey 
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8 line 121, the start of the contest), it is surely not 

inappropriate in the light of rä8' dpo os (line 

375) to translate -re-ra-ro 6pop. oS as "the running was 

forced", as many modern scholars have done. 

Thirdly and most convincingly, several later an- 

cient literary sources reinforce strongly the inter- 

pretation of 6pöp o5 as "pace". The scholiast on 

Iliad 23.758, although he confirms Murray's inter- 

pretation of vvaaa as "turning-point", offers a 

completely different interpretation of 6pöµoc. 

e Tr CL µ'tß Ka*LnTOU LV, ov 'raµteuouot ^ e. S 
TEAog To Taxog. aAX' eua e¬ws zrpoir'qdwa. v 

(Since the race has no turn, the runners do not 
conserve their speed until the end [of the race], 
but inste ad they jump off straight away. ) 

It is clear that the scholiast understood by 

Homer's use of 3pöµoS in this line, "speed" or 

"pace" and not "racecourse". 

Three post-Classical Greek authors provide further 

ratification of this interpretation. Quintus Smyrnaeus, 

in Book Four of his account of the fall of Troy, 

describes the funeral games for Achilles, modelling 

these to a large extent, as regards language and con- 

tent, on those for Patroclus narrated by Homer in 

Iliad Book 23. Quintus relates the beginning of Lhe 

KEA'TlS event, a race not included in Homer's narra- 

tive, as follows: 

#" A, C To1S a, aiyra TaGil apöµoS. OL ö' ä'ro vvaamS 
KapTraXL4wS oiµ, 0 ßav epL<N. atveLv 4C4awTes 
[... ] (4.550-551) 
(Immediately the pace was stretched. They rushed 
swiftly away from the start, eager for the 
contest). 
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The first phrase 'roLS aiwa Taecn dpöµos is 

borrowed from the chariot race in Homer Iliad 23 

line 375, while the second 0f a' afro vuQQn c, [... ] 
n 

µeµaw-reS, although not taken word-for-word from 

Homer, must be regarded as conveying the same idea as 

TO 
L 

a' afro VUQQTIC, TETaTO <5 pöµoS. 

Our second passage for comparison occurs in that 

other late Greek epic poem in which the funeral games 

of Patroclus are imitated, namely the Dionysiaca of 

Nonnos. Here we twice find an echo of Iliad 23 line 

758. The start of both the chariot race and the foot 

race is marked with the following phrase - rot. at µev 

. Although Nonnus rarely eic baAbL6oc, env dpöu. os Z2 

uses Homeric language in 

does follow very rigidly 

much more so than Quinte 

portant point in mind 

erqv 
µ¬V EK baXbi-6 oý i3 

this section of the poem, he 

Homer's description of events, 

is Smyrnaeus. Bearing this im- 

we must conclude that -rout 

apoµoS, by virtue of its 

position in the narrative and its similar sentence 

structure, must be Nonnos' equivalent of -roLCF i a' 

air0 vüaa71 g T¬TaTO <5 pop. oS. And since öpo og here 

in Nonnos cannot mean "course", as the phrase would 

then not make sense, we must further conclude that 

"pace" or "running" is also the correct translation in 

Homer. W. H. D. Rouse, the Loeb translator of Nonnos, 

renders line 242 as "the race started from the 

barrier", not in the sense of "the race started at the 

start" which would be tautological, but rather "the 

race began in earnest from the barrier". 
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The third and most convincing contribution to this 

argument is provided by Heliodorus. In his 

Aethiopica 4.3.3, he describes the start of the 

race in armour between Ormenos and Theagenes as fol- 

lows. 

S ya ¬ig aKO1v nävTWV 0KTJc 1ý Toü5 
dopa 

K 
äovµevou Ka T .eN yyetXev aVCLIre -re cc (5pµevos 

pg KaL eeayevTIS eeT-raxoS eaxaa-ro µev 'Ti üairA'F. TeTa-ro dE 0 apöµos µticpoü Kai Tn V 
TWV oq'eaAµwv KaTaXT LV unoTeµvwv, 

(When the herald announced the runners so that 
everyone could hear and he called out "Ormenos the 
Arcadian, and Theagenes the Thessalian", the 
starting barrier was released and the pace was 
stretched so that the eye could scarcely follow 
them). 

Setting aside the obvious play between axaCELv 

and the contrary term 7ELVELV, it is impossible to 

read here "the course was marked out" for apö os 

-rer a ro, as Murray does in 11iad 23 line 758, 

since the race has already started with the releasing 

of the kJ'TrA rI . And the idea of speed intended by 

Heliodorus in his use of 6pöµoS is reinforced by 

the latter half of the sentence. When a literary intel- 

lectual such as Heliodorus uses -re-ra-ro 3po os, we 

can be sure he employed it correctly. It was obviously 

borrowed from Homer, since the combination -rera-ro 

and 3pöµog is somewhat unusual. 

One finds this use of apöµoS to denote "pace" 

or "speed" throughout extant ancient Greek literature. 

In the fictitious chariot race in Sophocles' 

Electra (line 754), in which Orestes allegedly 

crashed and was dragged along by his horses, we are 
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told that his fellow charioteers had to check the 

öpöµog of his horses before they could extricate 

him. Pausanias (6.13.9. ) used 6pöp. os also in this 

connection to describe the speed of the mare, Aura, 

winning at Olympia. Having rounded the turning post and 

heard the trumpet, she quickened her pace 

(e-rte'räxuvev eS 'crXeov TOV 6po4ov) and won the 

race. 

(d) Lane 

Two instances of 6pöµoS being used to denote a 

"lane" can be found early in ancient Greek literature. 

The first occurs in Aristophanes' Clouds (line 25), 

where Pheidippides, asleep and dreaming that he is 

taking part in a horse race, calls to his fellow- 

competitor not to cheat but to keep to his own lane - 

4)iXwv, a&KELS. ¬Aauve TOV aav-rou 6po ov. And 

the second metaphorically in Aeschines' Against 

Timarchus (176), where the orator warns the people 

not to let the defendant wander from the point, but to 

make sure that he keeps in lane just as one must do in 

a horse race - 
aXX' wa1Tep ev Taig 

iýrrzroapoµiaLS eLS -röv -rov zrpayµa"roj a *Tov dpöu. ov 

eiceaauveTe. In both instances we can be reasonably 

sure that the idea of "keeping in one's lane" is the 

meaning intended by the respective authors. It is un 

likely, however, that on the ancient hippodrome such 

lanes were marked out14, as is the case with modern day 

athletics tracks. Instead, competitors would have 
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realised the danger of swerving across in front of an 

opponent or wandering off a true line, and thus each 

would try as far as possible to keep to an imaginary 

lane. It was for breaking this rule that Menelaus so 

severely reprimanded Antilochus in the chariot race at 

the funeral games of Patroclus15. 

The term 6popos was used in later ancient 

Greek literature also to denote a "lane". Pausanias 

(6.23.1) seems to have this meaning in mind when 

describing the gymnasium at Elis. In this building or 

enclosure, where athletes trained prior to the Olympic 

festival, plane trees grew in lines to separate the in- 

dividual lanes or tracks - Traä-ravoL µev üwgaai 6La 

0 
-rwv 6pop. wv TrE(puKaoLv. Whether these lanes were nar- 

row, specifically designed for just one runner, or wide 

enough to accommodate several, is not of great impor- 

tance, since in either case the concept is clear. 

Two references in the scholia on Homer's Iliad 

strengthen further the case for ascribing the meaning 

of "lane" to 6pöµoS. The first occurs in connection 

with the chase of Hector by Achilles around the walls 

of Troy. As Homer tells the story in Book 22, Hector 

made several attempts during the chase to get inside 

the city walls, but as often as he tried, Achilles 

managed to cut him off, forcing him back out to the 

plain. The scholiast (22.194-8 Erbse) says that 

Achilles took the inside lane or course and thus 

managed to stop Hector getting into the city - -röv 

Ev<5 0v dpöµov exwv Äx. AAeL) e& wKev aUTOV 
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ElL i T0 ire6If. ov. 

The second concerns the chariot race in Iliad 

Book 23. As mentioned earlier, Menelaus found reason to 

chide Antilochus for taking his ground in the course of 

the race, forcing him to hold back his horses to 

prevent an accident. The scholiast (23.423b) says that 

Antilochus took the straighter inside lane while 

Menelaus chose 

I_va ira 
10 opeo-repov 
MeveAaog 
dpöµov. 

the safer outside course. 

peaaa' ýröv evTÖs exwv dpöµov 
KäL cpeac e1rt Toy Kaµ rT'pa. 0 dE 
eE. wTEpw TOV av(paacaTepov aa uve 

This tactic of taking the inside course is 

employed often by jockeys today, especially in long Na- 

tional Hunt races, in order to minimise the distance 

which their mounts must run. It is however, as in 

Homer's day, still regarded as the most dangerous. 

The whole concept of straying from one's 

dpöµog (lane) or going outside the öpöµog 

(racecourse) was taken seriously by the Greeks on ac- 

count of the obvious danger of doing so in a horse or 

chariot race. This is reflected in the metaphorical and 

proverbial usage which various phrases connected with 

this concept came to have in association with losing 

one's mind or going mad16. 

(e) Straight 

i 
This usage of 6poµog is similar to the pre- 

vious one, but instead of meaning a single lane on a 

racecourse, it denotes a whole straight of the track, 
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whether it be the outward or inward half. Homer 

employed it as such to describe the final straight down 

which the chariots were racing after they had rounded 

the turning post in the chariot race in Iliad BooK 

23 lines 373-4. 

AAA' OTC den Trüµa-rovi7 -reAeov apopov WKCe v 
VifIrOL 
A ¬cp' aXo itoXL rn g I... ]. 

(The swift horses were completing the final 
straight back to the grey sea [... j). 

The same expression aXX' ogre 6 qj irupa-rov 

Tc'X¬ov dpöµov is used again by Homer of the runners 

in the foot race at these funeral games18. 

The idea of "final straight" seems also to be what 

Pausanias has in mind when explaining the rules of the 

KcX1tTl (dismounting/trotting race) at Olympia, in 

which the jockeys, at a particular stage in the race, 

jumped off and ran alongside their mounts. The expres- 

sion used by Pau 

is ein. TY 

dpöµos here be 

dpopoS in Homer? 

sanias to denote this part of the race 

11 JO AV coxäT4) öpöµcý. Could eaxä-rog 

the prose equivalent of irvµa-roIS 

Strangely, translators have not com- 

witted themselves on this point. Jones and Ormerod in 

the Loeb, following Sir James Frazer's earlier transla- 

tion, suggest simply "the last part of the course". 

Ernst Meyer in the Artemis edition is equally reluctant 

to be specific, and proposes neutrally "gegen Schluss 

des Rennens". Pausanias himself unfortunately does not 

supply any clues by going into more detail or telling 

us how many laps the race comprised19. However, his 
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lack of elaboration on caxa o apöµos in this 

i context suggests that dpop. oS had a more definite 

meaning, immediately recognizable to his readers, than 

simply a "part" of the race. The final dpöµog prob- 

ably began immediately after the rounding of a turning 

post - either the second-last, signifying the start of 

the last lap, or the last itself, at the entrance to 

the final straight. In the light of Iliad Book 23 

lines 373 and 768, the latter seems more likely. 

The scholiasts and later lexicographers were cer- 

tainly acquainted with this usage of 6pöµog to 

denote a "straight". A scholium on line. 373 of 

Iliad 23 explains Homer's use of irüµaiog apöµoS 

as follows: 

3 aE Aeyet axx' oTe all irüµaTov (4r37 3)p 
Twv düo TOV eQxaTov cp'gaLV. 

(If he says the last (dromos), he means the last 
of two). 

Two important facts stand out in this explanation. 

Firstly, ecxäTog is used in connection with 

6pöp. o'3, as noted earlier in Pausanias (5.9.2), 

strengthening the supposition that 

irüµaTOg/CQxaTOS 6po oS meant the same to the 

ancient Greeks as "finishing straight" would mean today 

to a spectator at an athletics meeting or a horse race 

at a North American dirt track20. Secondly, the mention 

that this apöµog was the second of two 6pöµot, 

i. e. an outward and inward straight, confirms the pos- 

sible use of dpöµog to denote both halves of a 

race. 
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The use of apöµog to signify either the out- 

ward or inward straight on a racecourse is supported by 

three additional references. The first is a scholium on 

a passage from the section of Aristophanes' Clouds 

which we looked at earlier under (d). In line 28 of the 

main text of the comedy, Pheidippides, still dreaming, 

calls out and asks how many 6popot the war chariots 

race. The scholiast explains that one dpöµoq ex- 

tended from the starting gate to the turning post (i. e. 

the outward straight) - nöaovg dpöµouq [... ] e t, & ö' 

11 Ce 10 Jr le 0-1 1^ ecTLv Vito TIn g afe-rrlpLa5 µeXPL Ir 0v KaµiTTIpog. 

The second reference occurs in the scholia to 

Aristophanes' Birds 

101 
e 

etavAo, xeye-raI 
EV -rr TropEla 

"2 , 1 ' 1)1ToaTpe paL 

(line 293). 

c 1%. 0 d. TTOV exwv TOY 6pöµov 
TO TXTIpwGaL TO QTadtov Kai 

(The. race which comprises a double straight - com- 
pleting a length of the stadium and then returning 
- is called a diaulos. ) 

The final reference is found in the work of the 

twelfth-century A. D. Byzantine scholar Johannes Tzetzes 

(6.699). In discussing the respective 

various races, he 

elrlrädpoµoq. By going on 

calls the 

to explain 

a half 
.. 

Kaµ11TIn P0S 

distances of 

ööatxog race 

that this race 

laps (Tpeig yap 

'jµLQV), it is 

consisted of three and 

9ý 14. N, 

KaµirTTIpag etxe KaL To 

C clear that eir radpoµoS 

seven lengths". 

here signifies "comprising 

It would seem then that, geometrically speaking, 

the Greeks understood by apopoS something long and 

narrow - roughly rectangular in shape. Thus when 
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Pheidippides calls to his fellow-competitor in Aris- 

tophanes Clouds (line 25) to keep to his own 

apöµoS, he means that he should remain within the 

bounds of the two imaginary lines drawn the length of 

the racecourse which separate each contestant from his 

neighbour. The apöµoq here could be compared to a 

lane on a 100 metres track or in a swimming pool. 

6pöµoS could be used also to denote something 

broader than a single lane on an athletics track, but 

still rectangular in form. When Homer said that the 

competitors were racing down the final öpöµoS in 

the chariot race at the funeral games of Patroclus, he 

meant by 6pöµog something resembling the shape of a 

complete 100 metres track with all its lanes. And 

finally, the dpöµog on which Orestes took part in 

that supposedly fatal chariot race at Delphi22 would 

have been roughly the shape of two WO metres tracks 

set side by side, i. e. much like the shape of the in- 

side of a modern athletics stadium viewed from one end. 

(f) Circuit 

This is a favourite meaning ascribed to apöµog 

in a racing context by many translators and commen- 

tators. We know from a reference in Lucian23 that 

öpöµoS had such a meaning at least in post- 

Classical Greece24. 

Tö% v µev ye Tnv Kuprvaiwv api. aTgaaaiav 
C1TL6etKVVVTa IT oAxouS Trepi T'v ÄKaa'µiav 

eN\I rl% 
eF, eaavvety 6p0 µovg eIr L Tag avTTj g 
äppaTOTpoxl. g airavTag µraev irapatavTal wao, 

evos apopov Qýµeta KaTa Tgg yInq 
vlroaetlrea0aL. 
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(It is said that he [Anniceris] showed Cyrenian 
skill in his chariot, by driving many laps round 
the Academy, keeping each time to the same track 
so that the mark of just one circuit was left in 
the ground. ) 

There are however many instances of 6pöµoS in 

connection with horse racing in early Greek literature, 

particularly in Pindar, which are not quite so easy to 

interpret. 

In four of his victory odes, Pindar alludes to the 

length of the four-horse chariot race at either Olympia 

or Delphi, and in three of these he uses as a unit of 

measurement the term apbu. os. In Pythian 5 line 

33, the four-horse chariot race is described as com- 

prising twelve swift 6popoi of the racecourse 

ltwaapKewv aw6eK' äv 6po iv Teµevog. On the 

evidence of Homer and later lexicographers quoted in 

(e), one would assume that these twelve dpöµot. were 

twelve lengths of the racecourse, or six complete laps. 

The scholiast on this passage offers little help with 

this problem by pointing us to a fragment of Cal- 

limachus (no. 674 Pfeiffer), which unfortunately ap- 

pears to be corrupt and makes little sense. 

The second reference to the length of the four- 

horse chariot race in Pindar (Olympian 2 line 50) 

describes the race as 6uwöeKa6p6µoS - comprising 

twelve 6pöµoL. In this case, one could substitute 

either "length" or "circuit" for dpöµos and both 

would make perfectly good sense. The scholiast has for- 

tunately given us his interpretation as to what Pindar 

meant by 3vw6EKa6pöµoS. 
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6UW6EKadpöµwv. OTL awaeKa öpöµoug eTpexov Tä 
TExEIa CýpµaTa TouleaTIV l Kal bý KaµirT^ TIPCIS. 

([A race is called) duodekadromos because the 
chariots with fully-grown horses ran twelve dromoi 
i. e. twelve circuits). 

However, the interpretation of kaµýrr-r4 p here as 

"circuit" should not be taken as indubitable25. 

The third passage of Pindar (Olympian 6 line 

75) in which 6pöµoq is used to denote a unit of 

measurement for the four-horse chariot race, although 

it does not unequivocally state it, does seem to sug- 

gest that apöµog in this instance (and therefore by 

necessity in the other two since they are all connected 

with the same event) means a "circuit" or "lap". 

oig 1101¬ Trpw -r o tg nepi % öw6EKaTov apöµov 
cAauvovTeoaty 

(to those who are 
dromos). 

The crucial word 

preposition ncpt. It 

could substitute adequ 

"straight" for äpo4oq 

first, driving round the twelfth 

in this line is obviously the 

is difficult to see how one 

ately the meaning "length" or 

in this instance, since . the 

line would no longer make sense, and, with the circular 

motion implied in irept, dpöµog here must mean 

"circuit". 

This assumption is borne out by the fourth of 

Pindar's references to the length of the four-horse 

chariot race, 

Twv vtv 
nepL 

el «rzrwv 

namely that in Olympian 3.33. 

YXUKUS µepo5 CQxev dw6cKäyvaµ1rTOV 
-r6pµa öpöµov 

(pU v(YaL. 

(A sweet desire came to him to plant them [the 
olive trees) around the turning post which is 
rounded twelve times on the hippodrome). 
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The turning post on the Olympic hippodrome around 

which these olive trees were planted was, according to 

the scholiast on Aristophanes Frogs (line 995), the 

one which served also as the finishing post26. 
. 01, 

T 
:0 

eC v T4) Texet Tot) To1TOV 0u ETeAcLT c0 
&1,21 µog , eXatat aTLx n66v tC of dpö aTavaL, o1Qat 

KaTavTTµa Tov öpoµov [... J. 

(At the end of the area where the race finishes, 
olive trees stand in rows, being the goal of the 
race). 

If this post was rounded twelve times27, then the 

second turning post at the opposite end of the 

racecourse must have been turned also twelve times, 

making a total of 24 turns. This would result in a race 

of twelve laps for the four-horse chariot and not six 

as would be the case if one were to translate 

dpöµoS in this context as "length" or "straight". 

That the four-horse chariot race for fully-grown 

horses at Olympia, and on the evidence of Pindar 

Pythian 5 line 33 also at Delphi, comprised twelve 

circuits is attested by the Old Seraglio manuscript 

found at Constantinople, which mentions the dimensions 

of the Olympic hippodrome and the distance of some 

races - TP XOUOLV I... ] (sc. four-horse chariots) 

K1KAoug 6 6EKa. (The four-horse chariots for fully- 

grown horses run twelve circuits. ) 

There is an obvious problem in translating 

dpöµoS in certain contexts, since it can mean both 

"straight" and "circuit". In some passages the context 

will leave the translator in no doubt as to which mean- 

ing is correct (e. g. Homer Iliad 23 line 373 
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"straight", Pindar Olympian 6 line 75 "circuit"), 

but how can one be sure what is meant by io'ýLOS in 

Sophocles' Electra line 726, Teaoüv1reg EKTov 

ebaoµov v, 6pöµov, when the immediate context 

offers no help? This line could just as easily be 

translated "having finished the sixth length, they 

were already on the seventh", as "having finished the 

sixth circuit, they were already on the seventh". Both 

translations are equally possible and both meanings of 

6p6 og are equally well attested in racing con- 

texts. However, since we must assume that the contem- 

porary reader would have been in no doubt as to what 

was meant here, either because he knew that 6pöµog 

had always the same meaning when used to divide up and 

measure horse races, or because as a spectator he had 

first-hand knowledge of whether chariot races were 

counted in circuits or straights, then we must decide 

what was the standard meaning of 6pöµog in such in- 

stances. In section (e) we came to the conclusion by 

comparing Homer Iliad 23 line 373 with Pausanias 

5.9.2. that a Greek reading the phrases lrüµa-roS 

dpAi. os28 or eaxäýros 6pöµog in a racing context 

would understand immediately "finishing straight" or 

"home stretch", without needing or obtaining further 

clarification from the author. He would recognize both 

as standard terminology. Equally, the Greek reader of 

the fifth-century B. C. should also have had no dif- 

ficulty in understanding the line of Sophocles just 

quoted, or, as a further example, what was meant by 
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Pheidippides in Aristophanes' Clouds (line 28) when 

he asked Troaou 6pöµovq eXa Ta iToAeµua-rfjpLa; (How 
t 

many dromoi do the war chariots run? ). 

Since there must have been a standard meaning f or 

apöµoS when used as a unit of measurement, we must 

translate it in these cases as "circuit" for the fol- 

lowing reasons. Firstly, in the four references in Pin- 

dar where the length of the four-horse chariot race is 

specifically mentioned, two of these point conclusively 

to apo og being translated throughout as "circuit", 

while the other two could suggest either "circuit" or 

"straight". Secondly, in the passages in Homer and 

Pausanias mentioned above where ap&Log is trans- 

01 lated "straight", it could be argued that 6po pos is 

being used topographically to denote a part of the 

racecourse, rather than a standard measurement of dis- 

tance in a race. In the passage of Homer (if not also 

that of Pausanias), the race in question is a 
i 

dLauAog which comprised only one circuit of the 

track and therefore irüµa-ros apöµos by necessity 

refers to the final straight. 

apALos not so much as 

rather "complete circuit of 

Thirdly, if we interpret 

"circuit" or "lap", but 

the course", envisaging 

more of the idea of "racecourse" as in section (b)ý 

then the question asked by Pheidippides might mean to 

the Greek reader "How many courses (i. e. full circuits 

of the track) do the war chariots run? ". This would 

suggest that the Greeks measured their horse races in 

much the same way as long-distance races on a track are 
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measured today i. e. in laps or circuits, with the one 

difference that the Greeks did not employ a separate 

word for "circuit" or "lap", but instead used 

dpopoS meaning "racecourse" for this purpose. Thus 

a Greek, wishing to find out how many laps made up a 

particular race, would ask "How Many courses? " (i. e. 

How many times round the racecourse? ). This of course 

removes the slight problem which had arisen over 

6po4oS, which had seemed in most instances to sig- 

nify something straight and rectangular29, now being 

used to denote something circular, as it would if 

it aovq dpöµovg; meant purely "How many circuits? ". 
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2NYEEA 

(a)_ Homeric Usage 

The term vvTQa occurs five times in the epics 

of Homer (four of these alone in Book 23 of the 

Iliad), each time in a sporting context. The first 

three in Iliad Book 23 occur in Nestor's speech 

(lines 306-348) to his son Antilochus. Here Nestor ad- 

vises his son on how to drive in the chariot race at 

the funeral games in honour of Patroclus. The old man 

knows that Antilochus' horses are not the f astest in 

the race, and he therefore concentrates on tactics for 

rounding the turning post where a clever strategy can 

win the race. In each case (lines 332,338,344), it is 

clear that vvaca in this context can mean only far 

turning post30. 

The other two occurrences of vvaaa in Homer 

both appear in the same formulation - rotat 6'ä'rro 

vüaa rs -re-ra-ro öpo oS- - and both describe the 

start of a foot race. In Iliad Book 23 line 758, 

the athletes are about to race off in the fourth dis- 

cipline in the funeral games for Patroclus. Achilles 

shows the competitors the -r¬ppaTa (boundaries of 

the course). At the same point in the earlier chariot- 

race (lines 358-9), the repµa ra were said to be 

TInaöeev ev aeic) nea(W (far off on the flat 

plain), and we assumed that the 'repµaTa there 

referred simply to the far turning post. In the case 
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of the foot race, there is no further qualification as 

to where the T pµa-ra lay or of what they consisted. 

Perhaps one is expected to assume that they were the 

same as for the chariot race. Our examination of 

. 41 vvaca in line 758 may help to resolve this. 

If we interpret r"-raro apöµoS as "the pace was 

forced"32, line 758 must mean "the pace was forced from 

the vuQaa". But what then does vvaQa mean in 

this context? There are three possible interpretations. 

(i) Starting-line/Starting-post. This is an interpreta- 

tion favoured by many translators and commentators. K. 

Ameis33 offers the following explanation: 

"vv441 ac a, die Schranke, die den Ausgangspunkt 
und nach Erreichung des Zieles wieder den Endpunkt 
für den Wettlauf bildete. " 

Such a translation assumes that Homer used 

vvaaa to denote both "starting line" and "turning 

post" in Iliad BooK 23. W. Leaf34 connects 

vvaaa with vüaaeLv "to scratch", and proposes 

that vvcaa is "exactly equivalent to our word the 

scratch"35. It would appear then that Ameis, Leaf and 

many other scholars36 consider that the athletes who 

took part in this foot race had to complete the same 

course as the competitors in the chariot race. 

(ii) Hear turning post. This retains the sense of 

"turning post" in vuaaa and implies that the race 

was at least a aiavaog, with this vu as serving 

as a starting post, possibly a turning post depending 
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on the length of the race, and probably also the 

finishing post. However in neither the chariot race nor 

the foot race is there a mention of more than one lap. 

There would therefore have been no need for a second 

turning post. Yet if there was a tradition of racing 

over several laps, although in these two instances 

neither of the two races consisted of more than one 

lap, it is still reasonable, when laying out a tem- 

porary racecourse, to erect two posts, both of which 

would be called a vucca and use one solely as a 

starting and finishing post. In this respect, this in- 

terpretation of vvaaa has much in common with the 

first one. 

(iii) Far turning post. This agrees with the other 

three instances of vüaaa in Iliad Book 23, al- 

though it is the interpretation least supported by 

modern scholars. This race would then have been an 

äKa LLWLog, starting perhaps from what served as 

the far turning post in the chariot race or from 

another selected for the purpose. On this interpreta- 

tion, the previous line in which Achilles points out 

the -t(pµa-ra, and which seems to suggest that the 

event was a öiav)og like the chariot race, would 

either be spurious37 or require to be reinterpreted. 

The most likely solution could be that -r pµarra here 

signifies "boundary" in its fullest sense, i. e. from 

the starting line to the finishing post, and not just 

the turning post as was the case with the earlier 
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chariot race. 

If this race was then an ! Käµ1LOS, like the 

later alaäLov race at the Olympic games, the ath- 

letes must have first walked to the other end of the 

racecourse before starting. Such at least was the 

scholiast's understanding of this line. He makes the 

following comment: 

20 Enet 4111 KäµnTOUaty, OU TaµteuouaLV ¬L3 TO 
TeXOS TO Taxos, aXA' euOEwg irpoirgdwaty. 

(Since they do not turn, they do not conserve 
their speed to the end of the race, but instead 
they leap forward immediately). 

Eustathius (1328.20) takes a similar view, ac- 

tually stating that the race was an &Käµ1rloq. 

P, tg ae TO a'RO vvaa'g paa v OTt ÖOALXOS 
1_511 C 'nV o öpöµo5 KaL 'f 

Ca peals alTÖ TOV 

Kaý, nTnpog eyeve o avw epos Týv a(pcT'pt. av. 
Ka, LCrWS OUTO5 ea LV 0 AeyO$evoq 
aKaµlrlog dpöµog. 

(As regards äaiö vGQQmns, they say that the 
race was long and that it started at the turning 
post and finished up at the starting place. This 
is the so-called äKa LLVLO5 race). 

So what are the main arguments for and against 

such an interpretation? First of all, in the descrip- 

tion of the start of the chariot race there is no men- 

tion either of a vuaaa or of a starting line. In- 

stead, vvaca was used solely as a term for turning 

post. Why then does Homer now use vvcaa to denote 

the starting post, which was not mentioned in the 

chariot race? Secondly, in ancient Greece the foot race 

was normally shorter than the chariot race. It stands 

to reason that horses, being stronger and faster than 

humans, should have to race over longer distances. 
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Therefore such a short, straight race as this would 

have its rightful place in the agonistic tradition of 

the ancient Greeks as the predecessor of the 

aT6diov race at Olympia. And thirdly, there is no 

indication during this foot race that the athletes 

rounded a turning post. 

There are, however, some counter-arguments to this 

position. First of all, although Homer never mentions 

the athletes rounding a turning post in the course of 

the race, he does repeat a phrase which he used in his 

description of the chariot race to signify the com- 

petitors entering the final straight. This phrase oc- 

curs in the foot race at line 768 - 
aXA' oTe an 

zrvµalov 7EXEov dpöµov. It is clear in the context of 

the chariot race that rtüµa-tov 6p6iµov in line 373 

denotes the final straight of a6 auXoS', and there- 

fore one could conclude that this foot race comprised 

also two straights since this phrase is repeated here. 

11 However it is possible that irvµaTog 6popog sig- 

nified something less specific in this context such as 

"last stretch" or "final phase", due to the many dif- 

ferent meanings of 6popog. This latter interpreta- 

tion of irvµa-rog 6pöµoq is supported by the mention 

in the chariot race of the competitors "returning 

towards the sea", having just rounded the turning post. 

However, this was not the case with the foot race, per- 

haps because it was an aKa rtos event with the 

entire race being run in one direction. 

Secondly, as was mentioned earlier, this line of 
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the Iliad is found also in the Odyssey Book 8 

line 121 in Homer's account of the foot race at the 

Phaeacian games in honour of Odysseus. In this case, 

there is no previous chariot race, nor a description of 

the racecourse. It is more difficult to translate 

vvaaa here as "far turning post" since no turning 

post has already been mentioned. 

The answer to this problem could lie in the pos- 

sibility that & Trö vüaaTr might have been a stand- 

ard expression for a straight race or an 

äKäµzrLoq. Going back to the Phaeacian games in 

the Odyssey Book 8, we are told that the contests 

were held in the agora38. If we assume that this was 

the usual venue for sporting contests in Phaeacia, it 

is likely that there were one or perhaps two turning 

posts permanently situated there, and both a starting 

and finishing line marked out. ALauaog races would 

begin at one end of the agora and finish at this same 

end. AKäµlnoS races on the other hand would start 

at the other end where the turning post of the 

aiauXog stood, and could well have come to be 

called "afro vüaallg" (from the turning post), 

simply another way of saying äKäµntos. 

(b) Classical and Hellenistic Usage 

The term vvaaa does not appear to have been 

favoured by authors of the Classical period, a rý 'ria, r) 

and KaµL rt71/KaIL ir-r'jp being used instead. A passage 
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of Plato (Ion 537B-C), in which the chariot-race at 

the funeral games of Patroclus in Homer's Iliad 23 

is being discussed, serves as a typical illustration of 

this. In the dialogue, Socrates calls the turning post 

a KaµOrq, whereas in the passage being quoted from 

Homer it is called a vv 39 aaa 

In the Hellenistic period, vvaaa seems to have 

been used solely with the meaning "turning post""40. 

(C) Post-Hellenistic Usage 

In the post-Hellenistic period, vüaca was used 

most often to denote a turning post. Pausanias employed 

it as such to signify both the far41 and the near42 

turning posts on the Olympic hippodrome. 

By the post-Hellenistic period, however, vicaa 

had definitely acquired the two additional meanings in 

a sporting context (starting line, and finishing post) 

that we suspected it might have had as far back as 

Homeric times. 

(i) Starting line /post. Oppian (Halieutica 5. 642), 

describing a diver standing on the prow of a ship wait- 

ing for the right moment to enter the water, compares 

him to an athlete standing on the starting line (ev 

vüac `). The idea here is one of a line or a slab of 

stone on which runners positioned themselves at the 

start of a race, rather than a post43. Such a usage 

would suggest a close etymological connection between 
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i 
vvoaa and vu aei. v (to scratch). In the same 

work, Oppian (1.205) again uses v1QQa with the 

possible meaning of starting line/post. He relates how 

pilot fish, due to their fear of dry land, always turn 

back and swim out to sea again when they get too close 

to the shore. This retreat is likened to the speed (of 

i 
athletes) racing away from a vuaaa. A. W. Hair in 

I 
the Loeb edition interprets vvoaa here as startIng- 

post. However it is possible that Oppian pictured ath- 

letes slowing down to round a turning post safely and 

then accelerating on entering the straight. This wou d. 

be a particularly appropriate illustration for fish 

which swim up to the shore and then quickly back out to 

sea. The scholiast on this line certainly recognized 

i 
both these possible meanings of vua oa. 

i COT'. v1aaa 
i äcCTrflp. 01, äßp' 01-1 OU C 

C. ., 

vIr 110uc atp'. aa' TpexEIV. EOT'. L 
Ka4Tr TmnpLoS, Ev 11 TPEXOVTES Ka4IT T OUa. ....:. 

(There is a starting nussa, from which the horses 
are sent off to race, and a turning nussa, around 
which they turn during the race [... 

Quintus Smyrnaeus (4.507) used vv6Qa also to 

denote a starting line. At the beginning of the cha.: t 

race in the funeral games for Achilles, we read t-z-=t 

1 
the competitors each stood on the vvc: CT a, -e 

vvaOTj 1 d'eaTav 6KaGT0L. Here, vuG6a must me 

"starting line" due to Quintus' use of the prep oZ-t-c,; 

zr,. followed by the genitive case. Later in 

same book, describing the start of the since hon e 

race Quintus borrows the phrase curo vvjcý, 1`ýý arc::. 
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Homer which we discussed earlier. Due to the fact t---, at 

Quintus uses vvoßa to mean both turning post and 

starting line in his writings, it is difficult to 

decide o n the correct interpretation in this -i: s Lance. 

To some extent the same arguments apply here az were 

offered above in the discussion on the corresp oi-'., ding 

lines of Homer. 

/ 
(ii) Fynishing post. vvaoa was also used i:, the 

post-Hellenistic period to denote the finisrb: ng poct or 

goal of a race. Oppian employs it twice i:: his 

46 Halieutlca (3.11,4.104) with this meaning 

0 
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3. KAy 
le 

MIITEIN, KAMIIH and KAMUTHP 

The verb Käµir-reLv was much used in agonistic 

descriptions and metaphors, especially by the 

dramatists of the Classical period. Its primary meaning 

is "to turn". Thus Sophocles describes a horse turning 

the post in the fictitious chariot race in the 

Electra as a Ka . LWTOVTog i1r1rov (line 744). 

Theocritus (24 lines 119-20) also uses KaµLirrety of 

rounding a turning post - TrepL vuaaav aalpaXewq 

KaµirTovTa. 

However, from the idea of rounding a turning post 

(which in a 6iavaoS race would mean entering the 

final straight), Kac Lirrei. v acquired the meaning of 

"to complete", i. e. to round the turning post and com- 

plete the final stretch of the track. This has to be 

the meaning of KaµL*aL 3tavXov ea-repov KWAov 1tQALv 

(Aeschylus Agamemnon line 344) which Denniston and 

Page render in an amplified translation as "turn <round 

the bend and traverse> the second leg of the course. " A 

similar sense is also intended in Bacchylides' use of 

Kap-rr rety in Ode 9 line 26. The athlete to whom the 

poem is dedicated is said to have fallen into the crowd 

after he had completed the four-lap race - 

Tc-rp[aexLK'ro]v elret KäI. P[ev 6pö]µov. The notion 

of "turning", of course, is still present in the 

reader's mind as he pictures the athlete running round 

the racecourse. In Euripides' Helen (line 1666), 

KäµlrreLV is similarly used of living out or com- 
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pleting one's life - 
OTav dc Käµyrýg Kai TEAEVTIICF'fl 

btov47. 

Such metaphorical usages of Kapir-reLv occur 

several times in Euripides, each evoking the imagery of 

the racecourse which the poet employed so frequently. 

However it is difficult to find one English word which 

would adequately serve as a translation for each in- 

stance. Where Käµlrr¬Lv can be rendered "to 

complete" in Helen line 1666, it cannot be so 

translated in Electra line 956. In this passage 

Electra, addressing the corpse of Aegisthus, warns that 

one must wait until death before assessing whether or 

not one has 

VLKav d 
YPaµµ, 1S 

been fortunate in life. 

TO lrpwTOV 61114' eäv dpäµT KaAWS, 
DKevTW TTIv 6$Kn v, irpi. v av lrepag 

tKlITCxt Kai. TEaog KQ L p'T bi. ov. 

(Let no-one assume, although he may have begun the 
race well, that he has conquered justice, before 
he has arrived at the winning line and reached the 
goal of life) (954-6). 

The final phrase of this quotation could con- 

ceivably be translated "and round the goal of life", 

taking K6pir-reLV in its primary meaning of "to 

turn". But it is difficult to see then the exact pic- 

ture Euripides had in mind. Rather, one is compelled to 

render KaµLirreuv as "reach". And this must be the 

meaning intended by Euripides (Hippolytus line 87) 

%- 'reAos öe Kci eatµ' wairep rp , 
c* wrl v b. ou. (May I 

reach the end of my life as I began. ) 

A further shade of meaning for Käµ, t'rety is 

found in Euripides Suppliants lines 748-9. 
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nöxeLg T', exovoat aßä xöyov Kap. QL KaKa, 
IPOV4) KaeaLpeiae', oü Aoyy, Tä npayµa-ra. 

(Cities, which could end evil by dialogue, resolve 
instead the issues by death). 

In this context, 'ca' r-reLv cannot be rendered 

as "turn", "complete" or "reach", but rather "end" or, 

as Collard suggests, "leave behind". 

With such a variety of translations possible for 

01 Kaµ1TTEIV in sporting metaphors, it is hardly 

surprising to discover that Kaµ1r-r4jp and Kaµn4j, 

the substantives derived from this verb, had also 

several different meanings. 

The most obvious of these is "turning post", and 

both Kaµirrn and KaµLVT'np were widely used in this 

sense. Plato (Ion 537a) uses Ka µm71 as such in 

his dialogue between Ion and Socrates at the point 

where the chariot race at the funeral games of 

Patroclus in Homer's Iliad Book 23 is being dis- 

cussed. 

Eilre öIn µoL ä Xey¬. N1QTwp 1AvT. Aöx4) T4) 
tuet, napaivwv evXabTj eTvaL nept TTIV Kaµzr71v 
EV Tn iC irirodpoµia Tmj eiT. llaTp0Kacý. 

(Tell me what Nestor says to his son Antilochus 
when he advises him to be careful round the turn- 
ing post in the horse race in honour of 
Patr oclus). 

It is interesting to note Plato's choice of ter- 

minology here. Ion goes on to quote from memory 

Nestor's advice to his so n during which the turning 

post is called a vüaaa, yet Plato himself in the 

main dialogue prefers KaµTrn . 
48 

Due to the nature of the ancient Greek racecourse 
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or stadium where the two turning posts could also serve 

as starting and finishing posts, words denoting a turn- 

ing post, such as vuaaa and Kaµlt7n p, often came 

to have these two additional meanings. 

In the case of Kaµirein' and Ka 1TT np, both ac- 

quired the meaning "finishing post". This would seem to 

be the correct interpretation of Kaµrtq in 

Euripides' Electra 659 - iraX. v Tol µu9ov Eid 

Kaµn, nv aye 
- which A. S. Way in the Loeb translates 

"yet toward thy goal turn thou thy speech! "49. 

A clear example can be found in Aristotle's 

Rhetoric 14O9a 32, where the philosopher, discuss- 

ing the merits of various styles of speech, employs a 

metaphor from the racecourse to clarify his view. 

., r. aLolrep eIr L TOLE KaµnT11 PQLV eK1TVeoua. Kai 
¬KavovTai.. npoopwVTeS yap TO irepag oü KäµvouaI 
lrp6TEpo V. 

(That is why athletes lose their breath and faint 
at the finishing posts, but beforehand when they 
see the end in front of them, they do not tire). 

On the use of Kaµzr -rTI p in this passage of 

Aristotle's Rhetoric, Sandys and Cope (page 93) 

make an erroneous statement which has been repeated by 

reputable scholars many times since50. In explaining 

why KapiTT71p, the primary meaning of which is turn- 

ing post, also came to mean finishing post, they state, 

"This interpretation [... ] makes the Kaµir-rýrjp, 
which is properly the turning post of the 
diauXoS - whence its name - here the goal of 
the a rädtov or single race, in a straight 
line: the Kawrr-rvjp of the 6LauAoS being in 
fact the v pas of the QYädtov. " 

The error in this view lies in the fact that the 
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turning post in the 6 avaog was not the goal of 

the a rrä iov race but rather the starting post. In 

the ancient Greek stadium, as at any modern racecourse 

or athletics track, it was desirable that all races 

finished in the same place. Thus at Olympia, the com- 

petitors in the 6 avaoS foot race, which was simply 

once up and once down the track, started at the western 

end of the stadium and ended at the western end. The 

a-ra&ov race, which consisted of one length of the 

track, began therefore at the eastern end of the 

stadium where the turning post for the 5 avao8 was 

positioned, and ended, like the diavaog, at the 

western end where the majority of spectators would have 

gathered. Eustathius (1328.20), commenting on the foot 

race at the funeral games in honour of Patroclus in 

Homer's Iliad Book 23, which he obviously believed 

to be similar to the aT &ov race at Olympia, con- 

firms this fact. 

11 a(pEQLg aIro Tov Kai. 1rTen pog e ev¬TO avw 
itpog T11v a(PET TIPLav. Kai. tQwg OUTOS ¬QTLV 
0 Aeyöµevog aKaµzri. og apöµog. 

(The race was from the turning post up to the 
starting place. This was perhaps the so-called 
"race without a turn". ) 

Kaµ1t7'rjp thus came to denote a finishing post, 

not because the KaµlTTp of the 3iauXoS served 

as such, but rather because there was also a turning 

post at the western end of the stadium and hippodrome 

at Olympia for the döaixog foot race and the 

chariot races which comprised several circuits of the 

track. Since all races finished at the western end, the 
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turning post there was used also as a finishing post. 

As a parallel to KaµLVTety meaning "to com- 

plete, reach, end", KaµOrTijp came to be used in 

later Greek literature to denote a lap of the 

racecourse. The idea was probably that of a "completed 

turning" of the track, involving the two main senses of 

Kapir-rcLv, much like the English word "circuit". The 

scholiast to Pindar Olympian 2.55 employed 

Kaµ1rvgp thus in noting the distance covered by the 

four-horse chariot for fully-grown horses at Olympia. 

6 deKa öpöu. ovg 
, 

cTpexov Tä TeAeta apµa'ra, 
11 ToUTCQTLV i Kai b KaµOr-r1npas 

([... ) the four-horse chariot for fully-grown 
horses ran twelve dromoi, i. e. twelve circuits). 

KaµLv rip was used clearly with the sense of 

"circuit" also by the Byzantine scholar of the twelfth 

century B. C., Johannes Tzetzes (Chil. 6. Hist. 698-700). 

C% Atavaog 6pCoµog 0 6Lzr Aoüg, Eva fro 
wv 

Kaµ1TTTIpa. 60XLXOS evTa<5 poµog, TpeLg yap .. 19 .%-C. 

Kaµ1IITrfPQS FIXE Kal TO KaµIrTn po5 'n µtaV. 

(The diaulos was the double dromos, comprising one 
lap. The dolichos was seven dromoi, for it had 
three and a half laps. ) 

There are several other occurrences of Kaµ1t-r'p 

in extant Greek literature from the Hellenistic and 

post-Hellenistic periods which may also be correctly 

translated as "lap". The earliest appears in Fragment 

10 of the third-century B. C. mimographer Herodas. 

rr nv , 'rov t C 
e4 nKOQTOV 

CO 
'Tj ALov 

or 
Kaµ*, ng 

4 le IT I'puxAe, f FpuAAe, ev71 QKe KaL T¬ PPT 'Lvev. , 
ws T'i(PX0s oünetp]Ketv(a) -roü b'Lov Kaµ1r'rn p. 
rd, n yap au<y>, rl Tag coils aiv p. t XuvTaL. 

(Gryllus, Gryllus, when you have completed your 
sixtieth year, die and become ashes. The 
following lap of life is blind, for the light 
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of life is already dimmed. ) 

Commentators have invariably interpreted 

KQ. L1TT'qp here as meaning "lap", and compare its 

usage in this fragment to an occurrence of Kawr vnp 

in a first-century B. C. epigram of the poet Meleager 

(Anthologla Palatina 12.257)51. 

e ý, Of ? A lrvµaTov Kaµ1 DTIpa KarayyeXXovßa KOPWVLS 
[... ]. 

(I, the flourish announcing the last kampter). 

In the Herodas fragment, "lap" is perhaps the most 

p 
convincing translation, especially since Kaµivr¬ty 

is used two lines earlier apparently with the sense of 

"to complete". However, it is more difficult to ascribe 
i 

the meaning of "lap" to Kaµn-r'p in the Meleager 

epigram as commentators on Herodas have done. A 

KopwvtS (flourish), which Meleager says marks the 

i 
last Kaµir-rilp, was normally a stroke of the pen sig- 

nifying the end of a chapter of a book. A more ap- 

propriate interpretation of ztvµa-rog Kaµir-rn p here 

would surely be "finishing post", and not "lap"52. 

i 
A further usage of Kap. irY'p in the post- 

Hellenistic period with the possible meaning of "lap" 

occurs in a fable of Babrius (29) in which an old 

racehorse, retired from competition and harnessed to a 

i 
mill-stone laments 'its fate - 

eK dpoµwv oiwv 

KU11ITT nPC15 o. Ou aX pLTeua. yvpevw. Perry in the 

Loeb translates "Alas, what courses once I ran, and now 

what wretched goal-posts must I turn about to serve 
i 

these millers! " Such an interpretation of Kap. Tr-r'p 
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eft 

as goal-post requires KaµitTilpag to be taken as the 

p direct object of yvpevw. However, a more likely 

translation would be - "what laps I now circle... " - 

taking Kaper r9 pag as a cognate accusative. This in- 

terpretation avoids the possible technical difficulty 

encountered in Perry's translation of explaining the 

plural KaµlrT'paS when, if Kaµ, r rep denotes a 

goal post or turning post, one would expect a horse to 

be circling only one post in the context of a mill. 

e 

ý,?. r 

)I. 

/i ( 
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i 
4. TEPMA 

As with many ancient Greek words connected with 

the hippodrome, repµa had several meanings, all of 

which were semantically interlinked. 

(a) Turning Post 

We first meet -repµa in a horse-racing context 

in Homer's Iliad. In the description of the chariot 

race at the funeral games in honour of Patroclus in 

Book 23, the term occurs three times in the plural 

(lines 309,333,358) and twice in the singular (lines 

462,466), and on each occasion clearly denotes the far 

turning post. The plural Yepp. a-ra occurs also in a 

racing metaphor in Book 22 (line 162) where Achilles 

and Hector are likened to two racehorses running nept 

-repµa-ra. In this case, the plural "turning posts" 

seems to fit the context better. 

-repp. a can be found throughout extant ancient 

Greek literature with the meaning of turning post53. It 

came to have this meaning probably because a turning 

post marked the furthest point or end of the 

racecourse. 

(b) Boundary 

-repµa was used frequently to describe the 

geographical boundary or -limit of an area. Herodotus 

(7.54) employed it thus to denote the final frontier of 

Europe which Xerxes hoped to reach in his conquests. 
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This usage has much in common with that of "turning 

Post", the furthest point on a racecourse. It is dif- 

ficult, however, to find an instance of Tepµa 

describing the boundary line of a hippodrome. An ob- 

vious explanation for this is that many racecourses in 

ancient Greece were not enclosed on all sides and 

therefore could not be said to have had a definite 

boundary. 

(C) Finishing Line 

It is not surprising to find the finishing line on 

a racecourse being called the -reppa, although prac- 

tically all instances of such a usage occur in Hel- 

lenistic or post-Hellenistic 54, authors 
Epý. 

a, T 

however, was frequently used metaphorically by the 

tragedians of the Classical period to denote, f or ex- 

ample, a goal which someone had achieved55. 

A particular use of äKpo1 should be men- 

tioned here. The Greeks frequently combined this adjec- 

tive with one of the many words for "finishing post" or 

"goal", such as Tepµa or 7eaoS as a way of em- 

phasizing that point on a track which had to be reached 
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before a race could be officially won. An appropriate 

English translation for such a phrase could be "the 

final post" or more abstractly "the very end". An- 

tipater of Thessalonica, the epigrammatist of the first 

century B. C., provides us with a clear example of this 

usage, describing the speed of the runner Aries5b. 

11 yap ep' uaira'qywv qj -repµa-roS eiäe TLS 301 aKpov 
rnLeCOv µeGCFW 6' ov 1r or' CV% aTa6L4). 

(The boy could be seen only at the start or the 
very end of the race, but never in the middle. ) 

The combination of tKpog and a term for 

"goal" occurs frequently both literally and metaphori- 

cally in ancient Greek literature57, but has on occa- 

sions been misunderstood. R. Jebb, in his commentary on 

Sophocles Antigone line 131, where the chorus tells 

of how Zeus struck down the victorious invader of 

i 
Thebes who was baAbLdwv En' a pwv, interprets 

this phrase as "at his topmost goal, i. e. at his goal 

on the top of our walls". The evidence of the various 

i 
passages cited above, however, suggests that baabC' 

and &pog go together in the figurative sense, 

"the final goal". The idea that the literal goal, the 

battlements, was äKpog (high) is an added bonus, 

which may have further attracted Sophocles to use this 

particular metaphor, but this must still be regarded 

as of secondary importance. 

The fact that the finishing post on a racecourse 

was often referred to as a Tcpµa aKpov or an 

equivalent phrase adds a further dimension to an al- 
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ready confused question of direction on the racetrack. 

Plato (Republic 6i3B) uses the obscure phrases ra 

avw and Ya Ka-rw to denote the start and finish 

of a race. 

ovx of µev 
_ 

de1VOl TE Kal ÖI6LKOI dpWQLV oirep 
poi 

apoµýgý oa0L 
10.4 

av 9ewaLv 
% ev 

_airo TWV KaTW, aTro dE TWV avw 41. '1); TO p. ev 'RpWTOV 30 
oL o cw aTroir'n<Swc? v, TeAevTwv'reg 6e KaTayeAaQT 
% ylyvovTal, Ta WTa elft TWV wµwV eXOVTes 

KaL 
aaTewpävwTO, airoTp¬XOVTeS. 

(Are not clever but wicked men like athletes who 
run up the track well, but badly back down again? 
They start off sharply, but they end up being 
laughed at, and they run off the course uncrowned 
with their tails between their legs. ) 

One must assume that, although they occur only in 

Plato, the terms Ta avw (the upper end) and Ta 

Ka-rw (the lower end), were perfectly comprehensible 

to the Greeks of the Classical period who were ac- 

quainted generally with the terminology of the 

i 
racecourse. Competitors in a ölavaoS were therefore 

regarded as running up to the turning post and back 

down to the finishing line. We employ similar, if 

less concrete, terms to describe running today. The 

concept of the finishing line being at the lower end of 

a racecourse receives support from the fact that, at 

least in the post-Classical period, the "goal" of a 

i 
race was sometimes referred to as the KaTavTilµa, 

which includes the idea of downward motion5$. 

There is a temptation then, by a similar argument, 

to interpret Tepµa a pov as the "high finishing 

post", i. e. the post at the top end of the racecourse, 

as opposed to the turning post at the lower end. The 
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competitors would thus run up to the finishing line, 

and indeed this is exactly what Eustathius (1328. 20- 

21), in his explanation of the foot race at the funeral 

games for Patroclus in Homer Iliad Book 23, claims 

they did. 

Cfý? '11 % 
aifec; g afro TOU Kaµ'TrTn po1 

i 
eyeveTo avW 

irpos r'qv a(Qe rr PL av. Kal laws OUTOg eaTl, v 
C 0 Xeyoµevog aKa{l? TLos 6poµo1. 

(The race was from the turning post up to the 
starting line. This was the so-called race without 
a turn. ) 

The problem, of course, with such an interpreta- 

tion of Tepµa aKpov, although it is logical and 

finds support in Eustathius, is that it directly con- 

tradicts Plato's use of Ta ävw and Tä Ka-rw. 
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FOOTNOTES 

i. Discussion on the various terms for starting 
mechanisms on the 

or 
ancient Greek hippodrome such as Cif uaTrA 'n F, and baabLS is to be found more ap- 

propriately in Chapter 4. 

2. It was used perhaps more of ten in this context as 
the compound tiriroopoµia (Xenophon Symposium 
1.2, Aristotle Athenian Constitution 60.22) 

3. Olympian 1.21 

4.6.13.9. 

5. Pindar Olympian 13.30 

6. Homer Iliad Book 23 line 330 

7. Homer I1iad Book 23 line 321, Pindar 
Olympian 3.33, Sophocles Electra line 713. 

8. St. Martin's Press (1984) page 304. 

9. On Iliad 23.758 cf. Munro, Oxford (1890), page 
414. Leaf, Amsterdam (1960), page 525. Hampe, Stuttgart 
(1979), page 496. Willcock, St. Martin's Press (1984), 
page 309. On Odyssey 8.121 cf. Butcher and Lang, 
London (1890), page 119. Ameis-Hentze, Amsterdam 
(1964), page 35. Stanford, London (1965), pages 334-5. 

to. On Iliad 23.758 cf. Purves, London (1891), page 
415. Murray, London (1976), page 550. On Odyssey 
8.121 cf. Agar. Oxford (1908), pages 115-8. Weiher, 
Heimeran (1961), 

ß 
page 201. Hampe, who translated 

To. Qt 6' ano vvßa'qg T. ETaTo dpoµos as "Ab von der 
Startschwelle ging da der Lauf" in Iliad 23.758, 
translates this same phrase in Odyssey 8.121 com- 
pletely to the contrary as "Vor der Schwelle erstreckte 
die Bahn sich". 

ii. The arguments for and against Murray's translation 
of vvcßa as "turning point" are to be found more 
appropriately on pages 227-232. 

12. Nonnus Dionysiaca 37.242,625. 

I. 
13. The technical expression baabLS seems to have 
been unknown in pre-Classical Greek literature, the 

earliest surviving reference appearing in the fifth 
century B. C. in Sophocles' Antigone line 131. 

14. On the idea of keeping to an imaginary lane in the 
Roman Circus, see Cassiodorus Variae 3.51.7. 
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15. Homer Iliad Book 23 lines 417-447. See also Aristophanes Knights line ii6i, Theocritus 21 lines 
26-27. 

16. cf. Aeschylus Prometheus line 883. For other 
metaphorical usages of 6pöµos in this connection, 
cf. Plato Cratylus 414b for wandering off the sub- 
ject in a discussion, and Aeschylus Libation 
Bearers line 514, for doing something unacceptable. 
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EPILOGUE 

Most modern bibliographies on horse racing in an- 

cient Greece (including the one in this thesis) have as 

their first entry J. K. Anderson's Ancient Greek 

Horsemanship. Were such bibliographies not compiled 

alphabetically, but their works listed in order of im- 

portance for a study of this subject, Anderson's book 

would again probably occupy the first position. 

However, the fact that Anderson's work has little 

directly to say about horse racing in ancient Greece, 

but concentrates more on points of general horseman- 

ship, highlights the inadequate state of research in 

this area. 

For some of the most comprehensive studies on 

horse racing in ancient Greece one has to go back to 

the works of Lehndorff, Pollack, and Martin in the 

nineteenth century. Lehndorff took a wide view of his 

subject and covered topics such as the Olympic hip- 

podrome, prizes, rules for taking part at Olympia, and 

horsemanship. His is, however, a popular account, the 

value of which has diminished considerably in the light 

of more recent research. Pollack, on the other hand, 

concentrated exclusively on the hippodrome, discussing 

those described by various ancient authors. The real 

value of his work lies in his chapter on the starting 

mechanism on the Olympic hippodrome, which, although 

some of the theories need to be treated with cir- 

cumspection, is a useful summary of previous research. 
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Martin's study of the Athenian cavalry and their par- 

ticipation in the festivals of the Panathenaia and 

Theseia is an invaluable tool for anyone researching 

the - KEATS event in ancient Greece. However, it does 

not deal with more general points on horse racing. 

As regards this century, little has been written 

on the Ke), TIS event compared to other sporting dis- 

ciplines in antiquity. In their works on ancient Greek 

sport in general, several scholars, notably Gardiner, 

Hyde, Harris, Ebert and Weiler, have touched on the 

subject, but there has been little original research 

which answers many of the fundamental questions on this 

subject. 

The only area which has been satisfactorily dealt 

with until now is the Olympic hippodrome and its start- 

ing mechanism . Harris and Wiegartz (both of whose 

theories are analysed in Chapter 4 of this thesis) have 

written extensively on this question with particular 

reference to the starting gate, and it is clear that no 

further serious advance will be made in our understand- 

ing of this device or the hippodrome in which it was 

situated, until some new literary or archaeological 

evidence appears. 

Several crucial areas have been neglected in 

modern scholarship. The distance of the KEA'g event 

at the major festivals remains unknown. Since 

Schone-'s research of the last century into the dis- 

tances of the equestrian events at Olympia as recorded 

on the Old Seraglio manuscript, no significant con- 
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tribution has been made. I believe, however, that 

Professor J. Ebert intends to publish a new perspective 

on this ancient manuscript in the near future. 

There is much to be gained by a detailed examina- 

tion of the various passages in this work (and others I 

may have overlooked) concerning the uairanF,, which 

pre-dated the prow-shaped starting mechanism on the 

Olympic hippodrome, and which seems to have been the 

most common type of starting device in antiquity. The 

extensive work carried out by Broneer on the function- 

ing of such a device in the Isthmian stadium needs to 

be widened to address the different problems posed by 

the use of the uc aira'g in the hippodrome. 

Finally, a study, perhaps in the form of a short 

lexicon, should be produced on the different meanings 

of the various termini technics related to the 

stadium, hippodrome, gymnasium and palaestra in an- 

cient Greece and the sporting events held therein. Such 

a reference work would prove invaluable to translators 

and commentators, who are frequently faced with inter- 

preting passages with obscure sporting allusions. 
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